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Abstract
In this thesis we study the multifractal structure of graph directed self-confromal measures. We 
begin by introducing a number of notions from geometric measure theory. In particular, several no­
tions of dimension, graph directed iterated function schemes, and the thermodynamic formalism. We 
then give an historical introduction to multifractal analysis. Finally, we develop our own contribution 
to multifractal analysis.
Our own contribution to multifractal analysis can be broken into three parts; the proof of two 
multifractal density theorems, the calculation of the multifractal spectrum of self-conformal measures 
coded by graph directed iterated function schemes, and the introduction of a relative multifractal 
formalism together with an investigation of the relative multifractal structure of one graph directed 
self-conformal measure with respect to another.
Specifically, in Chapter 5 we show that by interpreting the multifractal Hausdorff and packing 
measures Olsen introduced in [0195] as Henstock-Thomson variation measures we are able to obtain 
two stronger density theorems than those obtained by Olsen.
In Chapter 6 we give full details of the calculation of the multifractal spectrum of graph directed 
self-conformal measures satisfying the strong open set condition and show that the multifractal Haus­
dorff and packing measures introduced by Olsen in [0195] take positive and finite values at the critical 
dimension provided that the self-conformal measures satisfy the strong separation condition.
In Chapter 7 we formalise the idea of performing multifractal analysis with respect to an arbitrary 
reference measure by developing a formalism for the multifractal analysis of one measure with respect 
to another. This formalism is based on the ideas of the ‘multifractal formalism’ as first introduced by 
Halsey et. al. [HJKPS86] and closely parallels Olsen’s formal treatment of this formalism in [0195].
In Chapter 8 we illustrate our relative multifractal formalism by investigating the relative mul­
tifractal structure of one graph directed self-conformal measure with respect to another where the 
two measures are based on the same graph directed self-conformal iterated function scheme which 
satisfies the strong open set condition.
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In trod u ction
The research in this thesis can be divided into three parts; the proof of two multifractal density theorems, 
the calculation of the multifractal spectrum of self-conformal measures coded by graph directed iterated 
function schemes, and the introduction of a relative multifractal formalism together with an investigation 
of the relative multifractal structure of one graph directed self-conformal measure with respect to another. 
In order to  set these results in context we introduce a number of basic concepts from the field of geometric 
measure theory. In particular we discuss graph directed iterated function schemes, multifractals and the 
thermodynamic formalism.
This thesis is divided into eight chapters. In outline these chapters deal with the following subjects: 
fractal measures and dimensions, graph directed iterated function schemes, the thermodynamic formal­
ism, multifractal analysis, multifractal density theorems, the multifractal spectrum of graph directed 
self-conformal measures satisfying the strong open set condition (an important separation condition in 
geometric measure theory), a relative multifractal formalism, and the relative multifractal structure of 
one graph directed self-conformal measure with respect to another.
In the chapter on fractal measures and dimensions we introduce three different notions of dimension 
of sets, Hausdorff dimension, packing dimension and box-counting dimension. We also consider the 
measures th a t accompany these dimensions Le. the Hausdorff and centred Hausdorff measures, and the 
packing measure. Also Included in this chapter are details of the relationship between these measures and 
dimensions and im portant covering theorems which are frequently used when calculating these dimensions 
in particular situations.
While this first chapter can definitely be seen as introductory, in our second chapter we move on to 
consider one of the most important concepts in fractal geometry, that of an iterated function scheme. The 
chapter introduces, and covers much of the basic material on, graph directed iterated function schemes. 
In particular, it discusses invariant sets, symbolic dynamics and invariant measures.
Having introduced one half of what we wish to study i.e. graph directed iterated function schemes 
and invariant measures, we then turn  to the other half of our thesis, multifractal analysis. A central 
theme in the development of multifractal analysis is its intuitive link with statistical mechanics. For this 
reason, before introducing multifractal analysis, we include a chapter on the thermodynamic formalism. 
Because we are only interested in using the thermodynamic formalism in the context of the code space, 
we only introduce it in this restricted setting. In particular, we introduce topological pressure, Gibbs 
states, and entropy and derive the link between pressure and entropy i.e. the variational principle.
Having covered this further introductory material we are free to develop multifractal analysis. The 
literature on this subject is extensive and it would certainly be possible to write a book in several volumes 
on it, thus we have restricted our attention to what we believe are the important developments in the 
field from a historical perspective. In particular, we give a short historical introduction to multifractals 
and then discuss three papers that we believe have been of special mathematical importance. These 
papers are [Ra89], [CM92] and [0195]. The first of these papers is important because it is among the 
first mathematically rigourous papers on multifractals, the second because its simple setting and measure 
theoretic approach to multifractals opened up the field to many geometric measure theorists, and the 
third because it attem pts to perform multifractal analysis of general measures.
In [0195] Olsen only required two rather weak multifractal density theorems. In the chapter on density 
theorems we show th a t by interpreting the multifractal Hausdorff and packing measures introduced by 
Olsen in [0195] as Henstock-Thomson variation measures we are able to obtain two stronger density 
theorems. In particular we prove the following. Let be a probability measure on R^, u h ea , finite Borel 
measure on R^, g, t E R  and E  Ç R*^ . Set,
(a?, u) =  limsup ^ and d®’* (æ, u) =  liminf (a:,r))r \o  fi{B  {x ,r )Y  {2r) r\,o [j,{B {x ,r )Y  (2r)
Then provided that 'H jf [E) < oo, where denotes the multifractal Hausdorff measure, and d^’* {x, v) < 
CO on F?, we have
u { E )=  f  d ^ ; \ x ,v ) d H f ( x ) .JE
Also, provided that (E) < oo, where denotes the multifractal packing measure, and (re, v) < 
oo on J5, we have
u { E ) =  f  d j’* (re, u) dPg'* (re). J e
Chapter six of this thesis contains full details of the calculation of the multifractal spectrum of graph 
directed self-conformal measures satisfying the strong open set condition and shows th a t Olsen’s multifrac­
tal Hausdorff and packing measures are positive and finite at the critical dimensions. The approach used 
in this calculation is essentially a combination of those found in [Pat97] and [KG92]. It uses the thermody­
namic formalism to introduce an auxiliary function which is related to the multifractal spectrum via the 
Legendre transform. In particular, we have the following. Given G = {V,E,  (Te)^^^ , (Pe)egg), a graph 
directed self-conformal iterated function scheme (GCIFS) with probabilities based on a strongly connected 
graph and satisfying the strong open set condition, let ip(u)) — log (7r(cr(w)))| and ^(w ) =  logp^i, 
where cr and tt respectively denote the left shift operator and the natural projection map. Also let 
P :  R  be defined by = P(q(f) + where P  (y?) denotes the topological pressure of ip.
Finally let us define /? : R  ^  R  using the equation P{q,j3  (g^ )) =  0. Then there exists an interval (a ,a) 
such th a t for a  G {a,â), f  (a) = F  {a) = P* (a), where /  (a) and F  (a) respectively denote the Hausdorff 
and packing multifractal spectrum of any of the measures generated by the GCIFS and p* denotes the 
Legendre transform of p.
In several recent papers (see, for example, [RSI], [LV98] and [Das98]) the idea of performing multi­
fractal analysis with respect to  an arbitrary reference measure has been discussed. In chapter seven we 
formalise these ideas by developing a  formalism for the multifractal analysis of one measure with respect 
to another. This formalism is based on the ideas of the ‘multifractal formalism’ as first introduced by 
Halsey et. al. [HJKPS8 6 ] and closely parallels Olsen’s formal treatment of this formalism in [0195].
In the final chapter of this thesis we illustrate our relative multifractal formalism by investigating 
the relative multifractal structure of one graph directed self-conformal measure with respect to another 
where the two measures are based on the same GCIFS which satisfies the strong open set condition. In 
particular, in addition to the notation introduced for Chapter 6  let G' = (P ,P , (Pe)eej5 > (”^e)ee£?) 
a second GCIFS with probabilities based on the same GCIFS as G. Set % (w) =  logm^i and define 
P ' : R^ -> R  by P ’ (g, P) ~  P  {qx +  ptp)- Define : R  -> R  using the equation P ' (g, P' (g)) ~  0 and set 
a' (g) equal to  the minus the derivative of P' at g. Also, define Q : R  ^ -> R  by Q (g, C) =  P  {q(f> +  (%), 
Cmu.^ -u :R  R  using the equation Q  (g, {q)) =  0 and set (g) equal to the minus the derivative
of Cixn,3'u Q- Finally, for 7 , a  > 0, define the sets Ku (7 ) and Ku (7 , a) in the following way:
Ku (7 ) =  E supp)Uu n  supp Uu
and
Ku  (7 , 0 =) =  € supp Hu n  supp Uu
r \ o  \ogUu {B (æ,r))
I ta  ^  andr \ , 0  log Uu [B (æ, r)) r \ o  log r
where Hu and Uu respective denote the self-similar measure associated with G and G' at the vertex u. 
W ith these definitions we have the following results: There exists an interval (c, c) such th a t for 7  E (c,c),
dimi,„ K u  (7) =  Dim,,,. K u  (7) =  (7)
where dim ,^„ and Dim„„ respectively denote the %/u-Hausdorff and z/«-packing dimension and
dimH K u  (7/i.,y« (?) (?)) = dim? K u  (7m„,«^ „ ((?)>«' (<?)) = (q) (q) +  (g)) •
Finally we give a counter example to  the natural conjecture that
d im n /G  =  dim? Ku (7 m«.«^ u) =  Oi' (g) (g7 ^„,„„ (g) -F (?)) •
1 Fractal M easures and D im ensions
In this chapter we introduce three specific measures and dimensions. It is these th a t we will be primarily 
concerned with in this thesis (we will use the centred i/-Hausdorff measure and ^/-packing measure and 
their respective dimensions in chapters seven and eight but we leave their introduction until then). We 
also give some theory about the relationship between these measures and dimensions which will prove 
useful later on. Finally, we develop two im portant covering theorems which are useful for calculating 
using these measures. There is extensive literature available on this subject, a good overview can be 
found in Chapters 2 and 3 of [Fa90] and Chapters 4 and 5 of [Mat95].
1.1 Hausdorff Measure and Dim ension
Each of the measures and dimensions that we will be considering are generalisations of our intuitive 
ideas of volume to general fractional dimensions. We start here by defining the most frequently used 
generalisation, the Hausdorff measure and dimension.
D efin ition  1.1 We call a sequence of sets (Ai)^ a 5-cover of A  if A  C and 0 < diam {Ai} < Ô
for each i.
Now given a subset A of s >  0 and 5 > 0 we define
(A) =  inf l ^ d i a m  (Ai)® (A*)^gp  ^ is a countable 5-cover of A j  .
We now let 5 \  0 to obtain the Hausdorff s-dimensional outer measure of A i.e.
W  (A) := lim HI (A) =  sup (A ).d\,o " f> 0
Lem m a 1.2 7i^ is a Borel regular outer measure on R'^  ,
Proof; See Corollary 4.5. in [Mat95]. ■
N ote: Carathéodory’s Criterion tells us that this is equivalent to saying that is a regular metric
outer measure.
The restriction of to ?7®-measurable sets is called Hausdorff s~dimensional measure.
Given th a t we are seeking to generalise our intuitive ideas of dimension, it may be useful to  take a 
closer look at the relationships between sets of integer dimension. In doing this one question that we
might ask is, what is the area of a one dimensional line or the volume of a square? In each case the answer
is zero. Another question might be, what is the length of a square or the area of a cube? The answer 
in each case is infinity. Thus we see that objects th a t have higher dimension than the dimension th a t is 
related to the measure that we are using have a measure of infinity, and objects with lower dimension a 
measure of zero. This leads naturally to the following theorem and definition of dimension.
T heorem  1.3 For Q < s < t < oo and A  Ç R' ;^
1. W  (A) <  oo => Hf (A) =  0 ;
-H* (A) >  0 => (A) =  oo.
Proof: See Page 28 in [Fa90]. ■
A consequence of this theorem is th a t there is a unique number dimn (A) for which
s < dimn (A) 'JF (A) =  oo
t  > dimn (A) => H f (A) =  0.
Formally we have:
D efin itio n  1.4 The Hausdorff dimension dimn (A) of a set A C  is given by
dimn (A) =  sup {s | 'H® (A) > 0}
=  sup {s I W  (A) =  0 0 }
=  inf {s I 77® (A) < 0 0 }
=  inf {s I 77® (A) =  0}.
Two useful properties of the Hausdorff dimension are that it is monotone and cr-stable i.e. given 
A Ç jB C R*^  we have dimn (A) < dimn (B) < d and
dimn A^^ =  sup {dimn (A*) | i =  1 , 2 , . . ,
When calculating the Hausdorff dimension of a set it is frequently more difficult to find a lower bound 
than to find an upper bound. A result th a t is frequently used in such calculations is Lemma 1.5. Before 
we can state Lemma 1.5 we require the following definition. Given a probability measure u the Hausdorff, 
dimension of v  is given by:
dimn v =  inf dimn ( E ) .Exu{E)>Q
Lem m a 1.5 I f  u is a probability measure on R'^ and for v-a.a. x,
r \ , 0  logr
then
dimn v = a.
Proof: See [Bil65] ■
The Hausdorff Dimension of a set can also be found by considering the unique transition point of 
another im portant outer measure, the centred Hausdorff measure. This measure is defined as follows.
D efin ition  1.6 For A Ç R^ * and Q < Ô < 00 we call {B {xi, ri))- a centred 5-covering of A  if  the B  
are closed balls such that A  C \J ^ B  {xi,ri), 2r, < 5 and Xi G A. Given a set A  Ç R* ,^ s > 0 and 5 > 0 
we define
Cl (A) =  (2^*)  ^ (P  is a centred 5-covering 0/ a |  , A ^  0;
Cj (0) =  0 and Cg (A) =  sup Cg (A ).
5 > 0
The centred Hausdorff s-dimensional outer measure of A  is given by,
C® (A) =  sup Co® { B ) .
B Ç A
Lem m a 1.7 C® is a metric outer measure on R^.
Proof: See [RT8 8 ] ■
In [RT8 8 ], Saint Raymond and Tricot also how th a t the measures 77® and C® are equivalent. This proves 
the following theorem.
T h e o re m  1.8 For A C R  ,
dimn (A) =  sup {s | C® (A) > 0} 
=  sup {s I C® (A) — 0 0 } 
=  inf {5  I C® (A) < 0 0 } 
=  inf {s I C® (A) =  0} .
1.2 Packing M easure and Dim ension
The packing dimension of a set was first introduced by Tricot in [Tr80] and can be arrived at in two ways
i.e. by considering packing measures or by modifying the upper box counting dimension (see the next 
section) so th a t it is n-stable.
We begin with the following definition.
D efin itio n  1.9 For A C and 0 < 5 < oo we call {B (xi, n))^ a centred 5-packing of A  if the B  {xi, n )  
are closed disjoint balls such that 2r* < 5 and Xi G A. Now let 0 < s < oo and set
V I =  sup (2 n ) ' {B (xi,ri))- forms a centred 5-packing o /A  > ;
then let
v s  (A) -  lim n* (A) =  ir f  T>| (A ).
Finally, we define the packing s-dimensional outer measure P® by
r oo oo
P ‘ (A ) = m f]5 3 p „ » (A )  A =  t j  A d  .
L i=l i=l J
L em m a 1.10 P® is a Borel regular outer measure on R®^ .
P ro o f: See Page 62 in [Mat95]. ■
The restriction of P® to P®-measurable sets is called Packing s-dimensional measure.
It can easily be shown that P* (A) =  0 whenever P® (A) < oo and 0 < s < and so we see that P®
defines a dimension in the same way as 77®. Formally:
D efin itio n  1.11 The Packing dimension dimp (A) of a set A  Ç R'^ is given by
dimp (A) =  sup {s | P® (A) > 0}
=  sup {s I P® (A) =  oo}
=  inf {s I P® (A) < oo}
=  in f{ s |P ® (A ) =  0}.
The packing dimension also has the properties th a t it is monotone and cr-stable. Finally in this section 
we give the relationship between the Hausdorff and packing measures.
T h e o re m  1.12 For A  Ç R" ,^
77®(A) <P®(A).
P ro o f: See Theorem 5.12 in [Mat95]. ■
1.3 Box Counting Dim ensions
There are many equivalent ways in which these dimensions can be defined. We look at the two definitions 
that include the covering and packing numbers of the set.
D efin ition  1.13 Let A  be a non-empty bounded subset o fB fi. ForO < e < oo let N  (A, e) be the smallest 
number of e-balls needed to cover A  i.e.
AT (A, e) =  min I  A: A ç Ç j  B  (xi,e) for som eX iG lV ^, (7 =  1 , . . .  , fc )|
and let P  (A, e) be the greatest number of disjoint e-balls with centres in A  i.e.
P  (A, e) =  max {A: | 3 disjoint balls B  (xi,e) with Xi G A  (7 =  1 , . . . ,  A;)}
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Lem m a 1.14 For A Ç R  ,
A  (A, 2e) < P  (A, e) <  TV (A, e /2 ) .
Proof: This follows easily from the definitions. ■
We now define the upper and lower box counting dimensions.
D efin ition  1.15 With N  (A, e) defined as above we have,
dtaB ( A ) = l i m s u p L § f l M  
6 ^ 0  - lo g e
dims (^) =  lim infeNo - lo g e
If these limits are equal then we define the box counting dimension of A, dime (A), to be this common 
value. The following is a corollary to Lemma 1.14.
Lem m a 1.16 With P {A ,e) defined as above, we have
dime (A) =  lim sup —  ^eNO - lo g e
dime (A) =  lim inf .^ e\o  - lo g e
Another way of looking at the box counting dimensions is as a modification of the Hausdorff dimension, 
were we restrict the coverings used in defining Hausdorff measure to balls of the same size. It follows 
immediately that
dimn A < dimg (A) < dimp (A) < d.
Finally, we give the relationship between dimp and dimp .
T heorem  1.17 For A  Ç R*^ ,
dimp (A) =  inf j  sup dimp (Af) A =  A ,^ diam (A,) < o o | .
Proof: See Section 3.3 in [Fa90]. ■
1.4 Covering Theorems
We end this short chapter with statements of two important covering theorems, the Vitali covering 
theorem and the Besicovitch covering theorem. We include these theorems here because they are often 
invaluable when calculating using the measures and dimensions that we have introduced in this chapter. 
Our first step is to give the following im portant geometric result.
L em m a 1.18 Let A  be a family of closed balls contained in a bounded subset o/R '^. Then there exists
a countable or finite subfamily {B (xi,ri))^ of A  such that
1. {B {xi,ri))^ is a pairwise disjoint family.
iU s e A ^ )  \  (U L i ^  (» i ,n ) )  Ç USfc+i ^  {x u ^n ) for all k.
P ro o f: See Lemma 1.9 in [FaS5]. ■
We now move on to the Vitali covering theorem. A collection of sets V is called a Vitali class for A Ç R^ ^
if for each x G A  and 5 > 0 there exists V  g V such that x g V  and 0 < diam (V) < 5.
11
T heorem  1.19
1. Let A  he an -measurable subset o fH ‘^ and let V be a Vitali class of A. Then there exists a finite or 
countable disjoint sequence (Vi)^ from  V such that either Y!,i (diam (Vi))® =  oo or 77® {E \ U) =  0.
2. I f  77® (A) < oo then, given e>  0, we may also require that
w  (£ )< X ;(d ia m (V ;)) '’ +  £.
i
Proof: See Theorem 1.10 in [Fa85]. ■
Finally, we state the Besicovitch covering theorem.
T heorem  1.20 Let d € N . Then there exists an integer C S N  which satisfies the following: let A  Ç 
and for each x  G A  fix a number Vx > 0 such that sup^^j^rx < oo. Then there exist C countable or finite 
subfamilies A i , . . .  , A( of {B  (x ,rx) \ x  G A} such that
L  ^  Q Ui ^
2. A i is a family of disjoint sets.
Proof: See Theorem 4.2 in [0195]. ■
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2 G raph D irected  Iterated  F unction  Schem es
One of the most im portant concepts in the growing field of fractal geometry is th a t of self-similarity. In 
this chapter we will be looking at this concept and how to construct fractals with this property.
Probably the best way to introduce the concept of self-similarity is by constructing a fractal that 
exhibits it. One of the best known and most easily constructed fractals is the middle third Cantor set. It 
can be constructed from the unit interval by an iterated sequence of deletions. This process can be seen 











Figure 1: The construction of the middle third Cantor set
[0,1]. The set E \ consists of the intervals [0, |]  and [ | ,  1]. We obtain E \ from Eq by removing the middle 
third of the interval [0,1] i.e. by removing the open interval ( | ,  | ) .  The set %  consists of the intervals 
[0, |] ,  [ | ,  | ] ,  [ | ,  | ]  and [ | ,  1]. The set E 2 is obtained from E i by removing the middle third of the two 
intervals in E i . In fact at each level k we can obtain Ef.+i from Ek by removing the middle third of each 
of the intervals in The middle third Cantor set F  is the intersection of the sets Eu i.e. F  =  f l ^ o  % - 
Now if we consider the object F  constructed in Figure 1 then we can see that it consists of two parts, 
marked F^ and Fr . Each of Fr and Fr  is a scaled down copy of F. Further, if we consider these two 
parts Fr and Fr  then since each is a scaled down copy of F  each of these two parts in turn consists of 
two scaled down copies of itself. In fact this property of each part consisting of two scaled down versions 
of itself exists at all scales in the constructed set. It is this property of a set consisting of scaled down 
copies of itself a t all scales that we call self-similarity.
In Figure 2 (overleaf) we have shown how to construct another famous fractal, the von Koch curve. 
Once again we see th a t it is constructed by a process of iteration and that it also exhibits the property 
of self-similarity. The four different scaled down copies of the whole are marked F\, Fg, F3 and F4 .
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FFigure 2 : The construction of the von Koch Curve
In some sense we see that the middle third Cantor set and the von Koch curve are defined by the 
transformations in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively.
Figure 3; A generator for the middle third Cantor set
Figure 4: A generator for the von Koch Curve
In fact it is well known that transformations of this type uniquely determine a compact fractal which 
exhibits the property of self-similarity. The sense in which this is true is captured in the main theorem of 
this chapter on graph directed iterated function schemes. It turns out that the transformations in Figure 3 
and Figure 4 are just a way of representing particular iterated function schemes th a t respectively define 
the middle third Cantor set and the von Koch curve.
Much work has been done on this concept of self-similarity and how it is related to a collection of 
contracting maps. The first real contributor was Moran in his 1946 paper [Mo46]. In this paper Moran 
worked in a more general setting i.e. instead of specifying the construction by maps he merely specified 
seed sets and contraction ratios and how these should be used to construct a sequence of nested sets 
whose intersection was the construction object. Moran’s main contribution was to derive an expression
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for the Hausdorff dimension of such a set provided it satisfied a separation condition. More recently, in 
his 1981 paper [HuSl], Hutchinson formalised a new way of looking at the subclass of these sets which 
are map specified. He showed that a self-similar set could be viewed as the fixed point of a contraction 
defined on the class of non-empty, compact subsets of a metric space X .  In particular, he proved the 
following results.
T h e o re m  2.1
1. Let X  = (X, d) he a complete metric space and let T  = {T i,. . .  ,T,x} be a finite set of contracting 
maps on X .  Then there exists a unique non-empty closed bounded set K  such that K  = (JlLi ^  (X). 
Further, K  is the closure of the set of fixed points of finite compositions o • • • o of members of
T . For arbitrary A C  X  let S  (A) =  UiLi ^  (A) and (A) =  S  (A )). Then for non-empty
closed bounded A, (A) -> K  with respect to the Hausdorff metric.
2. In  addition to the hypotheses of (1) let us suppose that ( p i , . . .  ,Pn) is a probability vector i.e. 
p i , . . .  ,pn 6  (0,1) and XliLiPi =  1- Then there exists a unique Borel regular measure p of total 
mass 1 such that p  =  P* - P ° . Furthermore, supp p  =  K .
3. Further, if the T* E T  are similarities with contraction ratios ri and are such that they satisfy a 
separation condition known as the open set condition (see Section 2.2) and s is the unique positive 
number satisfying ^1 =  1 (AcM dimn K  = s and 0 <71^ (K ) <  oo.
W ith the introduction of the packing measure and dimension in the 1980s ( [Tr80] and [Tr82]) an interest 
was also taken in what the packing dimension and measure of these sets would be. Although we are 
unable to determine exactly when the following theorem appeared it was certainly known by 1990 when 
it was published in Edgar’s book [Ed90].
T h e o re m  2 . 2  Using the notation of Theorem 2.1, if the Ti & T  are similarities such that they satisfy
the open set condition then dimp K  = s and 0 < V ^  (K ) < oo.
In fact in [Sp92], Spear was able to show that given T , an iterated function scheme consisting of similarities 
defined on and K , the self similar set associated with T , there exists Ct  E (0,oo), a  constant 
depending on T , such that TU \-K  = C rV ^  L K .
In this chapter we will be looking at iterated function schemes coded by directed multigraphs. These 
are a way of constructing a vector of self-similar sets simultaneously. A definitive formulation of
the ideas involved from the perspective of geometric measure theory was given by Mauldin and Williams 
in their 1988 paper [MW8 8 ] but the idea had existed in the literature of dynamical systems previously 
and had been used by several authors, usually under the name of subshifts of finite type or Markov chains 
(see [LM95]). In their paper Mauldin and Williams showed th a t the Hausdorff dimension of these sets 
could be determined by considering a square matrix with rows and columns indexed by the vertex set 
of the graph. For each positive number t we define a square matrix A (t) with the entry in row u and 
column V being:
Au,v {t) =  Tg,
eG£?„,„
where Eu,v is the set of edges from u to u and fg is the similarity ratio of the map associated with 
e. The Hausdorff dimension of the set K  =  is the unique non-negative number s such that
the spectral radius of the matrix A (s) is one. Mauldin and Williams also showed that the Hausdorff 
measure a t the critical dimension is positive and either finite or cr-finite depending on the structure of 
the graph. Soon afterwards it was shown that the packing dimension of the sets Ku  coincided with their 
Hausdorff dimension and that the packing measures were also positive and finite or (7-finite depending 
on the structure of the graph (see [Ed90]).
In this thesis we will be using a formulation of the idea of graph directed self-similar sets very similar 
to, but not identical to, that introduced by Mauldin and Williams. Details of the approach th a t we will 
use can be found in Edgar’s book [Ed90].
We now turn to introducing graph directed self-similar sets, sets whose structure is determined by 
contractions coded by the edges of directed multigraphs. A system of contractions of this type is called a 
graph directed iterated function scheme (GDIFS). The remainder of this chapter is spent developing the 
theory behind GDIFSs which closely parallels the well known theory behind iterated function schemes.
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2.1 Graphs
In this section we introduce some definitions/notations for directed graphs. A finite directed connected 
(multi)graph G is an ordered pair (V, E) consisting of a finite set V  of vertices and a finite set E  of directed 
edges between vertices, where each pair of vertices is connected together by a path (not necessarily 
directed). Figure 5 gives a typical example of a finite directed connected graph. In this figure V  = 
(u i ,. . .  ,U4 ) and E  =  ( e i , . . .  ,eio).
Gio
Figure 5: A finite directed connected graph
Let G = (y ,E) be a  finite directed connected multigraph. For u ,v  e  V  let Eu,v denote the set of 
edges from u to u and set Eu — Uvev ^u,v the set of all edges leaving u. For e € E  let us denote 
the initial vertex of e by i{e) and the terminal vertex of e by t{e). We will call a finite string 6 1 6 2 ...Cn of 
edges of G a finite path if for i =  {1, ...,n  — 1 }, t{ei) =  z(e^+i). Similarly we will call an infinite string
6 1 6 2 ... of edges of G an infinite path if for all i 6  N , t{ei) — %(e^+i). In addition for u^v e V  and n  € N  
let us introduce the following notation:
E ^ l  = {ei...en I paths of length n  such that i (ei) =  u and t (en) =  v } .
^u ji =  i j  t.e. paths of finite length between u and v.
neN
— U  paths of length n  starting a t u.
v€V
E^*) =  [ J  E^ *Jj i.e. paths of finite length starting at u.
VÇ.V
E^”) — U  * 6 . paths of length n  in G.
uev
E^*) =  E^*) i.e. paths of finite length in G.
u&V
E ^  = {ei6 2 ... 1 infinite paths such that i(e i)  =  w}.
E ^  =  [ J  E ^  i.e. infinite paths in G.
u£V
Next we introduce some notation for concatenation and restriction of paths. If a  =  a-i.-.CKn € E^*\ 
E E(*) U E ^  and t  {an) = i ifii) then afi = a \...an fiifi2— • Also if a  G E(^) then let us write 
\ a \ = n .  Now if a  G E^ '^\ fi G E("^\ n < m  and for j  =  {1, ...,n} , a j =  fij then we say a < fi. Similarly 
if CK G E(^), w G E ^  and for j  — {1, ...,n} , a j — u)j then we say a <u). Also given fi G E(") ot fi e  E ^  
and m <  n  or m  G N  respectively then we write ^  | m for For a  G E^*  ^ let us write t (a) for
t  (cK|a|) and for a  G E ^  U E^*\ i (a) for i (a i) . Finally for r  G E^*) we call [r] =  {w G E ^  | w ||r | =  r} 
the cylinder associated with r .
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We say th a t a directed graph is strongly connected if given u ,v  e V ,  we have th a t ^  0. In this 
thesis we will only consider GDIFSs coded by strongly connected graphs.
2.2 The Invariant Sets
We now introduce iterated functions schemes which are coded by directed multigraphs. Given a vector 
(X^)vGV of complete metric spaces where V  is the vertex set of some directed multigraph a GDIFS 
provides a  way of constructing a vector of non-empty compact subsets of these metric spaces. Our first 
step is to give a  formal definition of a GDIFS.
D efin ition  2.3 A triple G = (V,E,{Te)eeE), which consists of a finite directed connected multigraph 
{V,E) and contracting maps Tg : Xt(e) -^i(e) is called a graph directed iterated function scheme 
(GDIFS).
Given a  GDIFS and numbers Pe € (0,1) such that ~  ^ for all u 6  V we call the
quadruple G =  (V, E , (Pe)egg) a GDIFS with probabilities. A vector {Ju)uev non-empty
compact subsets of Xy, is called a vector of seed sets for a GDIFS G = {V, E , (Te)e£E) if the sets {Ju)u£V 
are regular i.e. int Ju — Jut and for each e G E  satisfy
Te {Jt{e)) Q Ji{e)' (1)
Also given r  G E^”'i let us set o • • • o and given A  C Xt(^r) lot us set Ar — (A).
Having made the requisite definitions we can now go on to establish the existence and uniqueness of a 
vector (Ew)^gy of non-empty compact sets which are invariant for the GDIFS in the sense of Equation 2.
T heorem  2.4 L etG '=  {V,E, (Te)e£B) be a GDIFS and let be a vector of seed sets for G. Then
there exists a unique vector K  — {Ky)uev of non-empty compact subsets of X u satisfying
I J  I J  (2)
v€V eeEu,v
Further,
=  n  u  (3 )
n eN  r € E ^ ^
Proof: For w G V" let =  (K (X y ) , du) denote the metric space of compact subsets of X u  together with
the Hausdorff metric. The space Xu is complete, hence, if we set d = max^GV du, then K  =  (HuGy 4
is complete.
Now let us define M  : /C —>■ /C by
Equation 2 will follow from the first part of the contraction mapping theorem if we can show that M  is 
a contraction.
For e G E  let Lip {Te) denote the Lipschitz ratio of Tg. Then we have,
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U  UiireV eÇE-u U6 V . vSV e£Eu,v uev -1
=  maxd„ uev U  U  ’ U  uv € V  e£Eu,v  j  \ v ^ V  e&Eu,v .
< max max max du [Te (A^) ,Te {By)]uÇV vGV
< max Lip {Te ) max dy [Ay, By] e £ E  v S V
= m ^ L ip  {Te)d [(A^,)^,gy, (B^)i,ey] •
Now since maxggg Lip (Tg) < 1 we have that M  is a contraction.
Equation 3 follows from the second part of the contraction mapping theorem if we iterate the 
seed sets {Ju)uev- To see this we note th a t for each u e  V  and n  G N  Equation 1 implies th a t
We call the sets Ku  the graph directed self-similar sets associated with G. It is worth noting that any 
collection {Ju)u£V non-empty compact sets will tend to {Ku)u£v thiG d-metric.
We now give an example of sets generated by a GDIFS. The sets in Figure 6  are based on a GDIFS 
which we represent pictorially in Figure 7.
* 
* • * '






Figure 6 : The invariant sets of the GDIFS in Figure 7
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eEdge 3
Edge 1 Edge 4
Edge 2
Edges
Figure 7: A pictorial representation of the GDIFS for the sets in Figure 6
We end this section by showing that any set th a t can be defined by an iterated function scheme can 
also be defined by a GDIFS. Let T  = {T i,. . .  ,T„} be an iterated function scheme on X  then the GDIFS 
specified by Figure 8  is a GDIFS defining the same set as T . This is easily seen since the GDIFS generates 
a non-empty compact subset of X  which is invariant under the same maps as the invariant set of T .
T„
Figure 8 : A GDIFS which is equivalent to the iterated function scheme T  = {T \ , . . .  , Tn}
2.3 The Code Space
When investigating the sets associated with a GDIFS we will frequently use symbolic dynamics. When 
considering GDIFSs the code space th a t we use is the space as defined in Section 2.1.
Let u) £ E ^ ,  then since is a decreasing sequence of non-empty compact sets such
th a t diam (TL|n \  0, fin (^w|n (-^t(w„))) is a singleton. Thus for each w e  V we are able to
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define a ‘code m ap’ or ‘projection’ tt^ : -> Xu  by
{tTu (w)} =  {Tu\n (■^t(u/n))) •
If æ =  TTu (w) € Eu then we say th a t w is an address of the point x.
Since the element of E ^  tha t the code map is projecting uniquely defines a  u € F  for notational 
convenience we will sometimes drop this subscript i.e. denote t^u by tt.
An im portant property of the code maps is th a t for each e £ E  and oj £ ,
% ( e w )  =  T’e(7rf(e)M). (4)
Equation 4 can easily be proven. For,
V neN  /  n € N  n€N
To aid our investigation of the code space we introduce the following im portant shift maps, a : E ^  -> 
E ^  given by cr(wiW2 . . .  ) =  WgWg . . .  and for r  £ E^*\ : E ^  -> E ^  given by ar{oj) — TW.
Equation 4 can now be seen to show th a t the following diagram commutes.
E ^
A^ t(e) '  ^ ^i(e)
Thus the dynamical systems Ar«,Tg) and (E^,cre) are conjugate.
We now use Equation 4 to prove the following important lemma:
L em m a 2.5 Let G — {V,E,{Te)eeE) a GDIFS, K  ~  {Ku)u£V ihe graph directed sets associated 
with G and (7ru)u6V be the code maps associated with G. Then for each u £ V  we have
AT.
Proof: Since T^u i ^u )  ^  both non-empty and compact, being the image under a continuous map of a
non-empty compact set, the result will follow from the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.4 if we can show 
th a t 7Tti(E'^) is invariant under M . Now,
U  f r w  ( j ^ l ? e ) ) )  =  U  Ue£Eu eS-Bu j
=  U  U  2 ’4 ’r . w M )
=  U  U
=  U  7Tu(r).
reE^
=  7T«(E^).
Next we make the code space E ^  into a metric space by defining the following metric d on it. Let 
Tmax =  maXgggLip (T^). For u>,r £ E ^  let d[o>,r] =  r^ax, where n = min{i € N  | ^  r*}. Using this
definition we prove the following lemma about the projections.
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L em m a 2.6 Given a GDIFS defined on the vector of metric spaces (X^, pu)uev have that for each 
u E V , 7Tu is Lipschitz.
Proof: Given t,oj E if we set n  =  min{% € N  | 7  ^ n }  we have
Pub^u{r),TTu{oj)] < diamTL,|»-i% w«_i))
< r^âx m&Xw diam Ku 
= Cd[uj, t]
where C = maxu diam JCn/rmax- ■
N ote: We note that later on we will define an equivalent metric on E ^  given by d[T,uj] = some
7  E (0,1). Lemma 2.6 still holds with this metric.
2.4 The Invariant Measures
In this section we show that given a GDIFS with probabilities we can associate a vector {pu)uçv 
probability measures with it in a natural way.
First, we introduce the Hutchison metric L  on (X), the space of probability measures on X . For 
E (X) let
L  (/Lt, u) = sup I  J  (j)dp, -  J  (j)du X  -> R , Lip 0  <  l |
and note th a t it generates the weak topology on A4  ^(X).
Recall th a t a GDIFS with probabilities is a  list G =  (V, E, , (Pe)e6 i?)» where
1 . is a GDIFS.
2. for e E E , Pe E (0,1) and for all u e V,
E  E  P e  =  lwEV e€Eu,v
Given G  =  (V, E, , a GDIFS with probabilities, define $  : IIvsk
(M'- (X„)) by
{(^u)uGv) =  ( M\eeEu /  .u £ V
We say th a t a vector of measures {i^ujuev is G -self-similar if,
^  ((^w)uGf ) — (^w)wGV ■
Also given {i'u)uev G E[«ev (-^«) let
« °  =  ( E  0 t A  and ((n„)„g„)) .\ee£;„ /  y g y
If for each w G U we equip M l  (X^) with the Hutchinson metric as defined above and denote it by Lu 
then we are able to  define a metric L  on flwev (X^)) by setting
^  [(*^ w)u6 V > {'^uiPu) •
Now the L  metric induces the product of the weak topologies and the space V  =  (Ilu ey  (X ^ ), L) is 
complete, thus we can apply the contraction mapping theorem to obtain the following theorem.
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T h e o re m  2.7  Let G = (V, E , , (Pe)ggg) be a GDIFS with probabilities. Then there exists a
unique vector (p A u ev  G P  o/ measures such that {pu)u&v G -self-similar. Further, if ^ ^
then (p A u ev  respect to the product of the weak topologies.
P ro o f: We only require to show that $  is a contraction on V. Now if we set p  {(p) = J  <j)dp and 
î'max =  maxgg^Tg then for w € U, e G Eu and each family of functions {4>u'- Xw -> R-)ugv such th a t 
Lip (j)u< I for each u we have that Lip (r~ax<?^ t(e) ° T~^) < 1. Thus for {vu)uev > {Pu)uev € P  we have
( ( A * « ) ) u g V  ’  ^  ( ( ^ w ) ) w 6 v ]  “  1  °  ^  P e  -  ( * ^ f ( e )  °  T g  )  ( < A * ( e ) )
" eeEu eGSu
=  max I P e .  ( p t { e )  ° T~^) -  ^ t ( e )  (0i(e) « T ~^))
e&Eu
=  ma^ I Y  P ^ ^ r n a x  { r m i x f ^ t ( e )  (4>t(e) «  2"e ^) “  {<l>t{e) ° T g  ^ ) )
eÇEu
<  Y  ^ ’e ^m a x l ( ^ ^ 1 x ^ ( 6 )  {4>t{e)oT^  ( 0 i (e )  °  ^ ) )
eE£/«
^  ^max^^mx ^   ^ PeLf(g) [/^t(g), ^f(e)] 
e€Eu
^  ^max max Lu [Pu 5 ^u] u£V
— ^max-L [{^u)uev ) (^«)uGv] '
We now derive an alternative expression for these self-similar measures. We do this by using Kol­
mogorov’s consistency theorem to define an infinite probability measure pu on E ^  such th a t Pu ([r]) =  Pr 
for all r  G Eu \  where Pr := Pn ' "PT\r\- W ith pu defined in this way we have the following lemma.
L em m a 2 . 8  Let G — (V, E, (Tg)^^^, (Pe)gg^) be a GDIFS with probabilities and let {Ku)uqv 
unique non-empty compact invariant sets associated with G. In addition, for each u E V  let pu be 
defined as above and let rcu be the projection map from E ^  Ku- Finally, let {pu)uç,v unique
G-self-similar probability measures. Then,
1. Pu = Aw
2. s u p p =  Ku.
P ro o f:
(1) We have th a t for each e G Eu, Tr^  o cTg =  Tg o yr^g) and that Y]ggg^ Pe-Pt{e) ° ~  Aw- Thus,
Y  P^' ((/^*(e) =  Y  P^' ( (Af{e) ° -^g"^ ) ° 7r“ l)
e^Eu eGEu
= ^ÇPe-Ai(e) o«7g o
The result now follows from the uniqueness of pu.
(2) Follows immediately from part (1) and Lemma 2.5. ■
The im portant implication of this theorem is that, provided the GDIFS satisfies the SSC, for each 
r  G E u \  Pu {Kr) = Pt - In fact we will see th a t if a GDIFS satisfies the strong open set condition then 
this is still true (see Chapter 6 ).
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3 T h e T h erm od yn am ic Form alism
Bowen and Ruelle’s thermodynamic formalism is frequently used when calculating the multifractal spec­
trum  of measures. In this chapter we introduce parts of this thermodynamic formalism in the setting of 
the code space. In particular we introduce Gibbs states and derive the variational principle. Some of 
the definitions we use are not those th a t can be found in the more general setting, but definitions that 
are equivalent in our simple setting. For readers who are interested in the more general theory a good 
overview can be found in [Ru78].
3.1 M athem atical Preliminaries
We start our work on the thermodynamic formalism with some elementary facts about sequences. Proofs 
of these results can be found in [Fa97]. A sequence (a„)„ of real numbers is called subadditive if for each 
n, m € N ,
L em m a 3.1 Let (an)^ be a subadditive sequence of real numbers. In this situation lim„_4 oo On/n exists 
and is equal to inf^gN Un,/n.
L em m a 3.2 L e tp i , . . .  ,Pn be a probability vector i.e. Y^Z=iPi ~  I and pi € (0,1) for each i. Also let 
q i , . . . ,qn be real numbers. Then,
m /  n \
Y p i  ( “  l o g  P i  +  Qi) <  l o g  ( e * ' I
i = l  \ i = l  /
We end this section with the other important theorem which we require in this chapter, Schauder’s Fixed 
Point Theorem. A proof of this theorem can be found in [DS63].
T heorem  3.3 Let E  be a non-empty compact convex subset of a locally convex topological vector space. 
Then any continuous function f : E - ^ E  has a fixed point.
3.2 Bounded Variation
The celebrated principle of bounded variation plays an important role in the thermo dynamic formalism. 
Consideration shows that it is the fundamental result which allows all others to follow. In this section 
we show th a t a Holder continuous function defined on the code space satisfies the principle of bounded 
variation. In chapter six, we will introduce graph directed self-conformal iterated function schemes 
(GCIFSs). An im portant feature of these is that there exists a number rmax < 1 such that r^ax is the 
largest contraction ratio of the GCIFS and a number 7  G (0,1) such that each of the maps in the GCIFS 
is 7 -Holder continuous. We now use rmax and 7  to define a metric on the code space. We start by 
observing th a t if we define Cmax =  J'max then Cmax < 1- Now given r,w G E ^  we set d[r, w] =  c^^x, where 
n  — min {« | n  7  ^uji}.
Let 0: E ^  R  be 7 -Holder Continuous i.e there exists C  G (0,oo) such th a t for all r,w G E ^ , 
\j )  (r) — (j) ( w )  I <  C d[T,u)\^. Set Sn^  ( w )  =  0  (cr* ( w ) ) . W ith these definitions we have the following
theorem, known as the Principle of Bounded Variation.
T heorem  3.4 Let 0; E ^  -7 R  6e 'y-Holder Continuous, then there exists b G (0 ,00) such that for all 
n G N , T G and G [r],




P ro o f; Let co,a E , then there exists C E (0,oo) such that
10 (it* (w)) -  0 (ct' (a)) I < C d[a' (w), <r‘ (q))^
< c  cs„ 4^, «p.
Thus we have
n—1 n—1
\Sn(f> (w) -  Sn(f>{a)\ (cr* (w)) -  X )  ^  W )
i= 0  i= 0
< X  k  w )  -  ^ w )
< E c C x 4 w , » ri= 0
< c
< c
1 ■“ Cmax d[uj, a]'
1 Cmax
:= b.
3.3 Gibbs States and Topological Pressure
We now introduce Gibbs states and topological pressure. The Gibbs state of a Holder continuous function 
(f) is the unique cr-invariant probability measure on such that there exist positive and finite 
constants ao and P  satisfying
«0   ^exp(5n0(w) -  nP ) < p^{[u\n]) < ao exp(5„^(w) -  nP) (6)
for all w E E ^  and n  G N . We note that P  =  P{(f>) is a constant depending on (f) and is known as the 
(topological) pressure of (j). Now for r  E E^*^ let us choose tOr E [r] and set S it\^ ( t)  = The
condition th a t be a probability measure implies that
P (0) =  lim - lo g  X  exp(5n<^(r)).n-^oo n  ^ (7)
Our aim is to show that a  Gibbs state measure, as defined by Equation 6 , exists and is unique. We will 
closely follow the treatm ent given by Falconer in [Fa97]. In order to prove the existence of Gibbs States we 
require the following operator, known as the transfer operator. Let (j>: E ^  R  be 7 -Holder continuous 
and let C (E ^ )  denote the space of real valued continuous functions on E ^ .  Then : C (E ^ )  -> C {E ^)  
is defined by
This definition is equivalent to
(L^g) (w )=  X  9 (ew) .
(L^g) (w )=  X  3 («)
a,<r(a)=w
The following elementary properties of the transfer operator are easily verified.
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L em m a 3.5
1. The transfer operator is positive and linear.
2- ( l ^ q )  (w) =  J2reEM,t{T)=i{^) 3 (rw) exp {Sn^ (ro;)).
3. (Lÿ {{gi o O’) X gg)) (w) =  gi (w) (L0 g2 ) (w).
The next theorem is a special case of the celebrated Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius theorem^ an extension of the 
Perron-Probenius theorem and it shows the importance of the transfer operator in defining Gibbs states.
T h e o re m  3.6 Let be defined as above. Then we have:
1. There exists a strictly positive eigenvalue A and positive eigenfunction h associated with A such that
L ^h  = Xh.
2. There exists a Borel probability measure p  supported on such that for all g E C (E ^ ) ,
J  {L^g) dp = X J  gdp. (8 )
3. Define a probability measure u supported on E ^  by
j  gdv =  J  ghdp (9)
for all g E C { E ^ ) , where h — h /  J  hdp. Then v is a-invariant.
P ro o f:
(1) Our first step is to define B, a  convex and equicontinuous subset of C (E ^ ) .  To do this we start by 
observing that there exists c E (0, oo) such that for all e € P  and u , r  E P  with t{e) = i (w) =  i (r) we 
have
^\(j){eu))-(i>{er)\ ^  gCd[w,T]'^ _
We also note th a t we can choose a: > 0 large enough to satisfy, a  + c < a. Now let =  e“ > 0 and 
define B  = AC\ A ' where
.4 =  {9 €C '(£ ;N ) | / 3 < 9 ( w ) < 1 } and
A '=  { g e C  (E ^ )  I Vu 6  y  and Vw, r 6  B ” , 9  (w) < 9  (t ) } .
It is easy to  verify th a t P  is a convex and equicontinuous subset of C [E^ ) , thus the Arzela-Ascoli
theorem gives us that B is  a ||.||cx)-compact subset of C [É ^ ) .
We now define T^ on J5, a normalised version of L ^, and show th a t it maps B  into itself and thus, by 
the Schauder fixed point theorem, has a fixed point. Let (w) =  L^g (w)/\\L^g\\oo for all g E B . Now 
all g G B satisfy
(L^g) (w )=  X  3 (ew)
e ,t ( e )= i(w )
<  X  g (er) g»4Gü'.«T]"^ gCd[w,T]"'gÿ(eT)
< e»'*!"-’-!’ (t* s) (r)
where w, T G with i{uj) — i (r). Hence for all w, r  G E ^  with i (w) =  i (r) we have that (T^g) (co) < 
^ad[a>,Tp (r). Also since ||T^gl|oo == 1 we have th a t fi =  <  {T^g) (w) < 1 for all w G E ^ .  Thus T^
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maps B  into B  and the Schauder fixed point theorem gives us that there exists h E B  such th a t T^h = h. 
Putting this another way we have L^h = Xh, where A =  l|L,^h|joo and since h E B  we have th a t h  is 
positive and A > 0.
(2) We start by defining {p | suppp Ç and f  hdp =  l} , where h is as in (1). The Riesz
representation theorem tells us that M  can be regarded as a subspace of C  the space of bounded
linear functionals on C  , and it is easy to verify that M  is convex and compact with respect to the 
weak* topology. Now let L*^  denote the dual mapping of defined on C [E ^)*  by
J  gd {L lp )  =  J  (L^g)dp
for all g G C . Then given p G A7 we have
j  hd p B J p j  = J j  {Li,h) dp = j  hdp = 1.
Hence j L ’^  maps M  into itself and the Schauder fixed point theorem gives us a measure p E N  such th a t 
jL '^p  = P, which we can normalise to obtain p  {E ^) — 1. Finally for all g G C {E ^)  we have
A J  gdp = X J  gd =  J  {L<t,g) dp.
(3) Now let z> be as defined in Equation 9 and let g E C [E^ ) , then Lemma 3.5 gives us
J  g (w )  dû (w )  =  J  g (w )  h (w )  dp (w )
=  A~  ^J  g (eu) (L^h) (w) dp (w)
=  A“  ^J  {L4, ((g o a) X /i)) (w) dp (w)
=  A“  ^A J  (g ocr) (w) h (w) dp (cu)
= J  gW ( w ) ) d i >  ( w ) .
■
Finally we are able to state and prove the theorem that gives the existence of Gibbs states.
T h eo rem  3.7  Let X ,p and ù be defined as in Theorem 3.6. Then we have log A =  P((fi), where P  (4>) 
is defined as in Equation 7. In particular this limit exists, is independent of the ojr that we choose and 
coincides with log A. We also have that there exists tti > 0 such that for a lln  ElSl and cu E E ^ ,
_-i < A([^N)
 ^ ~  exp (~ n P  ((f)) + Sn(p (cu)) ' exp (~ n P  (<f>) + S„<f> (cu)) ~
Thus V is a Gibbs State. Further, the measure p  satisfies
p (<7" (A)) =  exp (nP  ((f))) [  exp (~Sn(f> (cu)) dp (cu), (1 1 )Ja
for every Borel set A  Ç and n  G N . Moreover, any measure p  satisfying
_-i < A (k W ) ^
 ^ ~  exp (~ n P  (0 ) +  Sn(f) (cu)) ~  ^
for all n  e N  and cu E E ^  is ergodic for a.
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P ro o f: Let us denote the indicator function of a set A by l^i. For u) G and r  G E^*  ^ such that 
t ( r )  = i (w) if A Ç [r] then we have
(w)^ =  exp (-B|^|«^(rw)) 1a (rw) exp (B|T|<^(Tw))
= M  ,
since cj G crl'^ l (A) if and only if rw G A. Thus integrating and using Equation 8  jr| times we have
/i(o-l^l (A)) = J  1 \^T\(^ A) (w) d/Z (w)
=  y  (e -^ M ^ M u (w ))d A W
=  AW J (w)dp(w)
=  aI’’I [Ja
Equation 11 will follow if log A — P  {<f>). To verify this is the case let us set A =  [r], then using Equation 5 
we have
<  e''
for any w G [r]. This in turn implies that
g-tggiTi^M < Al^^/i([r]) < e«'e i^T| (^w)
for any a» G [r]. Now summing over all r  of length n  we get
e-^ X  < A" < X
tGEM t£EM
where for each r  G E [r]. Rearranging, taking logarithms and dividing through by n gives th a t
log A -  -  < -  log X  exp(5„0(cu)) < log A 4- -
for any cu G r .  Thus we have th a t log A =  P  (<^ ). This also gives us that Equation 10 follows for p. To 
verify th a t Equation 10 holds for ù we observe th a t Equation 9 implies that
A (M ) (  inf g (cu)] < P ([r]) < p  ([r]) ( sup g (cu) J\ g € C ( E ^ )  )  V ffeC C B N ) /
where 0  <  infggc(£:N) 9 (<^ ) <  sup^gc(£?N) 9 W) < oo. 
We now show that any measure p satisfying
„ - i  < p ([^ N ) <  „
 ^ “  exp ( - n P  (0) +  Snf> (cu)) “  ^
for all n  G N  and cu G E ^  is ergodic for a. To do this we show that p  is ergodic for u  and deduce the 
result from the fact th a t all other measures satisfying the condition are equivalent to p.
Let A be a cr-invariant subset of For any r  G we have
p { A )=  p  (crl l^ (A n  [r])) =  exp |r |P  (0 ) f  exp (S\r\4>  (r)) dp  (cu).
 ^ ■' uyln[r]
Thus Equation 5 implies that for all r  G E^*\
e~^p (A) < exp ( |r |P  (<^ ) -  S\r\(f> (r)) p{AC\ [r]) < e^p (A ).
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Now since is an invariant set, a similar argument gives that for all r  G E^*^,
< exp ( |r jP  (0) -  S\r\(f> (r)) p  ([r]) < eK 
Thus, combining these two equations, we get that
for all r  G E ^ )  . The cylinders | [ r ] | r  G j  generate the Borel sets of E ^  so we have 
for all Borel sets B.
Now taking B  = E ^ \ A  gives /t (A )/t (P ^ \A ) <  e^^p {A n  (P ^ \A ))  =  0 so either p{A ) = 0 or 
p  [ E ^ \A )  =  0 as required. ■
Finally we show that Gibbs states are unique.
T heorem  3.8 Let p  and ù be two Gibbs states on . Then p  = u.
Proof: Since both p  and P satisfy Equation 6  for some ao, we can deduce that there exists c G (0, oo) 
such th a t for all r  G E^*\ A ( H )  < cz>([r]). Also, since the Borel sets of E ^  are generated by these 
cylinders, p (B) < cP (B) for all P  G B ( P ^ ) . In particular, if P (P) =  0 then p  (P) =  0, thus p  P. 
The result now follows from the following well known proposition. ■
P rop osition  3.9 Let p and v  be T-ergodic probability measures on X  such that fi< ^ v . Then p =  y.
3.4 Entropy and the Variational Principle
Let p  he a. cr-invariant measure on P ^ ,  the entropy of the dynamical system (P ^ ,cr) with respect to 
p  quantifies the rate at which information can be obtained from the system by repeated observations. 
Heuristically we perform the following experiment. We take a list of vertices v i , . .. and ask how 
many w G P ^  have this list of vertices as the initial vertices of their first n  iterates under cr i.e. what 
is the p  measure of A =  {w G P ^  \ i (u)) = v± ,. . .  , i  (cu) )  =  Un}? Another way to look a t this is, 
given an cu G P ^  how accurately can we determine the location of cu by knowing what the initial vertex 
of its first n  iterates are. If the measure of A is small then the location of cu is well determined by the 
observations, if large then not so well determined.
Now let us suppose that the measure of A scales like c", so that with each iterate we increase our 
knowledge by a factor of approximately c. The entropy of the system with respect to the measure p  is 
the limit as n -> cx) of the average amount of information gained from admissible sequences of n  vertices. 
Thus if we note th a t p  (A) =  p  ([cu|n]) then we have the following definition. The entropy of a with respect 
to the measure p  is given by,
X  A (M )logA (M ). (1 2 )
^  r e s ( " )
We now prove th a t this limit exists.
L em m a 3.10 Let p  be a a-invariant probability measure supported on P ^ .  Then the entropy hp, (a), 
defined in Equation 12, exists.
P ro o f: We prove this by showing th a t the sequence (lCre.E(«) A (M )logA (M ))„ is subadditive.
Let us start by defining $ :  [0,oo) -4 R  by setting
$  (x) -X log x  X ^ 00 X = 0.
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Then #  is concave. Now if /i (P ^ )  > 0 for all u G F  then given m, n G N  and r  G P(^) we have
^  (A  ( M ) )  =  $  I X  A ( M )  I
. ceGJS.t (r)
=  ^  I X  A ( H ) A ( [ ™ ] ) / A ( [ « ] )  
>  X  A ( H ) ^ ( A ( M ) / A ( H ) )
i^(T)
> X  A (H )  (A ( M )  fp  (M )) (log/i ([a]) -  log A ([ro;]))
> X  A ( M ) io g A ( N ) +  X  ^  (A ( M ) )
using the definition of $  and the fact that it is concave. Now by neglecting any a  such that p  ([a]) =  0 
we can obtain this inequality without the restriction that p  (P ^ )  >  0 for all u e V .  Thus
X  ^ (A (M ))>  X  A (H ) io g A (H ) +  X  ^ ( A ( M ) ) .
re£!(”) raG£J”+’"
Putting this another way, we have
E  ® (A (M ))<  E  ® (A (W ))+  E  ®(A(M ))r6-B”+"* t€E'^ t&E'^
for all m, n  G N. ■
N ote; The entropy hp (a) is usually defined in terms of more general partitions than the cylinders we 
have used but the limits are equal in this setting.
Our reason for defining entropy is that it is related to topological pressure via a formula, usually 
known as the the variational principle. We will now go on to look at the variational principle but before 
we can do this we require the following theorem.
T heorem  3.11 Let p be a a-invariant probability measure on and (p: P ^  -> R  6e a 'y-Holder 
continuous function. Then
f  (j>{u!)dii= l im  -  E  S„0 (r)/i([T ]). (13)
Proof: First since p  is cr-invariant we have that for alH  G N , /  ^  (w) dp = J  (f) (a* (tu)) dp. Thus we can
deduce th a t /  (f>{u>)dp= X J  ^  (or* (tu)) dp = J  Sn(j) (tu) dp. Now using this we have
f  (f){o j)dp~ ~  X  ^n<l>ir) p{[r]) =  -  X  ( /  Sn(f>itu)dp-Snf>{T) p{[r])\
^ t€E W  r e E M  V^&[r] j
< -  X  A(M ) sup Sn<l>{cu) ~  Sn4>{r)n ^  , wsM
< b/n.
Letting n  -4 oo gives the result.
Finally we state and prove the Variational Principle.
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T heorem  3.12 Let (j)'. P  —>■ R  6e a 'y-Holder continuous function. Then,
P  (0) =  sup { h p +  (j}dp p is a a-invariant probability measure on  ^ . (14)
Moreover, this supremum is obtained by the Gibbs state i.e the measure v defined in Equation 9. 
P ro o f: For n  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  and p  a cr-invariant probability measure on P ^ ,  define
Sn { P)  =  -  X  A (H )(“ logA(W) + B„<^(r)).
reEM
Now Lemma 3.2 tells us that
Sn (A) <  ^  lo g  j X  GXp {Sn(l> (t ))  j 
\t£ E W  j
Letting n  —>• oo and using the definitions of entropy and pressure and Equation 13 gives
hfi (o-) -t- J  <pdp < P { ^ ) .
To complete the proof we require to show that hp (cr) +  f  (fdv > P  {4>). We observe that,
S n ( i > ) > i  X  ^  ( M )  ( -  l o g  ( a i  e x p  ( - m P  ((^) 4- ( r ) ) )  +  ( r ) )
=  -  X  ^ ([r]) (oi 4- n P  ((^))
-  P{(f)) -  - lo g a i ,
where ai is the constant appearing in Theorem 3.7. Now letting n -4 oo gives the result. ■
A measure that obtains the supremum in Equation 14 is called an equilibrium measure. Thus a Gibbs 
state is an equilibrium measure.
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4 M u ltifracta l A nalysis
4.1 A n Introduction to M ultifractals
Many physical objects are distributed with widely varying intensity. For example, if we consider the 
distribution of the rate of dissipation of energy in a turbulent fluid flow then we discover th a t the rate 
of dissipation is very different at different points in the flow. A second example is the time frequency 
distribution of orbits on the attractors of chaotic dynamical systems. Another example comes from 
considering the probability of a random-walk reaching a certain point on a diffusion limited aggregation 
(DLA). These are just a few of many situations in the physical sciences where we find this type of 
behaviour. For many other examples we refer the reader to [Fed8 8 ]. These phenomenon are examples 
of naturally occurring measures. For example, we define the occupation measure of an attractor of a 
chaotic dynamical system using the following intuitive rule: let the measure of a subset of the attractor 
be proportional to the amount of time which a typical orbit will spend in th a t subset of the attractor. 
The measures listed above all have one property in common. If we consider the set of as for which there 
are a large number of points x  such that the measure of balls with centre x  and radius r  scales like then 
we find th a t this set of as is large. Any measure with this property is called a multifractal measure. The 
aim of multifractal analysis is to find useful methods to  study and characterise multifractal measures.
Modern multifractal analysis was born from two independent circles of people considering how to 
characterise these types of measures or distributions. The first circle’s work can be traced back to 
two early papers by Mandelbrot, [Man72] and [Man74]. In these papers Mandelbrot suggested th a t 
the distribution of interm ittent dissipation of energy in highly turbulent fluid flows is multifractal in 
nature and studied it by calculating its moments. Mandelbrot’s ideas were taken up by Frisch and Parisi 
in [FP85]. In a now famous appendix to this paper they gave an intuitive interpretation of what their 
analysis involved. In [BPPV84], Benzi et al. also considered Mandelbrot’s ideas and extended them to 
include the occupation measures of attractors of chaotic dynamical systems (often called strange sets).
Independently, in [Gr83], [GP83] and [HP83] Grassberger, Hentschel and Procaccia proposed charac­
terising occupation measures using extensions of ideas introduced by Rènyi in the sixties (see [Re57], [Re60] 
and [Re61]). At that time the main method for characterising occupation measures was to calculate three 
dimensions, the box-counting dimension, the information dimension and the correlation dimension. In 
the sixties Rènyi had introduced a countably infinite set, (Bg)^^^, of numbers which coincided with the 
box-counting, information and correlation dimensions for g =  0,1 and 2 respectively. The basic idea of 
Grassberger, Hentschel and Procaccia was to extend this family of numbers to non-integer values. An 
occupation measure could then be characterised according to this family of numbers, As we
will see later all this really involved doing was calculating the moments of the occupation measure.
In the mid-eighties these two circles merged and a significant breakthrough occurred. In [HJKPS8 6 ], 
Halsey et al. introduced a general multifractal formalism which included the celebrated /  (a) function 
often called the spectrum of singularities or multifractal spectrum.
We now introduce the multifractal spectrum. The key idea in multifractal analysis is to consider the 
size of the set of points x  where the measure of a ball of radius r  scales like r “ . We thus decompose the 
support of a  measure into sets which have the same scaling behaviour and calculate the dimension of the 
sets in this decomposition. Formally we make the following definitions.
Let pL G A4^ (X )  and x  G supp pi, then the lower and upper local dimensions oî pi at x  are defined to
be:
and
an(x)  = lim sup
r\,o logr
log/j,{B {x,r))
r \o  logr
respectively. If (x) =  (x) , then we refer to the common value as the local dimension oî pi at x  and
denote it by a^  (x). For a  > 0, we define the Hausdorff and packing multifractal spectra of pi by
A  (ck) =  dimn {x  G supp pi | a^ (x) =  a}
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and
Fn (a) =  dimp {x 6  supp p  | (x) =  a}
respectively, where dimn and dimp denote Hausdorff and packing dimension respectively.
We note th a t these two spectra are what are called fine grain spectra. Mathematicians usually 
study fine grain spectra whereas physicists are generally more interested in the coarse grain multifractal 
spectrum of a measure, described below. One of the major achievements of early mathematical work in 
the field of multifractal analysis was to show that these two types of spectra coincide for a large class of 
measures.
We now consider the results of Halsey et al. found in [HJKPS8 6 ]. In this paper they define and 
show the relationship between three important functions, the coarse grain multifractal spectrum, the 
generalised Rènyi dimensions and an auxiliary function r .  Let / ih e  a Borel probability measure on R^, 
I G R  and be a partition of the support of /i such th a t k  = diamB^ <  1. Also, set pi = pb{Ei). 
Halsey et al. start by observing th a t in different regions of the support of the measure different scaling 
behaviours can exist, th a t is there exists a range of a  such that pi scales like I f .  They then claim that if 
the partition of the support of p  is made by sets of the same size i.e. we set k  = I for each i, then the 
number of times a  takes on a value between a ' and a ' +  da ' is of the form
da 'p (a ') ),
where /  is a continuous function and p is a weight function. It is this function /  which we call the 
coarse grain multifractal spectrum of p. In other words Halsey et al. give a definition of the coarse grain 
multifractal spectrum which can be formalised in the following way: first, given a  G R , e >  0 and n  G N, 
set
A  (a ,e ,n ) =  | x  G suppp a  < < a  +  e, for r  < —Ï  .f logr n  J
Also, let N  (a, e, n) be the smallest number of balls of radius less than ^ th a t can be used to cover 
A  (a, e, n ) . Further, set
s ( „ , , ) =  limn-J-oo n
and
/  (a) =  lim S  (a, e ) .
Thus in Halsey et al.’s words the coarse grain singularity spectrum
reflects the differing dimensions of the sets upon which the singularities of strength a ' may 
lie . . .  Thus, we model fractal measures by interwoven sets of singularities of strength a , each 
characterised by its own dimension.
Next Halsey et al. recall the definition of Dg, the generalised Rènyi dimension,
1 logx(g)'Bg =  lim 1 1 , z\,oLg — 1 logZ
where x  (q) = We note that they do not give a definition for g =  1. Finally they define a function
r  : R  -4 R  by setting r  (g) equal to the unique number such that,
s ç f - { "  2 ’
It is natural to question whether such functions exist and in fact much work has been done on proving 
that these functions (or analogies of these functions) do exist for certain measures e.g. [Ra89], [CM92]
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and [EM92]. In the next section we will discuss one example of this work i.e. Rand’s paper [Ra89]. W ith 
these definitions behind us we can now summarise Halsey et al.’s main results concerning the relationship 
between these three functions. First, Dq is related to the r  function by
r { q )  -  { q - l ) D q .
More interestingly, Halsey et al. define a  (q) using the extremal condition
[qoc' -  f  (a')] U'=a(g)= 0
and using this definition they find th a t
Eq = [qa (q) -  f  {a (g))].
Halsey et al.’s results form part of a more general body of results in the Physics literature which we 
summarise in Folklore Theorem 4.1 usually known as the multifractal formalism. This folklore theorem 
is arranged so that the parts are ordered according to historical development. P art (1) tells us how to 
calculate the r  function, part (2) tells us what properties the r  function has and part (3) tells us how 
the T function is related to the multifractal spectrum. First, let /  : R  -4 R  be a real-valued function, the 
Legendre transform  of /  is the function /*  : R  -> [—oo, oo) defined by
f*  (x) =  inf [xy 4 - /  (y))V
for X 6  R . We observe that the Legendre transform of a function /  is concave and th a t if /  is differentiable 
and strictly convex and decreasing then a simple argument from calculus gives that,
r  ( - r ( 9 ) )  =  - 9 f w + / ( g ) .
Folk lore T h e o re m  4.1 Let r  be the function defined in Equation 15. Then the following hold:
1. The function  r  can be calculated using the following box-counting argument,
log (X)c'ec„,M(C)>o P' (^ )^ )
where for  n € N ,
T (g) =  limn->C50
Cn -  < J I
U=1
log 2 -
ki ki 1 
2n ’ 2 ” ki E Z
2. (a) T is decreasing, convex and smooth.
(b) r  has affine asymptotes as q ±oo.
(c) r  (1 ) =  0 .
(d) The line with slope 1 passing through the origin is a tangent to the graph of t * , the Legendre 
transform o f r .
3. There exist numbers 0 < a < a  < oo such that,
f a G [a ,a ]
\  0  a  0  [a,a].
When we first heard of the proposed link between r  and /  we were tempted to ask, ‘given r  why would 
you consider / ? ’ In order to understand why we must turn  to statistical mechanics and discuss its links 
with multifractal analysis. Let us consider a physical system which can take the following set of finite or 
countably infinite states 1 , 2 , . . .  with energies E i ,E 2,  Also, let us suppose th a t the probability th a t
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the system is in state i with energy Ei is given by Given such a system a physicist would consider 
the following three quantities. The average energy of the system
U ~  y^^pjEj,
i
the entropy of the system
S  = -X ^ '^ lo g P i
i
and the free energy of the system
T ^ U - T S ,
where T  is the tem perature of the system.
A normalised version of Boltzman’s law tells us that pi is proportional to thus writing ~  ^
we obtain
^-PEi ^-pEi
where Z  =  Yli is called the partition function of the system. This partition function turns out to 
be very important. First, differentiation of Z  with respect to (3 gives,
z '  =  = Y j- ^ * C P iZ )  = - Z j ^ p i E i .
i i i
Thus,
U ~  -  ^  -  (log 2 ) '.
Second, the properties of log Z  give that
<5 =  - logPz =  " X ^ *  {-(JEi -  logZ) -  p'Y^piEi +  logZ = A + logZ =  - /? (logZ)' +  logZ
i i i
=  ( lo g Z )\
Finally, substitution gives that
JF =  — — log Z .
Using these results from statistical mechanics we now wish to motivate considering f  = r* given r .  
The main idea is simple; the r  function can be viewed as a partition function and thus it is natural 
to consider its Legendre transform because this is like considering the ‘entropy’ of the system. To see 
this more clearly we note that part (1) of Folklore Theorem 4.1 tells us that in calculating r  physicists 
consider partitions using sets of the same size. Now if we consider Equation 15 with equal to some 
constant for each i, we obtain the following
r  (g) ~  l o g X p I =  log X  ® ^ ' '
Thus with Ei = ■— and 0  = q, we have th a t r  can be interpreted as a partition function.
The first attem pts at developing rigourous analogies of the above proposition can be found in the 
work of Collet et al. [CLP87] and Rand [Ra89j. These papers both developed the above box-counting 
type arguments in the context of specific measures. Following on from these papers much rigourous work 
has been done on calculating the multifractal spectra of specific measures. The following is a list of the 
im portant types of measure which have been analysed together with appropriate references.
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1. Self-similar measures.
(a) Self-similar measures ( [BMP92], [CM92] and [LNl]).
(b) Graph directed self-similar measures ( [EM92] and [0195]).
(c) Self-similar measures generated by infinite IFSs ( [MR95]).
(d) Random self-similar measures { [0194], [Fa94] and [AP96]).
(e) Random graph directed self-similar measures ( [0194]).
(f) Vector-valued self-similar measures ( [F096]).
2 . Self-affine measures ( [Ki92], [0198] and [SSI]).
3. Gibbs states
(a) Gibbs states ( [Ra89], [KG92] and [PW97]).
(b) Random Gibbs states ( [Kif95])
4. Measures of maximal entropy for hyperbolic rational maps ( [Lo89]).
5. Harmonic measures on Julia sets ( [CDM92]).
An im portant feature of the analyses listed is that they all fall into two types. They either use geometric 
arguments together with the ergodic theorem to calculate the spectrum or they use the thermodynamic 
formalism as developed by Bowen and Ruelle to calculate the spectrum. Of particular importance in this 
list is the paper by Cawley and Mauldin on self-similar measures which we will discuss in detail in the 
next section. This paper is important because by choosing to analyse self-similar measures Cawley and 
Mauldin found a setting in which they could perform their analysis by using standard techniques from 
calculus and geometric measure theory rather than by using the thermodynamic formalism. This opened 
up the field of multifractal analysis to many mathematicians who had previously been deterred by their 
lack of Imowledge of the thermodynamic formalism.
In the early nineties, in an attem pt to move away from the policy of concentrating on specific 
measures, several authors chose to develop more general theory which covered the analysis of wide 
classes of measures. The most im portant work of this type is that of Peyriere [BMP92] and [Pey92], 
Pesin [Pes8 8 ], [Pes91] and [Pes93] and Olsen [0195]. In the third section of this chapter we will develop 
Olsen’s multifractal formalism. Olsen’s formalism covers Borel probability measures on metric spaces. 
It is based on the heuristics of Halsey et al. and introduces rigourous multifractal generalisations of the 
centred Hausdorff and packing measures and the Hausdorff and packing dimensions. In [0195] Olsen 
studies these generalised measures and dimensions and shows how they are related to the multifractal 
spectra of the measures being analysed. Included in his paper are general theorems which allow one to 
calculate the spectrum of a measure given its dimension function provided the measure is sufficiently 
regular (see Theorem 4.19). In later papers, [0196] and [Oil], Olsen has extended this general theory 
to consider product measures and slice measures and used it to  calculate the spectra of random graph 
directed self-similar measures.
In summary, from a mathematical perspective we feel that four major steps have been taken in 
the field of multifractal analysis. First, the idea of analysing measures with widely varying intensity by 
calculating their moments, inspired the field itself. Second, early attempts were made to provide rigourous 
analogies of the intuitive ideas in the physics literature by using the thermodynamic formalism in the 
setting of specific measures cf. [Ra89] and [CLP87]. Third, Cawley and Mauldin opened up the field 
to geometric measure theorists by analysing multifractal measures without specifically mentioning the 
thermodynamic formalism. Finally, mathematicians began to introduce general formalisms covering wide 
ranges of measures rather than specific measures. The remainder of this chapter is spent looking at the 
final three stages in this development. In the next section we consider both an early attem pt at bringing 
rigour to multifractal analysis and the move towards the use of ideas from geometric measure theory in 
multifractal analysis. We do this by discussing the results from two influential papers [Ra89] and[CM92]. 
Then in the third section of this chapter we move on to discuss Olsen’s multifractal formalism.
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4.2 Two Influential M athem atical Papers
The primary purpose of this section is to discuss two influential papers in the mathematical development 
of multifractal analysis. These two papers are Rand’s 1989 paper, The singularity spectrum f  (a) for 
cookie-cutters and Cawley and Mauldin’s 1992 paper, Multifractal Decompositions of Moran Fractals. 
The discussion of both of these papers will include the main results of the paper and a brief discussion 
of how the author(s) proved these results. We note th a t the important results in these two papers i.e. 
those relating to  the spectra of the measures, follow as corollaries to the results we obtain in Chapter 6 .
We start by considering Rand’s paper. Together with [CLP87] this paper marks the beginning of 
mathematical multifractal analysis. In this paper Rand considers Gibbs measures on cookie-cutters and 
proves rigourous analogies of the results found in Halsey et al. [HJKPS8 6 ].
A cookie-cutter system is a special type of dynamical system which is topologically conjugate to the 
code space {0,1}^ together with the natural shift map. Let I  =  [0,1], choose xq and x \ such th a t 
0  < æo < < 1 and set Iq
that
[0 , Zo] and h  =  [æi, 1]. A cookie-cutter map is a map g\ Iq U I i I  such
1- 9{h) = g{h) -  F
2. g is 7 -Holder continuous for some 7  >  0.
3. \g' (æ) j >  1 for all æ G Jo U Ji.
Thus a typical cookie-cutter map would have the following type of graph.
f(x)
Figure 9: A cookie-cutter map
The cookie-cutter set K  (g) associated with g is
FT =  Fl (fif) =  {a; G /o U 7i | Vn G N , {x) G Fq U Fi}
For n  G N  set Ff (n) =  {a; G Fq U Fi | 1 < j  < n  G N, g^ (æ) G Fo U Ji} . The set K  (n) consists of 2^ 
closed intervals. We call these 2^ intervals the geometric n-cylinders and we denote the set of geometric 
n-cylinders by Cn- Given x E K  there exists a unique C E Cn such that x E C\ we denote this C  by Cx,n- 
Finally, these definitions allow us to define a natural map tt : — {0,1}^ -> K .
In the previous chapter we considered the thermodynamic formalism on the code space. We now wish 
to consider the thermodynamic formalism on cookie-cutters. Some consideration shows that all of the 
arguments used in that chapter can equally well be applied to this conjugate dynamical system provided 
that Holder continuous functions on K  satisfy the principle of bounded variation. In Lemma 1 of [Ra89] 
Rand proves this and thus we can deduce that given <^ , a 7 -Holder continuous function on F, there exists
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a unique ;ÿ-invariant probability measure on K  satisfying the following property: there exist constants 
P  = P  {(j)) and c € (0, oo) such that for all n G N , (7 G Cn and a; G C,
^-lg-nP+S„0 (x) < ((7 ) < c
where 5^0  (x) — ^  W ) • The measure is called the Gibbs state of (p and the constant P  (0)
the topological pressure of (p. We can also deduce that
P{(P) =  lim -  yn-+oo n
where Sn<P {C) can be chosen to take the value Sn<P (x) for any x G C.
One further piece of information about Gibbs States which we require is th a t a Gibbs state of a 
Holder continuous function <pi, has the property th a t z/ is non-singular in the following sense: if i/ (g (A)) > 
0 then 1/ (A) > 0 for all measurable sets A and the Radon-Nikodym derivative
exists (/-almost surely and is equal to a Holder continuous function, let us denote it by J  (See Chapter
10 in [Par82]).
For the remainder of our discussion of Rand’s paper we fix (/ to be a Gibbs state on a cookie-cutter 
determined by g and let =  -  log \g'\ and <p2 = — log J ,  where J  is the the Holder continuous function 
above.
Having discussed the requisite preliminaries Rand follows the approach of Halsey et al. in introducing 
the singularity spectrum. In particular, he makes the following definitions: given A and L, two open 
intervals, let iV„ (A, L) denote the number of geometric n-cylinders C  such that I (C) := ~ log diam (C) G 
L  and a  (C) :=  log z/ (C) /  log diam (C) G A. Also, let
S  {A, L )=  lim inf (16)n^oo n
and
S  (a, Ï) = inf {S  (A, T) | a  G A, / G L} .
In Lemma 2 of [Ra89] Rand uses convex analysis to prove that S  (a. I) is continuous and concave in each 
of its arguments and th a t
S  (A, L) — sup {S  (a,l) \ a E A, I E L } .
Finally, let
/  {a, I) = - S  {a, I) /I
and
/  (a) =  sup /  (a, /).I
Rand (page 529) summarises this definition in the following way (adapted to our notation) :
Very roughly speaking, if H is a typical cover of K  by non-over-lapping intervals of length e 
then the number oî B  E B with a  {B) =  log (/ (B) /  loge G [a, a -t-da] grows as e \  0 as 
or, in terms of cylinders, the number of geometric n-cylinders C  such that u (C) = (diam (C ))“ 
grows, as n  0 0 , like where e =  and I = I (a) is the value of I for which the
supremum of /  (a ,/)  is attained i.e. describes the dominant length scale.
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This description makes it clear th a t the spectrum introduced by Rand is the coarse grain multifractal 
spectrum. Though Equation 16 makes it tempting to interpret /  as the box-counting spectrum this 
interpretation is incorrect. The correct interpretation is of a statistical nature as demonstrated by Rand 
when considering the scaling behaviour of the number oî B  E B  that satisfy a certain property. This 
being clear we note th a t one of the major achievements of Rand’s paper (Theorem 1 in [Ra89]) is to show 
that this coarse grain singularity spectrum coincides with the fine grain Hausdorff cylinder spectrum 
Fc (a) =  dimn (E (a)) where S  (a) = {x E K  \ a {Cn,x) a  as n  -> 0 0 }, We also note that the fine grain 
Hausdorff cylinder spectrum coincides with the fine grain Hausdorff multifractal spectrum (see [CM92]).
Rand’s next step is to use the thermodynamic formalism to introduce an auxiliary function r .  Later 
in the paper (Proposition 1 of [Ra89]) he shows th a t this auxiliary function r  has similar properties to 
the r  function introduced by Halsey et al. i.e. it satisfies
,1™, E  " (C) ’ (C)" =  { “  if r V r t o f .nur Vn-^00
Rand defines r  in the following way. Given g, r  G R  let (pq^ r = + g 0 2  and let P  (g, r) = P  {(pq r^)- Then
P  (g, r )  is a concave real analytic function of g and r  and the implicit function theorem tells us th a t there 
exists a function r  (g) such that P  (g,r(g)) = 0. The details of this statement can be found in Section 
4 of Rand’s paper (pages 533 and 534) and use general results from the thermodynamic formalism and 
convex analysis.
Rand’s next aim is to show th a t r  is related to the singularity spectrum / .  Using geometric estimates, 
the principle of bounded variation, and general results from the thermodynamic formalism, he is able to 
prove the following important theorem (Theorem 2  in [Ra89]).
T h e o re m  4.2 The singularity spectrum of f  is real analytic and r  is the Legendre transform of f .
Since for any convex function /  we have that (/*)* =  /  we can deduce from the fact th a t /  is convex 
th a t r* =  / .  Thus we find that the third part of the multifractal formalism holds for this particular type 
of measure.
Rand’s final contribution in this paper is to consider the relationship between the generalised Rényi 
dimensions and the auxiliary function r .  Given A , a 5-cover of E  Ç R^, let
D U A ) = l  / lo g 5 - i  g 7 ^ 1
^ I  (log ZAE .4 A* (^ ) log/* (^ ) ) /  log5  ^ g =  l.
For g < 1 set.
L > J(E ,5 )= in f{ D J(A ) I A is  a 5 -  cover of E}
and let (E) = lim infa\o  {E, Ô) and for g >  1 set
DJ^  {E, 6) =  sup {DJ  ^(A) I A is a 5 — cover of E}
and let {E) = limsup^s^Q (E, 5). W ith these definitions Rand shows th a t (1 — g) D$ [K] =  r  (g)
(Theorem 3 in [Ra89]).
We now consider the work of Cawley and Mauldin in their paper. Multifractal Decompositions of 
Moran Fractals [CM92]. This paper gives parallel results to those found in Rand’s paper but concerns 
self-similar measures. Cawley and Mauldin’s paper is significant in the development of multifractal 
analysis mainly because its simple setting allowed Cawley and Mauldin to drop the technical details of 
the thermodynamic formalism. In the paper Cawley and Mauldin first define an auxiliary function which 
they call p. This function is equivalent to the r  function which Rand defined but while it could be derived 
using the thermodynamic formalism, this formalism is never mentioned in Cawley and Mauldin’s paper. 
The simplicity of their expression for P allowed Cawley and Mauldin to find many properties of P without 
using general results from the thermodynamic formalism and the simplicity of their analysis meant that 
Cawley and Mauldin’s paper received a much wider reading than any previous paper in multifractal 
analysis. Cawley and Mauldin’s analysis of P yielded two related auxiliary functions a  and /  (which are
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equivalent to the a  and /  functions found in Rand’s paper). The main result in their paper is one that 
shows th a t /  is the fine grain Hausdorff multifractal spectrum. W hat is interesting about their analysis 
is th a t in proving this they first show th a t /  coincides with the Hausdorff cylinder spectrum and then 
use certain separation conditions to show that the cylinder spectrum coincides with the actual spectrum. 
The final thing which Cawley and Mauldin note in their paper is that while they prove all of their results 
in the map specified case they can all be extended to general Moran constructions.
We now consider Cawley and Mauldin’s paper in more detail. We start with the following nota­
tions/definitions. Let T  =  ( T i , . . .  ,r„ }  be an iterated function scheme consisting of similarities defined 
on with ratio list ( r i , . . .  , r^), J  be a regular seed set of T  (for convenience we assume J  has diameter 
1), FT be the invariant set associated with T , s be the similarity dimension of RT, p =  (pi, • • • ,Pn) be a 
probability vector and p be the (T , p}-invariant measure. In addition, for w E {1, - - ,n } ^  and fc 6  N , 
set r^\k =  and Pw|t =  Pwi "  'Pu>k
The first section of Cawley and Mauldin’s paper is devoted to defining and deriving the properties of 
three auxiliary functions. The first of these is : R  R . For g E R  let /? (g) be the unique number such 
that,
Ê p î r f k )  ^  1,
i=l
Cawley and Mauldin’s second auxiliary function is a, which is given by
a  (g) =  - p '  (g ).
Their final auxiliary function is / ;  for g E R , they set
/  (g) =  qa (g) +  /? (g ).
The following are some immediate consequences of these definitions, /3 (1) =  0 (since Pi =  1) and
(0) =  s (since r |  =  1). Also P is strictly decreasing and either p  ^ =  r® for i =  1 , . . .  ,n  and 
P {q) — —qs + s ov P" is strictly positive. Thus the function a  is positive and is either equal to s for all g 
or strictly decreasing. Finally it follows that /  (0) =  s, f  (g) =  —qP" (g) for all g € R  and thus either /  
is equal to s for all g or /  is strictly increasing between — oo to 0  and strictly decreasing between 0  to  oo.
Now let us consider the non-degenerate case i.e. we do not have p* =  r |  for all i. In this situation 
the function g ->■ a  (g) is one-one, thus for a  E [a (oo) , a  (—oo)], where a  (oo) =  limg_^oo a  (ç) and 
a  (—oo) =  lim^_>_oo «  (g), we can define /  (a) to be equal to /  (g), where g is the real number satisfying 
a  (g) =  a. The above results tell us th a t / ,  as a function of a , is smooth and everywhere concave 
downwards. Later in their paper Cawley and Mauldin show that /  (a) coincides with the Hausdorff 
multifractal spectrum of p.
Cawley and Mauldin end their section on auxiliary functions by deriving the asymptotic behaviour of 
their functions. For i =  1 , . . .  , n  let =  logpi/ logrj and set a — min* n* and â = max^ %. Also let Imin = 
{ i \  ai = a} and /max =  | =  ô}. Finally, let emin be the unique number such that 1
and Cmax be the unique number such th a t ^
First, from the definition of p  it is obvious th a t limg_>.oo P (q) = —oo and lim^_^_oo P (g) =  oo. We 
also have that.
and
lim P (g) -f- ag =  6 rg->oo
lim P (g) -f ag =  6rqr-^  —oo
Thus the line —ag -f Cmin is asymptotic to P (g) as g tends to oo and the line —ag -4- Cmax is asymptotic 
to P (g) as g tends to — oo.
Putting all the information we have about P together gives us that the graph of P is as in Figure 10






Figure 10: 0  {q)
Next Cawley and Mauldin go on to study the asymptotic behaviour of a. They obtain the following 
results,
and
a  (oo) =  l i ^  a{q) = a = min {logpi/ log n )
O' (—oo) =  lim a{q) = a = max (logp*/ log n ) .Ç— oo i
The information we have about a  is thus summarised by Figure 11.
q
Figure 11: a  (g)
Cawley and Mauldin’s investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of /  yields the following results. 
First,
and
lim /  (g) =  Cminq-^OO
lim /  (g) =  Cmax- q - ^ —oo
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In addition they also show th a t /  possesses the following properties:
1 . ^  =  O' (g); in particular,
1- #  A T #hm —  =  oo and lim —  =  —oo,a —>a(oo) doc a —)■«(—oo) dOC
2 . ^  =  —P" {q)~^ < 0 ; in particular /  (o) is everywhere concave downwards.
3 . /  (a: (1 )) =  a  (1 ); in particular, the line with slope one passing through the origin is a tangent to
/  (o:) at a  =  o: (1 ).
4. The maximum value of /  is given by /max =  s,
5. a  (1) is the Hausdorff dimension of ft, and /  (q) |g=i is the information dimension of /t, where ft is
the invariant measure on based on the probability vector p i , . . .  ,Pn-
6 . We have the following inequalities
emin < f(oc (1)) < f { a  (0)) = S and S > Cmax- 




Figure 12: /  (a)
After discussing these auxiliary functions Cawley and Mauldin move on to calculate the multifractal 
spectrum of p. A method frequently employed when working with self-similar or graph directed self­
similar sets or measures which satisfy the strong separation condition or open set condition is to first 
calculate in the code space and then demonstrate th a t this calculation yields the same result in the 
geometric space. Cawley and Mauldin adopt this method in their paper.
First, given a  G R  let
pN
and
lim logp([w|A;])/logrwi& =  «  ?k —^ oo J
Ka —
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Thus given g G R  if we define a  {q) as above then by the definition of p,
K a { q )  =  |7T (w ) ^ lii^  lo g P w |& /lo g r^ ift =  a  (g)
Their method is to calculate the dimension of the sets Ka  for each a G R , thus generating the cylinder 
spectrum and then show that in the case where T  satisfies the strong separation condition, x  G supp p 
has local dimension a  if and only if z G Ka-
Recalling the definitions of Oi, a and a we have th a t pi — r “‘ and given A: G N  and w G we have
k  k
logPw|&/ logr^ ifc = logrw,/  ^ logrw ,•
i= l  i= l
Thus for w G E ^
a = a  (oo) < liminf logPc^|fe/logr^;jfck - io o
<  lim sup log I /  log IA <  a  (-0 0 )  =  a.fe-^00
We now state one of the main theorems in Cawley and Mauldin’s paper.
T h e o re m  4.3 For a  G (a (00) , a ( —00)), dimn (Ka) — f  {a) i.e. for g G R , dimy (Ka{q)) = f  (q) = 
qa (g) +  /?(g).
The proof of this theorem is broken into two parts; first the upper bound i.e. that dime (-^a(g)) < /  (g), 
which relies on a standard application of the Vitali covering theorem and then the lower bound i. e. th a t 
dimn (Ka{q)) >  /  (g). In the lower bound calculation, for each g G R , Cawley and Mauldin introduce a 
probability measure pq supported on Ka{q) such th a t the dimension of pq is /  (g).
In turn  each of these two parts is further subdivided into three cases, g =  0, g < 0 and g > 0. Cawley 
and Mauldin start by considering the upper bound theorem.
C ase 1; g =  0
T h e o re m  4.4 dimn {Ka(o)) < /  (0) =  s.
P ro o f: Since dimn {Ka{o)) < dimn {K)  it sufiices to show that {K) < 00. This is well known. ■ 
C ase 2: g > 0 Let,
g =  i w G lim sup log p^ 1^ / log IA < a  (g) >
L k~>oo )
U„ u) E E
and
Uq — TT (üq^ .
A standard Vitali type argument yields the following lemma:
L em m a 4.5 For q,S > 0 and m G N  there exists a collection Qm of pairwise disjoint sets each with 
diameter less than 1/m  such that
& E g€B „ d l™  < 1.
From this Cawley and Mauldin deduce the following. 
T h eo rem  4.6 For g > 0, dimn {Ka{q)) < f {q) .
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Proof: Since K a { q )  Q  U q  it suffices to show that,
for all (5 > 0. Given g, 5 > 0 and m G N  let Gm he the collection in Lemma 4.5. Then part
(1) of Lemma 4.5 gives that (C/^\ UQm) = 0 and part (2) of Lemma 4.5 gives that
'UfM+s n  ((1^=1 UCfm)) <  1. We can conclude that {Uq) < 1 . ■
C ase 3: g < 0 Let,
Lg =  jw  G liminf logp^|&/ logr^jj^ > 0 ' ( g ) |
and
Lq — TT .
Similar arguments to those in case 2 give the following theorem.
T h e o re m  4 .7  For g < 0, dimn (-B'a(g)) <  /  (g).
Cawley and Mauldin then turn to the lower bounds. They start by using Kolmogorov’s consistency 
theorem to define an infinite product measure fxq on the code space based on the probability vector 
{p \r^^‘^ \ . .. and then they transfer this measure to the geometric level to obtain pq. They
then apply Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem to the shift transformation, the measure pq and the functions 
logPo»! and log to deduce that for pg-almost all w,
^  logp^in =  ^  (logpi)p^r^(^)n—>oo n  .—-
and
è '“S ’""!" =  è  ( 'og '-O P f'f '''’ .a-400 n i—1
for pg-almost all w. Thus, for pg-almost all w,
lim =  =
M-400 logr^i» Z)r=i (lo g n )P i^ f
Hence, Pq ^Ka{q)^ — 1 — Pg (^^«(g))-
Cawley and Mauldin prove the lower bounds by using the following Lemma and standard arguments 
to show th a t dimn {pq) ~  f  (g).
L em m a 4.8 There exists a number c > 0 such that if  E  Ç and diam {E) < rmin then the cardinality 
of H  is less than or equal to c, where
i f  =  | r  G E^*^ I diam (Jr) < diam {E) < diam (Jr||.ri-i) o,nd J r  fl B 0 | .
The final thing which Cawley and Mauldin show in the paper is that the cylinder spectrum coincides 
with the actual spectrum when the iterated function scheme satisfies the strong separation condition. 
They achieve this by using the strong separation condition to find cylinders which approximate a  ball 
with centre x  and radius e/2 from inside and outside but which are within a fixed number of levels apart 
regardless of the size of e.
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4.3 Olsen’s M ultifractal Formalism
In this section we discuss Olsen’s multifractal formalism. This formalism was motivated by Olsen’s wish 
to provide a general mathematical setting for the ideas present in the physics literature on multifractals. 
His central idea was to suggest using multifractal generalisations of the centred Hausdorff and packing 
measure. In [0195] Olsen introduced these measures and several dimension functions which have similar 
properties to the r fP  function. He also investigated the properties of these measures and dimension 
functions and showed how they relate to the multifractal spectra of the measures being analysed.
We start by defining the generalised measures.
D efin itio n  4.9 For g G R  define <pg;[0,oo) - i  [0,oo] by
Tq (a:) r 0 0  “  1
for
for
æ =  0 
0 < æ for g < 0
Tq (a;) =  1 for g =  0
ipg(a;) -  [  °1 x^
for
for
æ =  0 
0 <  æ for 0 < g
For p  G M.^ (AT), E  Ç X ,  q, t E H  and 6 > 0 we make the following definitions:
(-®) — {2riŸ {B is a centred 5-covering of F  0;
(5>0 F d E
= s \ip < Y 2 ‘P til^ {B {x i,r i))){2 riŸ  {B{xi ,ri))^ is a centred S-packing of e \  E  ^  9;
K ’l  (®) =  Oi K i  (®) =  “ f n i  : " P f  (®) =  E  (% ) •
Olsen first shows th a t these set functions are measures. Before this however we note some im portant 
features of the pre-measures. First, is countably subadditive but not necessarily monotone. Second, 
P’^ ’q is monotone but not necessarily countably subadditive.
P ro p o s itio n  4.10
1. The set function is a metric outer measure and thus a measure on the Borel algebra.
2. The set function is a metric outer measure and thus a measure on the Borel algebra.
P ro o f: See Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 in [0195]. ■
Olsen next shows that these measures assign a dimension in the usual way.
P ro p o s itio n  4.11 There exist unique extended real valued numbers d i mf ( E)  E [—0 0 , 0 0 ], DimJ^(E) E 
[—0 0 , 0 0 ] and A f  {E) E [—0 0 , 0 0 ] such that:
H " / (E) = r 001 0
t  < dim^ (E) 
dim9 (E) < i;
V / (E) = r 00 1 0 t  < Dim? (B) Dim? (B) < t\
n i (E) = r 001 0
( < A ?  (B) 
A? ( B ) < t .
4 4
P ro o f: This follows by elementary arguments. ■
The following properties of K?’*, P?'*and are easily seen from the definitions: for f >  0
<%<■< U ° / , V ^ /  =  P* - P ^ i  =  P<>
where "H*, V*" and "Pq denote Hausdorff t-measure, packing t-measure and pre-packing t-measure re­
spectively. Hence if we denote Hausdorff, packing and pre-packing dimension by d im y , dimp and A 
respectively, then for E  Ç supp p  we have
dimn (B) =  dim° (B) , dim? (B) =  Dim® (B) and A (B) =  A® (B ) .
An im portant feature of the Hausdorff and packing measures is that for t >  0 they satisfy V f <V^ .  
Olsen’s next step is to show a similar relationship between the generalised measures. We start by defining 
a subclass of measures. For p  € (X)  and a > 1 write Ta {p) — limsup,.v^o (su P aj^ su p p /^  )  ^^d
define the family M] y { X )  of doubling probability measures on X  by
M \) {X) = { p €  (X) I Ta (p) < oo for some a > 1} .
It is easily seen th a t the definition of M]^ (X )  is independent of a.
T h eo rem  4.12 Let p  E and g, t € R . Then
1- P f  < P 'ni:
2. /o r  0 < 8 and ( r ' ' ) ,  W /  <
3. fo r  « <  0, - H f  < V f ;
4. there exists an integer E N , such that
5. dim? <  Dim? < A?.
P ro o f: (1) and (5) follow from the definitions. For details concerning the rest see Proposition 2.4
in [0195]. We note that the (  appearing in (4) is the C found in the Besicovitch covering theorem i.e. the 
covering number of R'^. We also note that similar ideas are used in the proof of Theorem 7.4. ■
Olsen next defines three multifractal dimension functions 6^, and A^ : R  —>■ [—0 0 , 0 0 ] by setting
bft (g) =  dim? (supp p) (g) =  Dim? (supp p) and A^ (g) =  A? (supp p)
where supp p  denotes the support of p. The definition of these dimension functions makes it clear that
they are counterparts of the r jP  function which we have discussed previously. This being the case it is 
im portant that they have the properties which physicists ascribe to them. The next theorem shows that 
these functions do indeed have some of these properties.
T h e o re m  4.13 Let X  be a metric space and p E M.^ (X), then the following hold:
1- > B^fo for q < p  and T>1% > Vl% for s < t .
2. Afj, is decreasing and convex.
3. The map (q,t) -> is logarithmically convex i.e. for all a  E [0,1], p , g , E  R  and B  Ç X ,
y , a p + ( I - a ) , , a < + ( l - a ) ,  ( g ) ) »  ( £ ) ) ' - “  .
4. 7>?’* > PP'* f o r q < p  and V y  > P?'* for s < t .
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5. Bfj, is decreasing and convex.
6. for q < p  and > W /  for s < t .
7. bfj, is decreasing.
8. Let X  = p, g G R  and a  G [0,1].
(a) / / a p  +  (1 — a) g < 0 then
b^ {ap + { l - a ) q )  < aB^  (p) +  (1 -  a) b^ (g ).
(b) I f  a p +  {1 -  a ) q > 0  and p  G
t>ii (ap +  (1 -  a ) g) < olB^j, (p) +  (1 -  a) b^ (g ).
N o te : While this theorem tells us that (g) and (g) have the convexity property ascribed to them by 
physicists probably more interesting is the fact that 6  ^ (g) need not have this property (part (8) however 
suggests th a t it is close to being convex). Olsen gives an example where 6  ^(g) is not convex.
P ro o f: See Proposition 2.10 in [0195]. Also, this is a special case of Proposition 7.5. ■
C o ro lla ry  4.14 For p  G (X ) we have:
1. /o r g < 1, 0 < bf, (g) < B^ (g) <  A^ (g);
bfj, (1) =  B^ (1) =  A^ (1) =  0;
3. for q > l , b f ^  (g) < B^ (g) <  A^ (g) < 0.
P ro o f: This follows immediately from the above theorem and definitions. ■
Olsen next considers the asymptotic behaviour of these dimension functions. For p  G M^ (X) set,
a := inf - A  := su p -  — and := inf
0<g g ^ 9<o g 0<g g ^ 9<o g
and observe that
Also set
J+ (p) = < g j  and J_ (p) =  g < o | .
Finally, we denote the derived set of A Ç X  by A' i.e.
A' =  {æ G A I Vr > 0, G (B {x, r) \  {æ} n  A )}. 
P ro p o s itio n  4.15 For p  G (X) we have
1. I f  E I!^ (p) then the function  g B^ (g) +  A^g is decreasing and
== (-®M (g) +  Af,q) > 0.
8. I f  An ^  -f+ (p) then there exists go G R  such that for all q>  qo,
B n  (g) = ~ A n Q -  
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3. I f  An G IL  (p) then the function g - f  (g) +  A^g is increasing and
En {Bn (g) +  A^g) > 0.
4 . I f  An ^  IL  (p) then there exists gi G R  such that for all g < gi,
B n  (g) = “A^ g.
P ro o f; See Proposition 2.13 in [0195]. ■
In part (2) of Folklore Theorem 4.1 it was claimed that r  is decreasing, convex and smooth, has affine
asymptotes as |g| -4 0 0  and r  (1) =  0. The above arguments tell us that the three dimension functions
do indeed have some of these properties.
Having defined the generalised Hausdorff and packing measures and the Hausdorff, packing and pre­
packing dimension functions we wish to demonstrate their usefulness by showing their connection to the 
multifractal spectra we introduced earlier.
Given p  G (X), for a  > 0 set
=  {x G suppp I ân {x) < a} ; K a  =  {x G suppp | a  < (x)} ;
=  {x G supp p I (x) < a }  and =  {x G suppp | a  <  (x)} .
Finally, let
Ka = K a  n  =  {x G supp p  I an (x) =  a} .
W ith these definitions we have the following theorem.
T h eo rem  4.16 Let X  he a metric space and p  G (X). Also fix a > 0 ,  q ,t E H  and 6 > 0 such that 
0 < aq + t. Then we have the following:
1. (a) for  0 < g.
(b) { K J  < {K A  for g <  0.
(c) 7 /0  < ag -f 5^ (g) then
dimn < ocq + bn (g) f o r O < q
dimn {K^) < aq + bn (g) for g < 0.
In particular, dimn ^  a .
(d) I f d < a q  + Bn (g) and X  =  R*^  then
dimn {Ka) < aq + Bn (g) forO < q
dimn { K A  < ag +  B^ (g) for g < 0.
2. (a) pot9+t+s for 0 < g.
/ o r  g  <  0 .
(c) I f O < a q  + Bn (g) then
dimp < aq + Bn (g) for q < 0
dimp {Ka) < ocQ + Bn (g) for 0 < g.
In particular, dimp < a.
3. (a) I f A C K " ^  is Borel then V f  (A) < (A) for  g < 0.
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(b) I f  A  Ç K a  ts Borel then 97 '^  ^(A) < 2*77“?'^ *  ^(A) for  0 < g. In particular, if A  Ç K a  ts 
Borel and p  (A) > 0 then a  < dimn (A).
l  (a) I f  A  is Borel then V f  (A) <  (A) for g < 0.
(b) I f  A  Ç K a  ts Borel then V f  (A) < 2*7 “^?+*“  ^(A) for 0 <  g. In particular, if  A  Ç K a  ts 
Borel and p  (A) > 0 then a  < dimp (A).
P ro o f: See Propositions 2.5 through 2.8 in [0195]. Also, this is a special case of Theorem 7.7. ■
These results allow us to consider the relationship between the dimension functions b^ , and and the 
spectra functions f^, and We start by giving an upper bound theorem. Given / ,g  : R  -> R  let
f U g  = /.l(_oo,o) +  ( /  (0) V g (0)) .l{o} +  g.l(o.oo)'
We have the following theorem.
T h e o re m  4.17 Let X  be a metric space, p  G A4^ (X ) and a  > 0. Then the following hold:
1. < inf (x) < supa^^ (x) < A^ and A^ < inf (x) <  supa^ (x) <
2 .




lim dimH =  { !  :  I  f c )
d im p ( i . . )  =  { ^
P ro o f: This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4.16 and the following lemma. ■
L em m a 4.18 I f  X  is a metric space, p  G (X) and a  > 0, then 
1. X “ — 0 for a  < A^.
K a  =  0 for âfj, < a.
3. K a  — 0 for An < a.
4 . K°‘ = $ for a < a^.
P ro o f: See Lemma 4.4 in [0195]. ■
We now turn  to lower bound theorems. In [0195] the lower bound theorem which Olsen quotes proves 
th a t one particular situation when part 3 of the multifractal formalism holds is, very roughly speaking, 
when the measure is a Gibbs state and its box-counting dimension exists. Although this is an im portant 
theorem, in practise the following corollaries to Theorem 4.16 are usually more useful in showing lower 
bounds hold i.e. tha t the multifractal formalism holds. One important thing which should be noted is 
that there are many measures for which the multifractal formalism does not hold (an example can be
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found in [0195]). In fact one question which several measure theorist are interested in is, can we find a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the multifractal formalism to hold. Another question asked by Olsen 
in [0195] is, which functions give more information about a multifractal measure, the dimension functions 
bfj, and or the spectra functions and Olsen gives examples of measures where the dimension 
functions can be used to split measures which have the same spectra. In doing this he implicitly suggests 
that a return to the physicists original idea of calculating the moments of multifractal measures may be 
the best way to characterise them.
T heorem  4.19 Let X  he a metric space and p  € (%). I f  A  C Ka is a Borel set such that (A) >
0, where q ,t  are such that aq + t > 0 . Then,
dimn (A) > a q  + t.
In particular, if  6^ is differentiable at q and we set a  {q) = —b'  ^(q) then provided that b* (a  (ç)) > 0 and 
> 0  we
fn  (a  (?)) =  % {a (%)) •
T heorem  4.20 Let X  be a metric space and fi € M.^ (%). I f  A  C is a Borel set such that (A) > 
0, where q,t are such that aq + t > 0 . Then,
dimp (A) > a q  + t.
In particular, if  is differentiable at q and we set a  (q) = —B'^ (q) then provided that B* (o; (q)) > 0 
and > 0 we have
F X a (g ))  =  B ;( a ( g ) ) .
The results so far outlined give the basics of Olsen’s general theory, [0195] also contains several other 
results. Most notably Olsen recalls several notions of multifractal box dimension and shows how they 
relate to the multifractal pre-packing dimension function and discusses generalised Rényi dimensions and 
their relationship to the pre-packing dimension function.
We now define the multifractal ç-box counting dimensions; let fj, G j ^ € R , F  Ç R'^ and
^ > 0  then set
j  (F) =  sup < ^  fi {B {xi, S)Y {B {xi, a centred packing of F  i .
We define the upper and lower multifractal g-box counting dimension of F  to be 
and
£ J ( i5 )= lim in f  .
respectively and if (F) =  (F) let us refer to the common value as the g-box counting dimension
of F  and denote it by (F). It is a trivial observation that for F  Ç R^,
-n
and
a “ (E) =  dimB (E)
C l  ( E)  =  dime ( E ) . 
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This is not the only possible way in which the multifractal box counting dimensions can be defined. Given 
H € , g G R ; F  Ç and 5 > 0, define
T^^^{E) = in î  {B {xi,S)Y {B{xi,ô))^^^  is a centred covering of F  > ,
l o g % ( E )
pJ\,o
and
=  lo g i
I4 i {^)  =  lim inf
If T® (F) =  (F) denote the common value by (F ) . The following proposition summarises the
im portant relationships between F® ( F ) , F^ (F ), (F ), (F) and (F).
P roposition  4.21 Let p  G ^  — R^ TAen
F For g < 0, dim* (F) < (F) = ^  (F) oW (F) = ^  (F) = Ag[ (F).
g. For g > 0, ^  (F) < F« (F) and F% (F) < Fj[ (F) < A  ^(F).
I f  in addition M.\y /o r g > 0
dim  ^(F) < ^  (F) = (F) ond F  ^(F) = (F) = Ag: (F ).
Proof; See Propositions 2.19 through 2.22 in [0195]. ■
Corollary 4.22 Let fi G M j y  /o^ «  €
fn  (a) < inf (ag + (su p p ^ )) .
Reviewing the results in this section we see that one of the main achievements of [0195] is to develop 
a  multifractal formalism which allows one to  calculate the multifractal spectrum of a measure using 
the same methods from geometric measure theory which one uses when calculating the Hausdorff or 
packing dimension of a set. This achievement opens up the possibility of developing a general multifractal 
theory parallel to that for dimensions of sets. That is, a theory concerning product measures, projection 
measures, slice and intersection measures, convolutions of measures etc.. We finish this section by briefly 
discussing two papers [0196] and [Oil] which discuss product measures and slice measures respectively. 
Looking first at product measures we malce the following definition: for H  Ç and y G R^ let
Hy = [ x e B ^ \ { x , y ) e H ^
Classical results (see [BM45], [Mar54], [Haa90a], [Haa90b], [HT94] and [Ho96]) give th a t there exists c > 0 
such that
/  9^' (n*') (y) <  (F )
(F  X F ) < c F ' (F) F* (F)
J  F" (HV) dVf (y) < cF®+* (F)
and F '+* (F  X F ) < cF" (F) F* (F)
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for s , t  >  0, F  Ç F  Ç R ' and H  Ç R ^+ l
In [0196] Olsen shows that analogous results hold for the multifractal Hausdorff and packing measures.
In particular, if ju G ( r ^ )  and u G M ] j  ^R^) then for g, s, t G R  and F  Ç R*, F  Ç R ' and H  Ç
we have th a t there exists c > 0  such that
j w /  (Hy) d u v  (y) < (H)
( E x F ) <  c W /  (E) P f  (F)
I V I ' ’ (By) m i ' ‘ iv) < cVl'lt* (H) 
and ( E x F ) <  cVl'" (E) V f  ( F ) .
In [Oil] Olsen develops a rich theory concerning slice measures much of which falls outside the scope 
of this thesis. Here we state some simple corollaries to  his results which show how the general multifractal 
theory which Olsen is developing closely parallels the known fractal theory. Given m, n  G N  such that 
0 < m  < n  let G {n,m)  denote the Grasmannian manifold of m-dimensional linear subspaces of R"  ^
and let jn,m  denote the natural measure on G (n ,m ).  Also given H G G {n ,m )  and x  G R ” let us set 
n  +  æ =  {z +  z  I z G n} and let H-  ^ denote the orthogonal complement of H. It is a well known result that 
given fj, e  (R ” ) for almost all (æ,H) G R ” x G (n,m )  a natural planar intersection measure of p  and 
'H’^ L-(H +  x) exists and is unique, let us denote it by /LiD (F ’” L (H +  æ)) (see [Mat75]). Finally, we define 
the Hausdorff co-dimension of a set F  Ç R ” to be codim (F) = n -  dimn (F) =  dimn (R") — dimn (F). 
W ith these definitions we have the following results due to M arstrand [Mar54] and M attila [Mat75]. Let 
F  Ç R ” be a Borel set with Hausdorff dimension t  such that 0 < F* (F) < oo, then
1. If n  — m <  dimn (F) and g lies in a certain range then (F* L F ) x 7 „^,„-a.a. {x, H) G R "  x G (n, m) 
satisfy
codim (F  n  (H -f æ)) (g) =  codim (F) (g) +  codim (H +  x) (g ).
2. If n — m >  dimn (F) then (77^  L F ) x 7 „,,„-a.a. (æ,H) G R ” x G (n,m)  satisfy
codim (F  n  (H -f- æ)) =  n.
3. For ail n  G G (n,m ) and L H-^-a.a. x  G H-^,
(£ ;n (H  +  a;)) < oo,
in particular for F ”" ”* LH-^-a.a. x  G H^,
codim (F  n  (H 4- z)) > codim (F) -t- codim (H +  æ ).
Now given pi G (R ") let us define co6^ : R  -7 [—oo, oo] by
cobfj, = b'f-in bfi,
where denotes the multifractal dimension function of 71^. With these definitions and certain regu­
larity conditions on p  (see [Oil]) Olsen is able to show the following.
1. There exists an interval I  such that for g G I ,  if n  — m < dimn then (F ^’* L suppp) x 7 n,m-a.a.
{x, H) G R ” X G (n, m)  satisfy
co&^n(W’”L(n+æ)) (g) =  co&  ^(g) 4- co6?^m|_(n+æ) (g) •
2. If n  — m >  dimi-isuppju then (F ^ ’^  L supp p) x 7 i%,m-a.a. (æ,H) G R ” x G (n,m ) satisfy
{ —oo g < 0  n  g =  0  
0 0  g > 0 .
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3. For all n  G G {n,m)  and F ” LH-^-a.a. x  G 11-^ ,
(G«PP (p  n  CH™ ( n  +  4 ) ) )  <  0 0 ,
in particular, for L Il-^-a.a. æ G H-^,
Co6;^nCM'"L(n+æ)) > Co6,^  +  Co6%T»L(n+æ)'
Thus we see th a t in these two situations the multifractal theory closely resembles the existing fractal 
theory.
4.4 Remarks
In this chapter we have briefly discussed multifractal analysis from the point of view of geometric measure 
theory. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter the material which we have covered is only a small 
fraction of th a t written. It is impossible for us to give even a brief outline of the rest of the work done in 
this area but we do feel that we should mention two important research areas. First, Lau and Ngai are 
amongst several authors who have been considering the multifractal analysis of self-similar measures that 
overlap (see for example [LNl]). Second, Patzschke, Pesin and Wiess have been analysing self-conformal 
multifractals (see for example [Pat97] and [PW97]). Also worth note is Lévy-Vehel and Vojak’s work on 
higher order multifractal spectrums (see for example [LVl]).
In recent years the field of multifractal analysis has engulfed several traditional problems that can be 
studied by considering level sets. Measure theoretic multifractal analysis is concerned with the dimension 
of the following sets:
Ka  =  {a: G supp/i | (z) =  a} .
The wider field of study is best characterised by saying that it involves the study of the dimension of sets 
of the following type:
Xa = { x \  f  (x) =  a}  ,
where /  can be anyone of a number of types of function. For examples of this type of multifractal analysis 
we recommend that the reader consults the following papers: [Ja94], [Ja96], [FLl], [BP91] and [PSl].
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5 M u ltifracta l D en sity  T heorem s
In this chapter we analyse the multifractal Hausdorff measure and multifractal packing measure intro­
duced by Olsen in [0195] as Henstock-Thomson ‘variation’ measures (see [He69] and [Th76]). This analysis 
follows Edgar’s similar analysis of the Hausdorff and packing measures as Henstock-Thomson ‘variation’ 
measures (see [Ed94] and [Ed95]). By showing th a t the multifractal Hausdorff and packing measures can 
be expressed as Henstock-Thomson ‘variation’ measures we are able to prove density theorems for these 
measures which are more refined than those found in [0195].
5.1 Prelim inaries
Our first step is to introduce the notation that we require for ‘variation’ measures. A function h : 
R ‘^ X [0, oo) -> R  is called a variation function on R*^  if for each (æ,r) G R ‘^ x [0, oo), 0 < h {x ,r )  < oo. 
Given E  Ç R* ,^ a centred covering of E  is a, collection B of closed balls with centres in E  such that 
E  Ç \JbB {x,r), where B  (x,r)  denotes the closed ball with centre x  and radius r. A Vitali covering 
of E  is a, centred covering V of F  such that for each x  e E  and e > 0, there exists B  {x, r) G V with 
0 < r  < e. A packing H of E  is a, disjoint collection of closed balls with centres in F . A gauge on E  
is a function $  : F  (0, oo). Given a  gauge #  on F , a packing H of F  is said to be ^-fine  if and 
only if for all B  {x,r) G H, 2r < #  (æ). Finally, given a variation function h and a set F  Ç R*^ , set 
{his;) (x ,r) = h { x , r ) Ï E  (a:), where Ig  denotes the indicator function on F .
Given a Vitali covering V of R ‘^ , and a variation function h on R ‘^ , set
Hv {h) =  sup ^  h {x, r ) ,
^  B(æ,r)en
where the supremum is taken over all packings H Ç V. The Vitali variation of a variation function h is
H ,{h)  = in îH v { h ) ,
where the infimum is taken over all Vitali coverings of R^^ . If h has the special form h {x ,r )  ~  
f  (x) Ijl{B {x,r))y {2rŸ, for some nonnegative /  : R*^  -4 R , g, i G R  and p  G set
( / )  =  (/t) ( / )  =  F ,  (h).
Given a variation function h on R®*, and a gauge function $  on R^^ , set
F$ (h) = sup ^  h {x, r ) ,
^  B{æ,r)en
where the supremum is taken over all #-fine packings of R*^ . Also, set
P , (h) =  inf (h ) ,
where the infimum is taken over all gauges on R®*. If h (x, r) — f  (æ) p {B (æ, r )Y  (2r)*, for some nonneg­
ative /  : R ‘^ ^  R , g ,t G R  and fx e  set ( / )  =  P$ {h) and P^;* ( /)  =  {h).
In addition to this notation we require the following three theorems
T h eo rem  5.1 Let p  be a non-negative Borel measure on R ‘^ , p* denote the outer measure associated 
with p., E  C R'^ and V be a centred Vitali covering of F . Then there exists a (finite or infinite) packing 
H =  {Bi := B  {xi,ri)}j^ Ç V such that:
f  ( e \ \ J b A  = 0 .
Proof: See Theorem 3.2 and remark (3) in [Gu75].
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T heorem  5.2 Let h be a variation function on and define p  by setting p  (E) =  F* (hljs) for all
E  Ç R* ,^ Then p  is a metric outer measure on R^ ,^
Proof: See [Th76]. ■
Given p ,u  € , g, ^  G R  and x  e  supp p, we define the upper and lower {q, t)-density of u at
X w.r.t. p  by
respectively.
P roposition  5.3 For p ,u  € g ,t € R, the function d^f (-,%/) is Borel
Proof: See [Rud6 6 ] for a similar argument. ■
5.2 M ultifractal Variation Measures
In this section we show th a t Olsen’s multifractal Hausdorff and packing measures can be expressed as 
‘variation’ measures.
T heorem  5.4 Let p  G ( ^ ^ ) ’  ^ ^ ^  and E  C R*^ , then
Proof: (a) First we verify that (F) < F ^ 'l  (IjR?). Let F  Ç E  and let assume th a t F ^;t ( I f )  < oo. 
Let V be a Vitali cover of F  such that F ^ |y  ( I f )  < oo and let e > 0 be given. Using Theorem 5.1 
we can conclude that there exists a packing (F* := B{xi,ri))^  Ç V such th a t for each i, ri < e and 
( F \  (J^  Bi) =  0. This implies that for all <5 >  0, F ^ ’j  (F \  [J. Bi) =  0. Let g  >  0 be given, then there
exists a centred e-covering {B{yi,Si))^  of F \  such that X)jM(F (yi,Sj))^ (2 si)* < 77. Now,
since (Bi, B  (y^, a*))  ^ is a centred e-covering of F , we have that
(%)' + J 2 l ^ ( B { y „  Si))" (2si)‘ < (If)  +
i i
Letting r) and e \  0 gives that F ^ ’q (F) < F ^ ’y ( I f )  and by taking infima over V we can conclude that 
F ^ ’o (F) < Fj^;t ( I f )  for all F  Ç F . Statement (a) is obtained by taking suprema over subsets F  of F .
(b) If F ^ ’* (F ) =  0 then F ^ ;l ( I f )  =  0. Let e > 0 be given. For each n  G N \  {0} we have that 
F ^ ’i  (F ) =  0 thus there exists a centred covering (F*,» := F  (»*,„, rj,n))i of F  such that, Xi^n E F ,
ri,n < “  and Y)ip{Bi,n)^  (2r*,n)* < e/2"+^. For each i and n  set
Vi,n — {F ( y , I y G F  and | y Xi^n ^i,n} •
Then V =  Vi,n is a Vitali covering of F . Let H Ç V be a packing. Since all elements of Vi,n contain
the point Xi^n there is at most one element of Vi,n in H. Thus,
^  p { B  {x, r))^ (2r)* < M (A,n)^ (2n,n)* < ^ 2 n+l
jB(æ,r)€n i,n n
=  e.
Hence F ^ | y  ( I f )  < e which implies that F ^ ; t  ( I f )  < e. Statement (b) follows by letting e \  0.
(c) Finally, we show that F ^ ;t ( I f )  < F ^ ’* (F ). We may assume that F ^ ’* (F) < 0 0 . Let u denote the
restriction of F ^ ’* to F  and fix a  > 1. Let
F i =  jrc G F |d^’* (x,u)  < a  and Fa — jrc G F |d^’* {x,u) > a   ^j  .
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First, let us consider F j. For n  G N \ {0}, set
I ^  < a -  for d l  .  < i  }  .
Since a~^ > a~^,  F« F i. We now show that F ^ ’* (Fh) =  0. Let e < ^ then if {Bi ;= B  {xi,ri)). is a
cover of Fn such that for each i, Vi < e, we have that
Ç  f .  (BtY ( 2 r i ) ‘ >  Ç  "  W )  ^  f y  ^  % )  •
Thus, F^'g {Fn) > a^F®’* (Fh)- Letting e \  0 we find th a t F^’q (Fn) > cc^F®’* (F„), which implies that 
F^'^ (Fn) >  a^TUjf (Fn). Now, since a  > 1 and F®’* (Fh) <  oo, we have that F ^ ’* (Fh) =  0. This in turn
implies th a t Tijff (F i) =  0  which gives us, using (b), that ( I f J  =  0 .
Next let us consider Fg. Since a~^ < a~^, the set
V |-B(a;,r)
is a Vitali covering of F a . Let H Ç V be a packing of Fg, then
^  p { B  {x, r )Y  {2r f  T i f  {B (z, r) n  F ) < a f W /  ( F ) .
B{x,r)m n
Since this is true for all packings II Ç V, (Ifg) < (F), and thus ( I f 2 ) < a^F^'* (F ).
Combining these two parts we find that,
(If) < (I f  J  + (lf2) < 0 + a"F '^* (F ).
Statement (c) is obtained by taking infima over a  > 1. ■
We now prove an equivalent theorem for We must start by looking at an equivalent definition of
Let p  G , g, t  G R , $  be a gauge on R*^  and F  0 Ç R*^ . Set
F^|% (F) =  sup < ^  p (F  {x, r))^ (2r)* II is a $  -fine packing of F  > ;
(^B{a;,r)en J
k a  (®) =  K i  (E) = inf ( E ) .
where the infimum is taken over all gauges on R^. We note that $  (æ) =  <5 for all æ is a gauge on R^ ^
and that F ^’j =  F^'$ for this gauge function. It is an easy exercise to verify that F ^ |l is a  metric outer 
measure on R'^. We have introduced it because of the following theorem which will be useful later on. It 
tells us th a t by taking infima over all gauges we can omit the last step in the definition of the packing 
measure.
T h e o re m  5.5 Let p  G A4^ g, t E R ; for E  Ç R^,
F^;i (F ) =  F g 'X F ).
P ro o f: Since the functions #  (æ) =  5 for all x  are gauges, we have
F^;^ (F ) =  W F ^ 'j  (F ) >  iÿF2;%  (F) =  F^;i ( F ) ,
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for all F  Ç Let F  C F i, then
(E) < v f  l U - B d  < E 'PyA(®<)< E K i (%)
Taking infima over covers of F  gives, (F) <  (F ).
On the other hand, suppose th a t $  is a gauge on F . For each n 6  N \  {0} set
F« =  L e F | 0 ( a ; ) > l j .
Then F „  F ' F  and for each n  we have,
7^2:1 ^  (^») ^  ^  (F») >  (F n ) .
This implies that F ^’* (F) < F^|% (F); since this is true for all gauges, we have that F^’* (F) < F^;, (F). ■ 
Corollary 5.6 Let p  G f/\}  g, i G R  and F  Ç R^ ,^ then
( W  =  F y ( F ) .
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 5.5 and the definitions. ■
5.3 D ensity Theorems
In this section we prove our density theorems. First we turn to proving the following proposition.
P rop osition  5.7 Let p  G g,t G R  and f  he a non-negative real valued Borel function on R^ .^
Then
1 .
H f . { f )  = j  f ( x ) m f ( x ) .
2 .
= I  f M d V f i x ) .
Proof: (1) Theorem 5.4 verifies the statement for indicator functions and usual methods, together with 
the observation that Borel sets are measurable because both and are metric outer measures, 
allow us to extend this to simple functions. Now, if /  is a non-negative Borel function then there exists 
a sequence fn  of simple functions that increase to / .  If c < 1 then the sets
En = { x \  fn  (z) > Cf (z)}
increase to  R*^  and F ^;t (/„) > cF^;t so, lim„_^oo F ^ ’,1 {fn) > cH^\i ( /) . Letting c -> 1 yields
that ( /„ ) -4- H f ,  i f ) .  Thus,
H f ,  i f )  = I to  H f ,  (/„ ) =  Imi /  / „  ix) d W /  (x) = f  f  (x) d W /  ( 4  .
ft’ '  OO 71 rOO /  /
(2) Corollary 5.6 varifies the statement for indicator functions. The rest of the proof follows part (1). ■ 
Finally we prove our main results.
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T h e o re m  5.8 Let p  G M }  v be a finite Borel measure on g ,i G R  and E  Ç be Borel
Then,
( F ) >  /J E
I f  in addition, IVfY {E) < oo and (x, u) < œ  on E , then
v(E)=^ f  d l \ x , v ) m f { x ) .
2 .
v ( E ) >  j  & ‘ ( x ,v ) < lP f ( x ) .
I f  in addition, {E) < oo and d®’* (x, i/) < oo on E , then
u{E) ~  [  d j’* {x, u) dF«-* (æ).J E
Proof: Let U D E  be an open set and /  be a  finite Borel function such that, 0 <  /  (re) < d^’* (re, u) with
strict inequality /  (re) <  d^’* (re, u) whenever d^’* (re, u) > 0. Then
V =  { a  ( , . r )  I .  e  E .B  ( . , r )  Ç ^  /  ('
is a  Vitali covering of E. Thus if II Ç V is a  packing, then
V  /  (re) p {B (re, r )Y  (2 r)* < ^  f  (F  (re, r)) =  î/ ( ( J  F  (re, r) ) < u (U) 
B { x , r ) e n  n Vn /
So F ^ ’y  ( / I f )  < u {U) and thus F ^ ; t  ( / I f )  <  u (F ). Taking infima over U we obtain that ( / I f )  <  
u (E ) . Since /  is finite on E  we have that f  (re) (dre) < u (E ) . Now by our choice of /  we may 
conclude that.
We begin verifying the second part of (1) by showing that v  F ^ ’* on E.  Let F  Ç F  be such that 
U f  (F ) =  0. Then for all e > 0, F « ’* (F) =  0. For n  G N \  {0}, set
p ( F  {x ,r )Y  (2r)
Then, since (re, u) < oo, Fn F . Also, if e < ^  then any centred e covering {Bi := B  (ref,n))^ of F„ 
satisfies,
Thus, F^;t i^n)  >  (F„). Hence u {Fn) =  0 which implies that u (F) =  0.
Let e > 0 be given and V be a Vitali covering of F . Then,
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is also a Vitali covering of E. Thus Theorem 5.1 implies that there exists a packing II Ç V' such th a t 
{E \  Ujj B  {x, r)) =  0, which implies that u {E \  (Jjj B  (x, r)) =  0. Hence,
^) +  e) p  (B (x, r )Y  (2r)* > i^ (E ) .
n
Thus, +  e) I f )  > f/(F ), which implies that F ^;t ((^^ ’* (', W +  e) I f )  > f/(F ). Now,
since the integrand is finite, we have that (x, u) (dx) + eUjff [E] > v (E). The result follows
by letting e \  0 .
(2) Let F  be a Borel set, F  D F  be an open neighbourhood of F  and 0 < c < 1. Then for each æ G F ,
it is possible to choose $  (x) such th a t 0  < #  (æ) < dist ^æ ,R ‘^ \F ) and
for all r  < $  (re). These condition imply that #  is a gauge on F . If H is a #-fine packing of F  then,
^  d f - (re, u) p  (F  (re, r ) f  {2 r f  < {B {x,r)) < - u  ( F ) .
n  ^ n ^
Thus, (dj* (•, î^ ) I f ) < (d y  (-,r/) I f )  < yZ/(F). By choosing c and F  appropriately we can 
conclude that, P^lt (d^’* (-,i/) I f )  < u  (F). This in turn implies that,
/  4 '*(a;,z/)(^^ 'X a:)<% /(F).Je
We now turn  to proving the second part of (2). Let e > 0 and let $  be a  gauge on F  such th a t 
P ’:* (E) < oo. Then
V = { B ( x , r ) \ x ^ E , 2 r < ^  (x) and , ,  <  <§'‘ f  + 4L p { B { x , r ) Y  {2r) ^ J
is a centred Vitali covering of F . Thus Theorem 5.1 implies that there exists a packing H Ç V of F  such 
th a t 1/ ( F \  Un ^  r)) =  0. Thus,
f ( E ) < E " ( H (* ,r)) < E  «  (* ,") +  « )h (B  (x ,r ) ) ’ (2 r ) ‘ 
n n
< $ ( # ' ( - ,  4
Taking infima over $  and e yields,
( , f )  I f ) .
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6 A  M u ltifractal A nalysis o f G raph D irected  Self-C onform al 
M easures
In this chapter we discuss the multifractal geometry of graph directed self-conformal measures whose 
iterated function schemes satisfy the strong open set condition. In particular we give a detailed calculation 
of the spectrum of these measures by extending the ideas of Patzschke in [Pat97] and King and Geronimo 
in [KG92]. We also show that the generalised Hausdorff and packing measures introduced by Olsen 
in [0195] take positive and finite values at the critical dimension if the self-conformal measures satisfy 
the strong separation condition. Finally, we discuss some open questions associated with graph directed 
self-conformal measures.
6.1 Graph Directed Self-Conformal Iterated Function schemes
In this section we introduce a special type of GDIFS called a graph directed self-conformal iterated 
function scheme (GCIFS). We start with G — iy,E), a finite directed connected graph, and with each
vertex w € V we associate three sets, F^, and Wu- We choose these sets in the following way, for each
u 6  y  let Uu be an open and connected subset of Ju be a regular compact subset of Uu and Wu be 
an open connected set such that W u  is compact and J u  C W u  Ç W u  Ç F». Also, with each edge e £ E  
let us associate a map T e  and a number Pe E (0 , 1 ) such that:
1 . for some 7  € (0 , 1 ) and all e £ E,Te '.  Upe) “> F*(e) is a conformai diffeomorphism such that 
T'e («A(e)) G *A(e)j
2 . for all e G F  and x  £ F<(e), 0  <  |T% (æ) | < 1 ;
3. for all u G y ,  =  1-
We note that (x) j denotes the matrix norm of the derivative of the map Tg evaluated a t x.
A collection G — (y, F , (Te)ees, (Pe)ee£:) where the above conditions are satisfied is called a graph 
directed self-conformal iterated function scheme with probabilities (GCIFS with probabilities). Given 
G = (y, F , (Te)eGJ5 , (pe)ee£:)) & GCIFS with probabilities, the triple {V,E,{Te)eeE,) is called a graph 
directed self-conformal iterated function scheme. The vector of sets {Ju)uqv known as the vector of 
seed sets of G.
It follows from the definition of a GCIFS and the definition of the sets Wu that there exist numbers rmin 
and Tmax such th a t 0 < rmin < |Tj (x) | <  rmax < 1 for all e G F  and x  £ Wpe)- Let pmin =  miueej^Pe and 
Pmax =  maxeeEPe- Finally, for r  G F (* \ let us adopt our usual convention by setting pr =  Pn • • •Pr|.r| » 
T t  = T r i O - - - 0  Tri i^, K r  =  T r { K t ( r ) )  and J t  =  T r { J t { r ) ) ’
If we set Xu  =  Ju then we see that GCIFSs are examples of GDIFSs and thus we can deduce from
Theorem 2.4 that given G =  (y, F , (TL)eEE, (Pe)ee^), a GCIFS with probabilities, there exists a unique
vector K  = {Ku)uev  of non-empty compact subsets of R'^ satisfying
K u = ( j  U  T .(if„). (17)
vev
We call these sets the graph directed self-conformal sets associated with G. Also it follows from Theo­
rem 2.7 th a t there exists a unique vector (pw)^gy of probability measures satisfying
il^u)uev ~  ( ^  Pe-f^tie)  ^ IVeeSu / uev
We call these measures the graph directed self-conformal measures associated with G. 
Given (y,F, (Te)eGjB?), a GCIFS, set
A =  min {dist (Tg (Jf(e)) ,Te' {Jpe'))) 1 e,e ' G F, e ^  e', and i{e) = i  (e')} .
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We say th a t G satisfies the strong separation condition (SSC) if A > 0. If for all e £ E,  T e ( i n t  A(e)) Ç 
int Ji(e) and for all w G V and e,e ' G Eu such th a t e ^  e ' , T^(int J^(e)) nTg' (int =  0 then we say
that G satisfies the open set condition (OSC). We note that in effect we are specifying our seed sets to 
be the closure of the open sets {Vu)n^v the OSC. Finally, if G satisfies the open set condition and for 
each u £ V ,  int n  JsTu 0, then we say that G satisfies the strong open set condition (SOSC).
For the remainder of Section 6.1 and during Section 6 .2  and Section 6.3 let G =  {V, E ,  (7e)ggg , (Pe)ggjs) 
be a GCIFS with probabilities coded by a strongly connected graph and satisfying the strong open set 
condition. Also let he respectively the sets,
measures and maps associated with G appearing in the above definition. Finally, let us equip the code 
space E ^  with the metric we introduced in Chapter 3. Our aim is to find an explicit representation of the 
measures {pu)uev ^  Gibbs states. Given this aim we define two important functions which are related 
to the properties of the measures pu and their supports. First we define the metric scale function of G. 
This is the map ■0 : E ^  -)■ R  given by
= log|3%/;r((r(w)))|.
The metric scale function -ip represents the local change in scale as one moves from tt (cr(a;)) G to
7t(u}) G under the map ïb i •
L em m a 6.1 The metric scale function 'ip is 'y-Holder continuous.
P ro o f; Let w,T G E ^ , then since the Tg are diffeomorphisms there exist constants G i, . . .  , G5 such 
that
1^1 K(u;i) (O- (W))) I -  \T(^ (7Ti(^ i) (O- W )) 11
< f C2 I Wwi) {(y W )) -  (7Tf(wi) (o- (r))) r
-  1 Gi
J C2C'fd[a{u)) ,u{r)Y
-  I  (Ci/r3[,ax) '
^  /  G2CmaxG^d[o;,rp
-  \  C4.d[a},r]y
< C^d[u),T]y.
The constant C\ comes from the fact th a t w -> (u;))) | is a continuous function defined on
a compact metric space (this implies that its range is bounded). Now applying the mean value theorem 
we have
log in(wi) {o- (w))) I -  log \T(^  (7Tf(ri) {a (r))) | < C5^d[uj, r f  = Ge^w, T^,
n
Ui Tl
W l = n
W i n
W i T l
W i 7^ T l
where Ge — Gs/rmin- ■
The measure scale function of G is the map <p : E ^  -> R  given by
(p{u)) =  logpwi-
We note that (p is 7 -Holder continuous and represents the change in measure between a cylinder [r] and 
the cylinder [roJi].
Finally we are able to find an explicit expression for the measures pu. From now on let ptj, denote the 
Gibbs state of the mass distribution function 0. If we set 7 ^ =  p^  (F ^ )  and define pu,4> = P4>t-E^ / j u  
then since both pu,^ and pu are cr-invariant ergodic probability measures on E(f  they coincide and we 
have th a t for F  Ç Ku, pu (F) =  (/t^ o (F )).
An important property of GCIFSs is that they satisfy the principle of bounded distortion i.e. the 
composition of finitely many of the maps Tg in a GCIFS does not distort the geometry of the seed sets 
of th a t GCIFS too much.
Recall th a t in Section 3.2 we defined Sn.(p (w) =  (p (cr* (w)) and proved the principle of bounded 
variation:
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Lem m a 6.2 Let (p\ -> R  6e 'y-Holder continuous, then there exists ai G (0,oo) such that for all
ft G N , T G and w, a  G [r], \SnT W) -  Snp  (a) \ < a i  or equivalently, .
An immediate consequence of the metric scale function being 7 -Holder continuous, and thus satisfying 
the principle of bounded variation, is the following lemma:
Lem m a 6.3 There exists a constant «2 such that for all r  G and a  G tue have
exp (S |r | '0  (r)) exp {S\a\ip (a)) < exp (5|ra|'0 (ra )) < «2 exp {S\r\ip (r)) exp (a)) .
Lem m a 6.4 Let C H  denote convex hull. There exists an M  > 0 with the property that for any w G 
E ” , ra > 1 and  Zi S CH f o r l < i < n ,
| l o g n K , W | - W W I < M ,
*=1
where tp denotes the metric scale function of G.
P ro o f: This is equivalent to Lemma 3 in [Be8 8 ], ■
We are now able to use Lemma 6.4 to show that G has the property of bounded distortion.
Lem m a 6.5 Let 02 be the constant appearing in Lemma 6.3, then there exists as > 02 such that for all 
uj G , n > l  and x ,y  £ we have
%  ^k  -  y \ exp (Snfp (w|n)) < \T^iri (x)  -  (y)  \ < a 3 \ x - y \ exp (Sn'ip (win)),
where j.j denotes Euclidean distance.
P ro o f: An application of the mean value theorem gives,
n
\T u > \n ix ) -T ^ \n { y ) \< \x ~ y \  sup (z) j < jx -  yj J J  sup IT^,^^;^) jzECH(æ,ÿ) ^
where the supremum is taken over all Zi £ CH (Tcrqw)|n-i (kFi(w„)))- The upper bound now follows from 
Lemma 6.4. The lower bound is obtained using infima rather than suprema. ■
The following bounds on the diameter of images of the seed sets and the invariant sets are an immediate 
consequence of G satisfying the property of bounded distortion.
C o ro lla ry  6 . 6  For co £ E ^  and n > l  we have that if  B  Q then,
0 3  ^exp {Sni> (wjn)) diam B  < diamTb}» (F) < as exp {SniJ (w|n)) d iam F;
in particular,
%  ^exp {Sn'tp (wjn)) diam < diam < “ 3 exp {Sn'ip (wjn)) diam Jt{uj„y,
and
ag"  ^exp {Sn'ip (wjn)) diam < diam <  as exp {Sn'tp (wjn)) diamüCt(tB„)-
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6.2 The Auxiliary Function {q)
In this section we introduce the auxiliary function 0  (q) which is related to the multifractal spectra of 
Pu via the Legendre transform. We also investigate some of its properties. In order to do this we first 
introduce some auxiliary measures that will be useful in defining 0  (q) .
For q,0  e  R  let pg^p be the Gibbs state of q(j) + 0ip, where <p and ip denote the measure and metric 
scale functions. Also define F :  R^ ->• R  by F  (g,^) =  F  {q<p +  0ip), where F  {(p) denotes the topological 
pressure of (p.
Lem m a 6.7  The function P{q ,0 ) is real analytic,
D i P { q , 0 )  =and D2P(q,0 ) = Jirdji,,!,,
where Di denotes partial differentiation with respect to the i-th variable.
P ro o f: See [Ru78]. ■
We see th a t F g F  <  0 so the implicit function theorem tells us that there exists a real analytic function 
0  (q) such th a t F  (g, 0(g)) = 0  for all g G R .
For g G R  let pg be the Gibbs state of q ^ + 0  (g) ip. We call these measures the q-equilibrium measures. 
Since F  {q,0{q)) =  0 we can deduce that there exists a constant 04  such that for all w G and n  G N,
exp {qSn(p (w) +  0  (g) (w)) < Pg ([w|n]) <  0 4  e x p  {qSn(p (w) +  0  (g) Sni^ (w )).
Reinterpreting this using Lemma 6.2 and the definition of the measure scale function we see that there 
exists a constant Ag, depending only on g, such th a t for all r  G E^*\
Ag^p^r exp (‘S'jri^ < Pq (M) <  Agp^ exp (5 |^ |^  . (18)
An immediate consequence of Equation 18 is the following lemma.
Lem m a 6.8
1. I f  r  is a maximal anti-chain of E ^  (see next page for definition) then
Ag^ < Y ^ p l e x p  {Siri'ip < Ag.
re r
2. I f  Tu is a maximal anti-chain of E ^  then
p I exp (S'l^i^ (r)) < Agju,
tETu
where 7 « =  fig ( F ^ ) .
In Lemma 6.4 we found th a t there exists a constant 02  such that for all r  G F(*) and a  G F^^^ we 
have
«2  ^exp {S\r\ip (r)) exp (F |« |^ (a)) < exp {S\ra\'ip (to:)) < 0 2  exp (S'|^|^ (r)) exp (5]«|t/> (a)) .
If we define
* (^?) A o ( ^6{q) 0 {q) > 0
B C îX O  /3 te )< 0 ,
we are able to deduce that for all t  G E^*\ a  G and g G R  we have
A - 0pI  exp {S^ri'ip (t))^^^^ p I  exp (5|«|t/) (o:))^^’  ^ < p l^  exp (S'l^atV' (to))^^^^
< Ajgp* exp (5 |^|t/j (t))^ '^^  ^P^exp (F|a|V'(a))^^^^
Thus we have the following lemma:
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Lem m a 6.9 For each g € R  there exists a constant Âg, depending only on q, such that for all r  G 
and a  G we have
Ag^0q (H ) Pq (M ) < Pq ( M )  < Agfig ([r]) P q  ([cc]) .
Our next aim is to find an explicit expression for the function 0  (g). In order to do this we must prove 
a generalisation of Lemma 3.4 in [Gr8 6 ].
We recall th a t a subset of F^*  ^ is called a maximal anti-chain of F^*  ^ if for each w G F ^  there 
exists a unique r  G such th a t r  < w. For « G V and r  G (0,1) set:
r« ,r =  { r G f1*^ I exp (F |r |^  (r)) <  r  < exp ( r | |r |  -  1))}; tu ,r  =  as diam J„;
Tr — UtiGV" =  (Jttgy
N o te: The intuitive interpretation of F^  is the set of finite strings r for which the map Tr scales
everything down by a factor of approximately r.
While considering these maximal anti-chains we state the following lemma, which is analogous to 
Lemma 2.6 in [CM92] and can be proved by volume estimating.
Lem m a 6.10 For each u £ V  there exists a constant Au > 0 such that for all r > 0 and x  £ Wu both
the number of elements r  £ F^.r and r  £ Tu,r with J r  D F  (x, r) 0  is bounded by A u .
We now turn  to proving the generalisation of Lemma 3.4 in [Gr8 6 ]. The first thing we require are the 
following measures. For g G R  and u G V let pl^ denote the projection of the measure pg onto the set 
Ku under 7r« i.e. for E  Ç Ku, p i  (F) = Pq o (F).
Lem m a 6.11 For g G R  and u £ V  we have
I log dist (x, dJu) MPu (x) < 0 0 ./
Proof: For each w G V, by the SOSC, there exists an r]u G f4*^ such th a t <5.^  =  rmin dist > 0.
For u £ V  set ru — exp (Pu)) rmin (where ug is the constant appearing in Lemma 6.5) and
observe th a t Tu < Ug  ^ <  1. Also, for u G F , set =  1 -  A~^pq ([%]) and observe that by Lemma 6.9, 
Zu < 1. Finally, set z  =  max^gy Zut r = min^ey r^, and 5 = min^gy Su-
Now let F (n) =  F^n and Gn =  { r G F (n) | dist [Jr, 5<A(r)) < r ’M}. For a  G F (n) such that t{a ) = u 
we have
exp («% )) > 0,2  ^exp (a)) exp (5|,,„|^ (%))
^min




dist («/aîj„ 5 ^</i(a)) ^  bist ( ÔJq.)
> exp (Fjc,|^ (a)) dist ( J , , . ,% )




Hence the set of r  G F (n +  1) such that r  > arju is non-empty and if r  G F (n -f 1) and r  > arju then 
T ^  Gn+i. Therefore,
Y L  A, (M) =  N  (N ) E P q ( M )
T eG n+ i,r> a  rer(n+l)\Cf„+i,r>«
< Pg (M ) -  E  ^9 (M) 
rGr(n-t-l),T>ajju 
=  Pg ([a]) -  Pq (H a,]) 
< Pq ([«]) -  A~^Pq  (H ) Pq (W )
— ^uPq (M )
< zpg ([a]).
Hence for all a  G F (n) we have I^a-eG!„+i,r>a Ag (M) <  zpg  ([a]). Now for each r  G Gn+i  there exist 
a unique ck G F (n) such that r  >  a  and since J r  Q  J a  we have
dist (Ja,ÔJi(a)) < dist [Jri^Ji^T)) <
i.e. a  G Gn-  From this we can derive that,
E  Ag (M) = E  Ag (M) E  Ag (H )  •reGn+i oi£Gn rGG„4-i,r>a a£G n
Hence by induction,
E  A , ( M ) < ^ ’T&Gn
Now let X G Uitgy be such that dist {x,dJx) < r^ô, where Jg. denotes the seed set which contains x. 
We have th a t there exists an a  G F (n) such that x £ Ja and dist (x,dJa) < r ^ 6  i.e. a  £ Gn- Hence for 
each u G F ,
7t“  ^{x G K u I dist (x, dJu) < r ”<J} C [ J  [a]
and thus
p I  {x G iFa, I dist (x, dJu) < r'^S} < z".
Now if we set An =  {æ G I < dist { x ,d J u )  < then
f  I log dist (x, dJu) \dpl (x) < ^  /  | log dist (x, dJu) \dpl (x)
y  n —1
< E ^  “  +  log 0  dp i  (x)
oo p
< E  (^ +  1 ) ^  /  ^dpl  (x)
n = l
oo




( 1 - 4 ^ - 1
where A =  log ^ 4 - log 4.
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C o ro lla ry  6.12 I f  q £ B  and u £ V  then for all a , r  £ such that a  r  and r  ^  a  we have 
Pu (dec n  Jt ) = 0. Also for all r  £ Eu^ we have p i  (Jr) =  Pq (M ).
P ro o f: The second statement follows immediately from the first thus we only require to prove the first 
statement. Lemma 6.11 gives us th a t for all u £ V ,  o o  dpi (x) = | log dist (x, dJu) \dpl (x) < oo.
Hence, for all u £ V, p i  {dJu) = 0. Also the SOSC tells us that J^ D %  Ç dJr ~  JV (<9Jf{r))- Hence 
P i (Ja n  J r)  <  P i (dJr) < {dJt(r)) = 0 .  ■
Having proved this im portant lemma and corollary we can derive some of the properties of the function 
0  (g). We start by using Corollary 6 .1 2  to find an explicit expression for 0  (g).
L em m a 6.13 Given u £ V  and e > 0, there exists a maximal anti-chain of such that for all
CK £ Au,e, rminG < diam {Kq)  < e. With Au,e defined in this way we have
Z  Vu(K^)"
=  i T o ï ^ ' “S Z® aeA u ,^
P ro o f: The existence of the maximal anti-chain follows from considering the families E ^ ^ , E u \ - .. and 
selecting from each family those cylinders having diameter less than or equal to e whose parent cylinder 
has diameter exceeding e. Since e is greater than 0 only a  finite number of such cylinders are required to 
cover Ku-
Now we have that there exists Aq £ (0, oo) such that
Aq^pl  exp (r))^^^^ < p i  (Ka) < Aqpl exp (5|^|V' (t))^^*^^
and since for r , a  £ Au,e we have p i  {Kr n  K ^)  =  0 , we also have that there exists Ci € (0 , oo) such th a t
c r ' <  E
Thus we can deduce that there exists C2 E (0 ,0 0 ) such that
CX&Au,e
Since by Corollary 6 .6  there exists C3 £ (0 , 0 0 ) such that
< exp (5 |a|7/j (a)) < Oge 
we have th a t there exists G4 £ (0 , 0 0 ) such that
By definition pu =  p i  thus from Equation 18 and Corollary 6.12 we have th a t pu (K q,) = Pa- Hence,
E P « =  E V u(K c)“ = E P& <
The desired results follow by taking logs, dividing by — loge and letting e 0 . ■
This explicit expression for 0  (g) allows us to deduce the following properties of 0  (g).
L em m a 6.14 We have that 0 ' < 0  and 0"  > 0 .  In fact, either we are in the degenerate case where 0  is
a straight line or the zero’s of 0 ' and 0 ” can only occur at isolated points and we have that 0  is convex 
and strictly decreasing.
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P ro o f; Implicit differentiation gives us that,
0' (q) = - D 1P /D 2F
Since D \P  = f  (pdpq we must show that this integral is less than or equal to zero. Now by the definition 
of and the variation principle we have that 0  =  (a) + f  <pdp^  > /i/i  ^ (cr) +  J  (pdpq, where (a)
denotes the entropy of p  which by definition is positive. Thus f  (pdpg < (cr) < 0 and we have that
A '(g )< o .
Now set (g) =  logSaeA „,. {KaY- Then,
9 U « ) =  E  VAKay\ogpLu{K„)l E  IM-iKaY
and
9" (9 ) =  e E P.(B :.)’ (logP. (A:.))' E m«(H '« )''-  E p«(E :.)'iogp.(E -.)
aGA.u,e OiÇ.Au,e Vo;GAu,£
Also, if we let Au,e — { o i , . . .  , a,^} then we can rearrange to find that
E ( “ ■)’  ( “ j ) ’  ( lo g /* B  ( o h )  -  l o g  A n  ( “ j ) ) ' > 0.
Thus, since 0  (g) =  limg^o ^15 )^ 9e (g) and the limit of a sequence of convex functions is a convex 
functions we have that 0 ” (g) > 0 .
Finally since 0  is real analytic 0"  is too, so if 0 ” =  0 on some interval then 0"  =  0 and 0 is a straight 
line. ■
6.3 The M ultifractal Spectrum
In this section we will calculate the multifractal spectra of the measures pu- First let us make the following 
definitions: for g G R  let
A(g) = J  ' i p d p g ;  
v { q )  =  J  < P d p g
and a{q) p(g)A(g)'
The proof of Lemma 6.14 tells us th a t 0 ' (g) =  —a  (g) and the fact that 0  is differentiable and convex 
gives us th a t for all g G R ,
0* {a (g)) =  qa (g) + 0 { q ) .
We now look a t some of the im portant properties of A (g) and 77 (g), in particular their relationship with 
the metric and measure scale functions.
L em m a 6.15 With A (g) and 77 (g) defined as above:
1. limn_,.oo J'S'nV' (wjn) =  A (g)/or p g - a . a . u j  G
2.  lim n-j-oo ~  logPw In =  V { q )  f o r  P g - a .a . u j  G F ^ .
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P roof;
(1) Let w € F ^ ,  it follows from Lemma 6.4 that
exists if and only if
lim —Sn'ip (win)n-4-oo n
n^oo n
exists and th a t in this case the two limits coincide. Now using the chain rule we have that 
IT,|„ k "  (w))) I =  IT,. (T i<T M ) )  ||T :, (,r (a’ (w)) ) I . . .  I T .  (tt (a" (w))) j
hence by the ergodic theorem,
^  log |T |„  (<7" (w))) I =  1  Ê l o g  IT , (tt (a- H ) )  X  A (?)
t = l
for /iç-a.a.w G F ^ .
(2) Let w G F ^ , then we have,
Puj\n — PwiPw2 • • "Pwn •
Hence by the ergodic theorem.
Tt—Too n  n->oo n
for /tg-a.a.w G F ^ .  ■
Now given w G F  and a  G R  let us set
Ku,a = { x e K u  lim ^QgMn(F(x,r)) ^  ]L r \ 0  logr j
We now show th a t p i  is a measure supported on K^. a{q) with local dimension almost surely equal to
L em m a 6.16 Given u G F  and g G R , for pl-a.a.x  G 
1 .
lim l ° S ^ " ( ^ ("■’•)) = „ ( ? ) ,  r \ 0  logr
thus
Pu i^^u,a{q)) — 7w>
2 .
5 " ' % " ' " ' — " I " " ) '
thus
dimn Ku,a{q) > g« (g) + 0 {q ) .
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Proof:
(1) Given r  > 0 and w G choose k r  (w) G N  such th a t L o \k r  (w) G Then Jw|&r(w) Ç F  ( t t  ( w )  ,r) . 
Therefore with kr =  /cr (w),
log Pu (F  ( tt (w ), r)) ^  log Pit («Ll&r) 
log r ~  log r
logPwi&T. _________< Sk„-i'ip (w\kr -  1) 4- log diam J  +  log ag 
_  logPwl&r j Skr.-i'fp (w|fcr -  1) +  log diam J  +  logag 
kr kr
and hence,
lim su p l°S ^“ ( f  ("<")■ ’•)) < a ( ? )r \ , 0  logr
for pq-a.a.u) G É f f . Now, since p^ = pgO tt"^,
r \ 0  logr
for Pl-a.a.x  G F u .
To get the opposite inequality we define the following functions: for u G F  and m G N , let du,m ■ F ^
R  be given by
du,m (w) =  dist (tTu (w) , •
Lemma 6.5 gives us that
du,m (w) >  ag"^  exp {S m t  (w|m)) d,(w_),o (o'"* (w)).
For m  — 0 ,1 , . . . ,  let us set =  {w G F ^  I di(w),m (w) > O}. It follows from Lemma 6.11 that 
fig (F ^ \E m ) =  0 for m =  0,1, —  Also, if we set S  =  {w G F ^  | di(w),m (w) > 0, for m =  0 ,1 ,. ..} ,  
then fig ( F ^ \S )  =  0 since S =  flmZm- Now for 0 < r  < 1 and w G E we are able to choose nir (w) G N  
such that
(a»)+ l ( w )  <  r  <  d u , rrir {<*>)'
Then by the definition of du,m, F  {wu (w) ,r)  Ç thus with =  rur (w) we have
logpu (F  (tt (w ),r)) ^  log Pit (Jw|mr) 
log r  “■ log r
lOgPwlmr> Fmr+lV" (w|mr +  1) +  logd((w_,+i),0 (w)) -  logOg
logPwlmr , S m r + i ' i p  (w|mr +  1) +  logd<(w„.^+i),o (w)) -  logag
nir ^ TUr
Since for all w G F , log du,o is integrable, the ergodic theorem gives us that,
liin (o-^+" (w)) ^  ^
k—¥oo k
Hence,
r \ , 0  logr
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for /tg-a.a.w G . Thus,
l i m i n f ! 2 S t i y î l I »  > „ ( g )  
r\ 0  logr “
for p l -a .a . x  G Fy.
(2) This follows by similar arguments to those used in (1) if we note that
P i  {Jw\k) =  Pg ([w|A:]) >
Having derived these technical results we now go on to find an upper bound for the multifractal 
spectrum.
L em m a 6.17 For u  G V:
1. if  0* (a) > 0 then dimp Ku,a < 0* (o);
2. if  0* (o) < 0  then Ku,a = 0 /
3. dimp Fu < /3(0).
P ro o f: Let e > 0 and p < |  be given and for m G N  define
Km = Ku,a,m ’■= jo: G F „  | (F  (x,p")) < for all n  > m | .
Then Fu,a C Um=i ^et (F  (x,, r,))^ be a p’^ -packing of Km  and for each « G N  let us choose n , G N
such th a t p”» < n  < p”’~^. Then m  > m, F  (x^,p"») Ç F  (xi,r<) Ç F  (x i,p”*“ ^) and the sequence
F  (x i,p " i) ,F  (x2 ,p ^^ ), . . .  is disjoint.
(1) Case 1: g > 0. Let g > 0, then for r  > 0 and x G R^, we have
Pu (F  (x, r)) < Au max {pr I r  G Fu,r and J?- fl F  (x, r) 0} ,
where Au is the constant appearing in Lemma 6.10. For n G N  let us write F (n) =  Tu,p^ then by volume 
estimating we can find a constant Ci such that for all n  G N  and r  G F (n),
card {i =  1 ,2 ,. . .  I ni =  n and F  (x*,p”’) H J?- 7  ^ 0} < Gi.
Thus we have,
diam (F  (x<, ^.))«5+^(g)+di+9) < ^m(o,+^(g)+6(n-g))
i = l  
00— p^dP{Q)+e) pniq{a+e)
< % E  (B {x,,p’“))"
i=l
00
<  C X » E m a x K  I T e r  (»{), J r n B ( X i , p ’' ‘) ^ ! l ]




< GaA^C'ir'If '^^ l^ 5 2  E  exp p«p"
n = m  T e r (n )
<  C72A«Cir-|f<’>U, ( 1  -  1 )  \
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where C2 =  From this we can deduce that
dimp Km < aq + 0 { q ) + e { l  + q)
for all m G N. Thus,
dimp Ku,a < ag +  A (g) +  e (1  +  g)
and it follows from the fact that e > 0  and g > 0  are arbitrary that
dimp Ku,a < inf {aq + 0 { q ) \ q > O } .
Case 2: g <  0. Given x  G Ku  and r  > 0 let us choose r  =  r ( x , r )  G Fu,r such th a t x G Jr- Then 
P u  (F  (x ,r)) > p u  (JrCæ.r)) > Pr(a:,r)- Also if we Set f  (n) =  then
00 005 2  diam (F  ^^n,(P(g)+£)^n.g(a-6)





< C3 E  E
« = ^ r G f ( n )
n = m  T -ef(n )
< C a r - l f ’>U, ( 1  -  i '
where C3 =  Now we can use similar arguments to those used in Case 1 to show th a t
dimp Ku,a < inf {aq +  A (g) I g < 0 } .
Case 1 and Case 2 combine to give that
dimp Ku,a < jn ^{ag  + 0 { q ) } ^  0* (a) .
(2) If 0* (a) < 0 then by definition there exists g G R  such that aq + 0  (g) < 0. This proof can be 
divided into two cases, g > 0 and g < 0. We cover the case where g > 0, similar arguments can be used 
for the case g < 0 .
Let us suppose that the g such that aq + 0{q) < 0  is greater than or equal to zero and let us choose 
e > 0 such th a t c = — {aq + 0{q) + eg) >  0. Then for x G Ku,a there exists no G N  such th a t for all 
n  > no, Pu (F  (x, p")) > p”(“+^). Hence,
p -n c  _  pn{aq+0{q)+eg)
—  pnPiq) pnq(a+e)
< p " d M p u { B ( x , p ' ‘) Y
<  max {p 1 I T 6 r  (n) and J ^ n B  {x,  p”) ,^0}
< 7 l ’  ET&{n)
5 2  Gxp(F|T|V'(T))^^^^p*
Ter(n)
< ') U , ,
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Now this last expression does not depend on n, therefore letting n oo we have the contradiction that 
oo < Hence we have the result.




i = l  T € r (n )
< Gi 2 ]  E
n = m  T € r {n )
< ( 2 / ^ r ) + « C . d r ' E  E  e x p ( S |. |^ ( r ) ) « “' x
n = m  r € r ( n )
< ( 2 /p ) « ‘» + 'C i r - j « '» I C o ( l - i '
Since this expression is bounded independent of m, dimp Ku  < /? (0) +  e for all e > 0. The result follows 
by letting e \  0 . ■
Finally if we set a =  infggR, {a (g)} and ô =  sup^gj^ {a (g)} we obtain the following theorem.
T h eo rem  6.18
1. I f  a — ci ~  Ô then for all u Ç.V,
dimn Ku -  dimp Ku = dimn Ku,s = dimp K u,ô ~  à 
and for all a  ^  6, Ku,a =  0 -
2. I f  a <ci then for all u £ V ,
(a) dimn Ku,a =  dimp Ku,a — P* (a) for a  G {a,a).
(b) Ku,a =  0  /o r a  ^  (& â).
(c) dimn Ku = dimp Ku =  dimn Ku,a{o) =  dimp Fu,a(o) =  ^  (0 ) =  sup^, 0* (a).
Proof:
(1) In this situation 5 is the only point where 0* is positive. This gives us that a  (g) =  —0' (g) =  5 for all 
g G R . Now since /3 (1) =  0 we have that 0{q) =  ^ (1 — g). The assertions now follow from the previous 
results.
(2 ) Since 0  is differentiable and convex, a  (g) =  —0 ' (g) is continuous and non-increasing. Therefore for 
all a  G {a,ci) there exists a unique g G R  such that a = a{q). The above results yield that,
0* (a) =  qa (g) +  /5 (g) <  dimn Ku,a{q) ^  dimp Ku,a{q) < 0* (a ) ,
for all a  G (a ,â). The assertions now follow immediately from the above results. ■
6.4 An Application of Olsen’s Formalism
In this section we show that the multifractal measures and take positive and finite values at 
the critical dimension if the GCIFS we are working with satisfies the strong separation condition.
Throughout this section let G  =  (F, F , , (Pe)egg) be a GCIFS with probabilities satisfying
the strong separation condition and based on a strongly connected graph. Also, let us adopt all of the 
conventions we introduced in Section 6.1. In order to prove the results in this section we require the 
following corollary to our results on bounded distortion:
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L em m a 6.19 There exists as € (0,1) such that for all n £ N , t  £ and e, e' £ E ^ t) that 
e ^  e ' ,
dist(FT-e,Fi-e') > as diamFi-.
P ro o f; Let us choose x  and y satisfying
dist (Tre (æ) , Tre> (%/)) =  dist (F re, Kre') ■
Then using Lemma 6.5 we find that
dist (Fre,F ,-e/) ^  \Tre (x) -  Tre' (v) j 
diam K r  diam Kr
> a^^|Te (x) -  Te> jy) | exp {Sn^ jr)) 
as exp (5„0 (r))
= ^ \ T f x )  - T , .  {y)\
4
m
We start our calculations with the following Lemma:
L em m a 6.20 Let as be the constant in Lemma 6.19. Then there exist positive and finite constants ae, 
aq, and ag, such that if  x  £ Ku, r  > 0 , w G E ff and k , l  £ N  and satisfy
TVu ( w )  =  X ,
diam (F^ik+i) < r  < diam {K^\k)
and
as diam (F^^jj+i) < r  < as diam {K^\i) ,
then
1. F ^ |t+ i  C B { x , r ) ;
2. F « n F ( x , r )  Ç K^\i+i;
3. k — Z ^  ag /
4. a f  ^  exp {Sk4> (w|fe)) < r  < Ü7 exp (w|t)),'
5. ag  ^exp {Slip (w|Z)) <  r  < ag exp {Si4> (wjZ)).
P ro o f; T hat Ç B  (x ,r) follows immediately from the definition of k.
Let us suppose that F ^ n F  (x ,r) g  K^\i+i> Then there exists y £ F ^ D F  (x ,r) such that y ^  K^^\i+i. 
Let us choose cr £ E^f such that tTu (a) = y, then since w and cr are in F ^  and y ^  K^\ij^i there exists 
j  < I + 1  such th a t uj\j = a\j and ujj+i 7  ^aj+i. Thus,
\ y - x \ >  dist (F ^ |j+ i ,F ^ |j+ i)  >  asdiam {K^\j) > as diam (F,^|z) > r.
This is a contradiction since y £ B  {x,r).
By definition as < 1 thus k >  I and we have
 ^ ^  r  ^  diam (F ^ |t)  ^  (rn>ax)^"^~^
r  ”  asdiam (F^jf+i) “  «5
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Taking logarithms and rearranging we find that
l o g ( ^ )
A; — f <  1 4- :— A — I -  ;=  og <  oo. log (rmax)
The final two inequalities follow immediately from the definitions of k and I, Corollary 6 .6  and the 
observation th a t for j  =  I and k we have
rmin exp {Sjcp (w|j)) < exp {Sj+i<p (w|j 4-1)).
■
We now use this lemma to show that p i ,  and are equivalent measures.
L em m a 6.21 There exists a positive and finite constant F  such that for each u  £ V  we have K p l  <
P ro o f; Let E  Ç Ku  and 0 < <5 < A. Also let (F , (xi,ri))^g^ be a centred 5-covering of E.  For each 
2 E N  choose (jL>i £ E ^  such that X{ — tTu (w<) and ki,U £~N such that
diam (F,^.|jt.+i) < n  < diam {K^i\ki)
and
as diam (K^i\u+i) <  n  < as diam (F^.j^J , 
where as is the constant appearing in Lemma 6.19. Then, applying Lemma 6.20, for each 2 G N  we have,
A^wi|fci+i Ç F  ( x i , r , ) , (19)
F « n F ( x i ,n ) C F ^ , , f ,+ i  (2 0 )
and there exists a finite constant ag independent of i such that k i ~ l i <  ag for each i. Also there exist a 
positive and finite constant a% not depending on the i such that for each i
exp {Sii<p {ufi\li)) < r i <  a 8 exp(Ff,<^(w(|Zf)). (2 1 )
Now by using the two sided estimates in Equation 2 1  we can find C\ £ (0, oo) such that
(exp < Cl .
Also using Equations 19 and 2 0  together with the existence of ag we may find C2 € (0 ,0 0 ) such that




< .4,CiC2 E  (/<« (H ( x u r i W
i
E  (a::,n)))^ (2 r<)^(^).
Thus taking infima over centred 5-coverings of E  we have
K p l  (E ) < n y y  (E )  < (E ) < H î ' f ( E ) .
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Lem m a 6.22 There exists a positive and finite constant K  such that for each u we have <
P ro o f; We begin by proving the following lemma:
Lem m a 6.23 There exists a positive and finite constant K  such that for each u G V  and r  G we
P ro o f: Let r  G and 77 > 0 be given. Since jU® is finite and therefore outer regular we may choose an 
open and bounded set such that Ç Gjj and {Gr,\Kr) < rj. Clearly 6  ^ :=  dist > 0.
Let 0 < 5 < ^7, and {B {xi,ri))^^-^ be a centred 5-packing of Kr- For each i e  N  choose w* G [r] such 
that 7Tu (oJi) =  Xi and integers ki and k  such that
diam {K^.^ki+i) < n <  diam (/CilfcJ
and
ft5 diam < 05  diam •
Then, applying Lemma 6.20, for each i € N  we have,
G E  {xi^rf) ; (2 2 )
K-nC\ B  {xi^rf) Ç. (23)
and there exists a finite constant Oq independent of i such that k i ~ l i <  üq for each i. Also there exist a
positive and finite constant aj  not depending on the i such that for each i
exp {Ski(l>{a}i\ki)) <  r* <  o?exp {Ski<l>{aJi\ki) ) . (24)
Now, by using the two sided estimates in Equation 24, we can find Ci G (0 ,0 0 ) such that
(2n)^(^^ < C l  (exp {Skiip (Wf|&<)))^(^).
Also, using Equations 22 and 23 together with the existence of ae, we may find Cg G (0 ,0 0 ) such that
l^u {E ixi^rif) ^  (^Wil&i) ‘
Thus,




=  ( | j B ( a : 7,n )
<K (/,« (jirT ) +  7?)
Now, by taking suprema over 5-packings, we have that
K : T  ( K r ) < K ( ^ l ( K r ) + n )
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for 77 >  0 and 0 <  5 < 5,,. Letting first 5 \  0 and then 77 \  0 we obtain
(Kr)  < (Kr)  < K ( U . I  (Kr) ) .
Let C? Ç if„  be a  relatively open subset of Ky. and set A =  | r  e  Ç (? |.  By simple containment
arguments and the fact that G is open we have th a t there exists a subset A q of A  such that
G =  \ J  K r
tÇlAo
and [r] n  [a] =  0 for all r , a  G A q . Hence,
(G) = i  U
VreAo /
< E  (Kr)
tGAo
=  E  (Kr)
tGAo
< X  E  ‘^ l ( K r )
reAo
=  ^  Ag (M)
= %  (  U  m )\ tGAo /
< Kp. , (tt- 1  (G)) 
r = K A ( G ) -
Now since this holds for all open subsets of K y  and and are finite Borel measures we have the
result. ■
If we recall th a t a =  infggR {a (g)} and ô =  sup^^p, {a (o')}, then it is interesting to note that the 
results in Section 4.3 give us the following theorem as a corollary to Lemmas 6.21 and 6.22.
T heorem  6.24 For each u g V  and g e R, loe have:
1 . 0 <  n l f " ' '  {Ky,a(,)} < (ir«,a(,)) < 00;
(g) = (g) =  p  (g);
f/iu (9) =  'Pfiu (9) =  0*  (9) f o r  g e  (a,a).
6.5 Open Questions
These calculations concerning the multifractal structure of graph directed self-conformal measures leave 
us with several interesting open questions.
The first group of questions relate to weaker separation conditions:
Q uestion  1 We have shown that if the GCIFS that we are considering satisfies the strong separation 
condition then for each u  G V :
(9) — (9) — (9)
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and
0 < <«> (ir„,„(,)) < 00.
Do these equations still hold for weaker separation conditions such as the strong open set condition or the 
weak separation condition introduced by Lau and Ngai in [LNl]?
We note that Das has addressed this question in the self-similar case (see [Dasl]) and we also note that 
it would be more natural to consider the open set condition rather than the strong open set condition in 
Question 1. Unfortunately, however, it is unknown whether the two are equivalent in the self-conformal 
case. This leads us naturally to  the following question:
Q u estio n  2  I t  has been shown by Schief [Sc94] that in the self-similar case the strong open set condition 
is equivalent to the open set condition. This result was extend by Wang [Wan97] to the graph directed 
self-similar case. Is this also true in the self-conformal case?
Q u estio n  3 We have shown that if  the GCIFS that we are considering satisfies the strong open set 
condition then for each u G V  there exists an interval (a^,a«) such that for a G (a^,ïïu),
=  («) =  /) ' (« ).
Does the multifractal spectrum of the measures fiu still coincide with the Legendre transform of ft if the 
GCIFS satisfies weaker separation conditions than the strong open set condition e.g. the weak separation 
condition introduced by Lau and Ngai in [LNl]?
Our final question relates to  the relationship between and .
Q u estio n  4 Given a strongly connected Mauldin-Williams graph satisfying the strong separation condi­
tion Olsen (see [0195]) has shown that for each g € R  there exists Cg G (0, oo) such that
i _ s u p p  f l u  -  Cg L s u p p / i « .
Are the measures and also proportional in the strongly connected self-conformal case?
We suspect th a t it is not the case that and are proportional in the strongly connected
self-conformal case. We do however make the following conjecture.
C o n jec tu re  1 Let and be the measures associated with a GCIFS satisfying the strong
separation condition. There exists Cg G (0, oo) such that
l - s u p p  f l u  <  Lsupp/i« < Cg LSUppyUy.
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(fiq (®) — ( 00 for X = 0\  X<^ for 0 < X
(fig {x) - 1
(fig (X) = r 0 for X — 01 for 0 < X
7 R ela tive  M u ltifractal A nalysis
In 1965, Billingsley published his book Ergodic Theory and Information. In this book Billingsley applies 
methods from ergodic theory to calculate the size of sets
K  (7) =  6  SUPPM n  supp ^  I lim =  7 } ,
where f i , v  are probability measures on a metric space X .  In [CajSl], Cajar also studies these sets in 
the code space. Anyone familiar with multifractal analysis will recognise this as a form of multifractal 
analysis. In several recent papers on multifractal analysis this type of multifractal analysis has re-emerged 
as mathematicians and physicists have begun to discuss the idea of performing multifractal analysis with 
respect to an arbitrary reference measure, as opposed to Lebesgue measure (see [RSI], [LV98] and [Das98]). 
In this chapter we formalise these ideas by introducing a formalism for the multifractal analysis of one 
measure with respect to another. This formalism is based on the ideas of the ‘multifractal formalism’ 
as first introduced by Halsey et. al. [HJKPS8 6 ] and closely follows Olsen’s formal treatm ent of this 
formalism in [0195].
7.1 Prelim inaries
We begin our analysis by introducing two well known measures; the centred i/-Hausdorff measure and 
the z/-packing measure. For g € R , recall from Chapter 4, that y*g:[0,0 0 ) -y [0,0 0 ] is defined by
for g < 0 ; 
for g =  0 ; 
for 0  < g.
Given z/ 6  (X) ,  for s, 5 >  0, set
(E) =  inf { ^  (fis {v {B (æ i,n))) | {B (%*, is a centred 5-covering o f # } ;  #  7  ^ 0
i
n i ,s  (0) =  0; (E) =  sup HI,/; (E) ; H t (E) =  sup Hl,o (F) ;
(5>0 F Ç E
{B)  =  sup { ^  (ps (^  { B  {x i , r i ) ) )  | { B  (æ ^ ,n ))^  is a centred 5-packing o f # } ;  #  7  ^0
i
?Z.«(0 ) =  O; =  n ( E )  =
It is well known th a t these set functions are metric outer measures and that these measures define two 
dimension functions in the usual way, we denote them by dim,, and Dim^, respectively. These measures 
and dimensions are obviously related to the measures and dimensions introduced by Billingsley; the 
difference between the two is that Billingsley used centred z/-5-coverings rather than centred 5-coverings.
7.2 R elative M ultifractal Measures
We start our formalism by defining two generalised measures.
D efin itio n  7.1 Let X  he a metric space. For G (%), #  Ç A", g, i e R  and 5 > 0 toe make the 
following definitions:
(B) =  inf { ^  (fig ill {B (xi,ri))) (fit {v (B (%,, n ))) | {B (®i, i s  a centred
i
5-covering of E }  # 7  ^ 0;
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«2.1» (0) = 0; « î l o  (E) = (E) ; (E) =  sup (E) ;
•P® lj(E ) =  s u p { E %  (E (% ,n ))) 1 (B(xi ,Ti)) i  is a centred
ô-packing of E } E  ^  0;
(0) =  0; « ? lo  (E) =  (K) ; P :^i (E) =  ^ mf E « ? l o  (%).
where we set 0  • oo =  oo • 0  =  0 .
P rop osition  7.2
1. The set function is a metric outer measure and thus a measure on the Borel algebra.
2. The set function "P®;* is a metric outer measure and thus a measure on the Borel algebra.
Proof; Follows by standard arguments (see, for example. Propositions 2,2. and 2.3 in [0195]). ■
P rop osition  7.3 There exist unique extended real valued numbers dim^ j ,  (#) 6 [—0 0 , 0 0 ], Dim® j ,  (E) G 




P ro o f; This follows by elementary arguments. ■
It is easily seen that for t > 0
« î ', t  =  K  , E»;* =  P t  , E “l o  =  Pt,o
where Til, V l  and V^ q denote centred z/-Hausdorff t-measure, z/-packing (-measure and i^-pre-packing 
(-measure respectively. Thus if we denote v-pre-packing dimension by A ,^ then for E  Ç supp fi n  supp u 
we have
dim„ (E) =  (E) , Dim„ (B) =  Dim“ ,„ ( E ) , and A„ (E) =  ( E ) .
The following theorem summarises some of the important properties of these measures and dimension 
functions.
T h eo rem  7.4 Let G q ,t GB.. Then
1 -pg.t <  ID®'* „ •' iJt,v ' fi,u,0 >
2. there exists an integer C G N , such that P®>j, < CP®|* ;
3. dim® „ <  Dim® „ < A®
i. for Wji% < Pify.
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N o te : In fact, for g < 0 the condition in (4) th a t p  G M ]^ can be relaxed; similarly, for ( < 0, the
condition th a t u G Adp be relaxed.
P ro o f: (1) Follows immediately from the definitions.
(2) Let C be the integer that appears in the Besicovitch covering theorem. We start by proving that
(2 5 )
for all F  Ç R'^. Let 5 > 0 and set V = {B {x^r) \ x  G F  and 0 < r  < 5}. It follows from the Besicovitch 
covering theorem that there exist (  countable subfamilies {B {xij,rij))j, i =  of V such that
{B {xij,rij))^j  is a centred 5-covering of F  and (B (Xij,nj))j  is a centred 5-packing of F  for each i. 
Hence,
K l . 0  ( f  ) < E  E  ( B  (xy . r„))‘ < E  (F )  <  ( f )  •
i=l  j  i=l
Letting 5 \  0 yields Equation 25. Let #  Ç R^  ^ and E  C[ j . E i .  Then Equation 25 implies that
(E) =  ( u  (E n E ,)) < E  (E n E ,) = E  K % . o  m  < c E  (F )
< c E ^ 2 :t.oW ).
Hence « « ; t (E )< C E 2 ;t(E ) .
(3) Follows immediately from (1) and (2).
(4) Let E  Ç R*^ . For m  G N  set
Em — \ x  G E M (E{x,5r)) ^  ^  for 0 < r  <p { B { x , r ) )  v { B { x , r ) )  m
where we set |  =  1 for a > 0. Fix m G N  and let F  Ç  Em- We start by showing that
K U { F ) < P ^ i o i F ) .
First, let us assume th a t P^]t,o (B) < oo since if it is not there is nothing to prove. Let e > 0 and choose 
5i > 0 such th a t (^ ) “  f  < (B)  for 5 <  5i. Next choose 5g > 0 such that  ^ (F) <
P®’j, 0 (F ) 4- 1 for 5 < 5g. Let V =  {B (æ,r) | x G F  and r  < 5 i/5  A 5g A 1/m}. Then V is a Vitali covering 
of F  and thus we may use the Vitali Covering theorem to deduce that there exists a  disjoint countable 
subfamily (B* := B (x*,n))^ Ç V such that
k oo
F \  Bt Ç  [ J  B {xi, 5n) for all k.
i=l i =k+l
Now, since xi G Em and <  1/m ,
E  E (B n (B (x«, Sr;))' < m’+‘ E  M (B (xy n))« v (B (xy n ))‘ < (E)
i i
< m®+* +  I) < oo.
Hence, we may choose F  G N  such that
oo
p { B  (xi ,  5 r i ) y  u (B (xi, 5n))* < - .




(B) < M  +  ^ (BiŸ  +  Y 1  f ^ i B i x i , b n ) y  U{B {xi ,5 n )) ' +  -
i=l i=JC+l
< E  M (Bi)" (Bi)‘ + I  +  I  < P ’: U  m  + Y  < n l o  (B) + e
for all e > 0 , and
« J i o  (B) < b ;;1,o (B) for all F  Ç E „ .
Let Em Ç U iB i then,
(Bm ) <  E « k i  (Bm n  B<) =  E  ,  «% Lo (B ) <  E  ^ ™P„^. nU  (B )  
< E B m ' ,o ( B « ) ,
hence (#m) < P^;t (#m) for all m G N . The result follows since Em E.  u
7.3 D im ension Functions
Our next step is to define three multifractal dimension functions bfjt^ u, and A^,i, : R  -> [—0 0 , 0 0 ] by 
setting
6,i,„ (g) =  dim® „ (supp p  D supp u) , (g) =  Dim® ^  (supp p  n  supp u) ,
and Af,,„ (g) =  A® „ (supp p  f l supp u ) .
The next theorem shows that these functions have some of the properties which physicists ascribe to the 
r  function which appears in the ‘multifractal formalism’.
T h eo rem  7.5 Let X  be a metric space and p ,u  G (A ), then the following hold.
1- P ^ i.o  >  f o r q < P  and for s <  *.
2. is decreasing and convex.
3. The map (g ,() -7 logarithmically convex i.e. for all a  G [0,1], p ,g ,s ,(  G R  and E  Ç. X ,
«.+(!-«). ( g )  < (E ))°  (E ))‘- “ .
4- F®;t > VPfu f o r q < p  and P®;® > P®;t for s < t .
5. Bfj, u^ is decreasing and convex.
6- for q < p  and P®;t > P®',t for s < t .
7. is decreasing.
P ro o f: Parts (1), (4) and (6 ) follow since x —^ a® is decreasing for 0 < a < 1.
(2) Let €, 5 > 0, then for all centred (e A 5)-packings (B% := B (x^, Vi))- of supp p  fl supp u,
E  f  =  E  [ p { B i f v ( B i ) ‘ f ~ ' ‘
i i
< ( E f ( B i ) " " (Bi)‘^ ( e " ( B i Y V m





^ap + (l-« ),,« .+(!-«). (g^pp ^  p, g^pp (gupp p n  supp ,/)
< (supp fl n supp v)) “ ( e ’’‘ ,s (supp /i n supp I/))
for all e, 5 > 0. Whence,
(=ripp P n  supp z/) < (F^;t,o (supp ju n  supp z )^)“ (suppP n  supp u))
(3) Set s = (supp p  n  supp z/) and t = (supp ^  n  supp v) and let e > 0. Then,
(supp P n  supp u )  <  (supp p  n  supp I / ) ) “  (F 2 ;tto "  (supp P n  supp Z/))
=  0.0 =  0
i . e .
(supp p  n  supp u) < a A g (s u p p  p  n  supp z/) +  (1 -  a) A® „ (supp p  n  supp u) +  e.
The result follows by letting e \  0.
(5) Let us set Then it follows from part (4) that B  is decreasing thus we only require to
show th a t B  is convex. Let p ,g  6  R , a  € [0,1] and e > 0 and set t = B  (p) and s = B{q).  Now by 
definition,
F®;®+^  (supp p  n  supp z/) =  0  =  (supp p  D supp z/),
thus we can choose coverings (Bi)igN und (F^)^g^ of supp p  D supp z/ such th a t {^i )  < 1 and
{ K i )  <  1. Now, for n G N  set E n  ~  U”j=i { H i H K j ) .  Then for each n G N  it follows from
(2), (3) and Holder’s inequality that,
r p a p + { l - a ) q , a t + i l - a ) s + e  =  'p a p + ( l - o ; ) g ,a ; ( Z + e ) + ( l - a ) ( s + e )  j Q
\ i j = l
n
<- . p a p + ( l - a ) g , a ( Z + € ) + ( l - a ) ( s + e )  p
Ü =1
< ^ajf(l-a)g,a(f+£)+(l-a)(s+e) p  F j)
<J=1
i j= l
< ( è  (Hi n Ef) ) ( Ê  PZV (Hi n Bj) )
Y J= i /  \w = i /
< ( e E b£?o («<)) f Ê Ê « r J ( B j ) )
\ i = l j ^ l  j  \ j = l  i = l  /
< (« Ê  (Hi?j fn E  «2:%"
< n°‘n^~^ = n  < oo.
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This gives us that (#n) < a i  +  (1 -  a ) s +  e for all n G N. Thus, since (supp p  n  supp u) Ç
we have
B  {ap +  (1  -  a ) g) =  Dim“f+^^~“ ®^ (supp p  n  supp u) < ( U
V n
=  sup (En) < a B  (p) +  (1 -  a ) B (g) +  e.n
The result follows since e > 0 is arbitrary.
(7) Follows immediately from (6 ). ■
C o ro lla ry  7.6 Let p , v  G M }  (A) be such that suppp =  supp z/. We have:
1. /o r  g < 1 , 0  < bf ,^u (q) < (g) < (g);
bfx^ i, (1) =  Bfi^i, (1) =  (1) =  0/
3. for q >  I, (q) < (g) < Ap.i/ (g) < 0.
P ro o f: This follows immediately from the above theorem and definitions. ■
7 .4  T h e  z / - M u l t i f r a c t a l  S p e c t r u m
Having defined the generalised multifractal z/-Hausdorff and z/-packing measures and the z/-Hausdorff, 
z/-packing and z/-pre-packing dimension functions we wish to demonstrate their usefulness by showing 
their connection to  the z/-multifractal spectra.
Given p ,u  G (A) the upper respectively lower local dimension of p  with respect to u at x  G X  is 
defined by,
(X) =  Um^sup respectively 7 , ,  (x) =  lim inf g
If 7 ^ (æ) =  7 ^ ^ (x) then the common value, known as the local dimension of p  with respect to v at x,
is denoted by 7 ,^^ , (x). Given PyV G (A), for 7  > 0, set
^  =  {æ G supp/i n  supp V 1 7 ^ „  (x) < 7 } ; =  {x G supp pH  supp z/1 7  < 7 ^^  ^ (x)} ;
K'^ = j x  G supp // n  supp z/ I 7 ^^  (x) < 7  j  ; F.^ =  | x  G supp /iH suppz/| 7  < 7 ^^  ^(x)} .
Also, let
F  (7 ) =  F,^ n  F ^  =  {x G supp p  n  supp z/ j 7 ^,^ (x) =  7 } ,
Finally, the v-Hausdorff multifractal spectrum of p  and the u-packing multifractal spectrum of p  are 
defined in the following way,
9ti,v (7 ) =  dim^ F  (7 ) and (7 ) =  Dim„ F  (7 ) .
W ith these definitions we have the following theorem.
T h eo rem  7.7 Let X  be a metric space and p^u G (A). Also /zx 7  >  0, g ,i G R  and Ô > 0 such that 
5 < 7 g +  i. Then we have the following:
1. (a) ( ë ^ )  < (Ê ^ )  for Q<q .
(b) (ILy) < ni'fy  (& ,) for q < 0 .
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(c) 7/ 0  <  7 g +  (g) then
dim„ < 7g + 6/i,„ (g) f o r O < q
dim„ (F^) < 7g +  (g) for g < 0.
In particular, dim,, ^F^ ^  < 7.
2. (a) -p7 ï+ ‘+« ( ë " )  <  E»;t for 0 < q. 
(bj ? r + '+ «  (Ky)  < P ’ :t (Ky)  for q < 0 .
fcj I f  0 < j q  + (g) then
Dimy ^ F ^ j < 7 g +  Bf,^y (g) /o r 0  <  g 
Dim,, (F ^ ) < 7 9  +  (g) for g < 0.
In particular, Dinit, ^F^^ < 7 .
3. (a) I f  A  Ç T C  is Borel then (A) < (A) for  g < 0.
(b) I f  A  Ç K_  ^ is Borel then (A) < (A) for 0 < g. In particular, if  A  Ç F.^ is Borel
and p  (A) > 0 then 7  <  dim^ (A).
4 . (a) I f A Ç i r  is Borel then F®;* (A) < pJ®+*-<5 (A) for g < 0.
I f  A  Ç is Borel then F®|^ (A) < (A) /o r 0 < g. In particular, if  A C  is Borel
and p  (A) > 0 then 7  <  Dim,, (A).
P ro o f: An exhaustive proof of this theorem would require considerable repetition. All of the ideas needed 
to prove this theorem can be found in the proofs of Propositions 2.5 through 2.8 in [0195]. To aid the 
reader in using these ideas we prove 1(6) and 4(a).
1(6) It is well known that the statement is true for g =  0. For m 6  N  let us set
Given m  6  N  let us choose rj such that 0 < r/ < ^  and let (B% : =  B  ( x i , n ) ) ^  be a centred ?7-covering of 
B Ç Ttn- Then we have,
S S S t e i  > -y + l  ^  ^
p{B{xi,ri ))  < u{B {xi,ri)y'^<( = +
p{B{x i , r i )Y  > u {B {xi,ri)y^'^^ = +
p{B{x i , r i )yu{B{x i , r i )Ÿ  > f {B {xi ,r i )y ‘^ '^^'^\
Hence,
( £ )  <  E  «I (B (xi, n )y+ ^+ ‘ < E  M {B (%, (B (Xy n))'
Now from this we can deduce that for 77 < A ^ (#) < (B) and letting 77 \  0 gives that for
all E Ç Tmj
(E) < (E) < WJ,t (E) < { T „).
Hence,
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The result follows since Tm
4 (0 ) Once again for g =  0 the statement is well known. For m G N  let us set,
Now given m  G N , #  Ç and 0 <  77 < ^  let (B {x i , n) ) i ^^  be a centred 5-packing of E.  Then we
have,
iog (M (g(æ t,r f))) <  -  i
lo g (i/{5 (a ;i ,r i)))  —  ^ 9 ^
p { B { x i , n ) )  > u{B{x i , Vi ) y~^  =>
p { B { x i , n ) Y  <  v { B { x i , r i ) y ^ ~ ^  =+
/i(B(x<,n))^z/(B(x,,n))* < z /(B (x^ ,n )r+ '-'.
Hence,
E f ( B  iXi ,n)yo {B (xi, n)Ÿ < E " ( B  (xi, (E ).
i  i
From this we can deduce th a t for 77 < ^ ,  (B) <  (B). Thus letting 77 \  0 gives th a t for all
B Ç Tm,
« 2 :t,o (B) < .
Finally, let (Bi)^^j^ be a covering of Tm- Then we have,
P2;t (Tm) < fU  (Bm n Ei) ) < E  n f -  (B™ n E,) < E  (%. n e*) < E  P j r " '  (B™ n E.)
\  i  /  i  i  i
i
Hence,
E 2 :i(î’m )< E ’ ''+‘ - ’ ( r „ ) ,  
and the result follows since A =  [jm^m- ■
Theorem 7.7 allows us to consider the relationship between the dimension functions bp,^ y and Bf^^y 
and the i/-multifractal spectra. For p , u  G (X)  set,
then
Si &n,y and a^^y < A^^y.
W ith these definitions we have the following theorem.
T h eo rem  7.8 Let X  be a metric space, p ,v  G M }  (A) and 7  > 0. Then the following hold:
1- ap,y < inf 7 ^,^ (x) < 8up%,,, (x) < A^,„ and A^,^ < inf 7^_  ^(a:) < snp 7 _^^  (x) < a^^y,- 
2.
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~  f  — BflyU i l )  1  G 0, ,^1/)
^  1 = 0  ? e  [0,oo)\^^,^,0^,^].
Proof: This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 7.7 and the following lemma.
L em m a 7.9 I f  X  is a metric space, p ,u  G (X) and 7  > 0, then
1 . F'^ =  0  for  7  <
2. K j  — ^ for < 7.
3 . Ky = $ for Afj,^ y < 7.
4 . =  0  /o r  7  <  a^^y.
Proof: (1) Suppose that 7 < and x  G K f, then there exist real numbers e > 0 and go > 0 such that
LiA-
9 0
7 +  e <  ^ g  ( 7  +  e) > (go). Now set t  = -go (7 + e), then since x  G F ^ ,
We can thus choose a sequence {rn)ne^ such that r„  -> 0, 0 < r,x < ^  and io||i;(B(b’rn))) < T +  e. These 
conditions imply that,
p { B { x , r n ) y °  (%/ (B {x,rn))Ÿ > i y { B  (x.r-n)))®"^ '^*'" '^''* =  1.
Hence for all n € N  we have
({:^}) >  /* (B (z, r j ) ^ "  (I, (B (x, r J ) ) '  >  1
which clearly implies th a t ({*}) >  1- This gives that —go ( 7  +  e) = t <  Dim®®,, ({x}) < B^^y (go)
which contradicts the fact th a t —go ( 7  +  e) >  Bfj, y^ (go).
(2) Suppose that a^^y < 7  and x G K_y, then there exist real numbers e > 0 and go < 0 such that
7  -  6  >  -  i-e. -go ( 7  -  e) >  hfi^ y (go). Now set t -  -go ( 7  -  e ) ,  then since x G K^,
We can thus choose ro > 0 such that for 0 < r  < ro we have 7  -  e < • ^bis condition implies
that for all r  such that 0  < r  < ro ,
fi(B (x ,r))®  ( /i(B (x ,r ) ) ) ‘ > (t/(B  ( x , r ) ) r ‘-»-‘>+‘ =  1.
Hence we can argue that ({x}) >  1, this in turn implies that —go ( 7  -  e) =   ^ < dim®®^  ({x}) <
bfi,y (go) which contradicts the fact that —go ( 7  -  e) > 6^,y (go).
(3) and (4) follow in a similar way. ■
T h eo rem  7.10 Let X  be a metric space and p ,v  G Ai^ (X) .  I f  A C F  (7 ) is a Borel set such that
F®’*„ (A) > 0, where g, t G R  are such that 7 g +  t > 0. Then,
dim„ (A) > 7 g +  .^
In particular, i f  b^^y is differentiable at q and we set 7  (g) =  —^ p,y (g) then provided that b*^ „ ( 7  (g)) >  0 
and ( F  ( 7  (g))) >  0 toe have
g/x,i^(7(g)) =  (7(g))-
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Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 7.7 ■
Theorem 7.11 Let X  he a metric space and E Aff (X). If A Ç K  (7) is a Borel set such that
(A) > 0, where g, i 6 R  are such that 7g + £ > 0. Then,
Dim„ (A) > 7g +  £.
In particular, ifBfj, y^ is differentiable at g and we se£ 7 (g) = - B j , ( g )  then provided that B* „ (7 (g)) > 0 
and (F  (7(g))) > 0 toe have
(7(g)) =  % X 7 ( g ) ) .
Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 7.7 ■
7.5 The M ultifractal Spectrum
While the z/-multifractal spectra are of theoretical interest it is more natural for us to want to know 
what the actual multifractal spectra are i.e. to know the Hausdorff and packing dimensions of the sets 
F  (7). In the general case the best that we can do is to decompose the sets F  (7) according to the (/-local 
dimension of their points and then calculate the size of the subset of F  (7) whose points have u local 
dimension a.
Given € A ff  (A) the upper respectively lower local dimension of v at x  e X  is defined by,
5 .  =  respectively „ , ( . ) =  I to m f I S l A + f c r l ) .r \ 0  logr r \ 0  logr
If ây  (x) =  a„ (x) then the common value, known as the local dimension of v at x, is denoted by ay (x). 
Given p ,u  G AF- (A) for 7, a  > 0 set
F+'+ (7, a) = {x G suppp  n  supp v  j 7^ _„ (x) < 7 and ây (x) < a}  ;
F -'^  (7, a) =  IX G supp p  n  supp (/ | 7 < 7^  ^ (x) and ây  (x) < a  j  ;
F + “ (7, a) = (x  G supp p  n  supp u \ 7  ^„ (x) < 7 and a  < a„  (x)} ;
F " ’" (7, a) = | x  G supp p  n  supp (/ | 7 <  7^  ^ (x) and a  < a„  (x) j  .
Also, let
Finally, set
F  (7, a) =  {x G supp p n supp u | 7 ,^  ^(x) =  7 and ay (x) — a}
f(i,u (7, a) = dimn F  (7, a) and (7, a) =  dimp F  (7, a ) .
T h eo rem  7.12 Let X  be a metric space and p,F  E Ai^  (A). Also /zx 7,0: > 0, g,£ G R  and 5i,5g > 0 
such that Ô1 < j q  + t and 62 < a  {yq +  £ — 5i). Then we have the following:
1. (a) ^«('r<7+i+5i )+52 (j^+,+ a)) < (7, a)) for 0  < g.
(b) 7{«(7 g+f+<5i )+52 (7,0:)) < 2 A79+A)+.J27.^94 (7, o)) for  g < 0 ,
2. (a) 7?«(79+i+A)+<52 (x+>+ (7 , a)) < 2 «('y<?+A)+<52t ?94  (A+'+ (7, a)) for  0  < g.
(h) pcc{-fq+t+6i)+Ô2 (cy^a)) < 2 «('>®+A)+<52 7?94  (A - '+  (7, a)) for g < 0 .
A Ç F + -  (7 , a) ig Bor^f £Aen, /or g < 0, (A) < (A).
(b) I f  A C  F -> -  (7, a) is Borel then, for 0 <  g, (A) < 2 -(«(T'9+ f-5i)-<S2)7^a(79+t-A)-<Î2 (^ ),
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I  (a) I f  A C  F + --  (7 , a ) is Borel then, for q < 0 ,  (A) < 2 -(«(79+*-A )-52)TD«(79+t-tfi) -5 2
V/A Ç F - -  (7 , a) w £/ze», /or 0 < 9, B®;^ , (A) < 2-(«('Y®+*-' :^)-'Ap«(nr9+f-fi)-d2
P ro o f: An exhaustive proof of this theorem would require considerable repetition. Thus we only prove 
1 (a) and 4(6). These two parts show how the technical details work for the Hausdorff and packing cases. 
All other details follow by choosing Tm correctly.
1(a) It is well known that the statement is true for g =  0. For m G N  let us set,
4 - ' i S S l i  “  4 ’
Given m G N  let us choose t) such th a t 0 < ï? < and let (B* := B (x*,r<))^ be a  centred 77-covering of 
E  CTm-  Then we have,
S S S Ü S S  <  7 + ^  ,
p{B{xi,ri ))  > u{B { x i , n ) y ' ^ ^  = >
Also, we have.
p { B { x i , r i ) y  > u{B{xi , ri)y' ^^^^
p { B { x i , r i ) y u { B { x i , r i ) Ÿ  > z/(B (x^,n))'^^+'^"+^
OC+:v{B{xi,Ti))  >  =)-
Putting these together we have that
^ ç , ( 7 ,+ » ,) + f a  <  p / ( B ( x i , n ) Y v ( B ( x un ) f .
Hence,
7^a(7g+5i+f)+52 <^(2n)'"('y^+^ ')+^=  < 2°'('Y®+^ :)+^ = Y ]  /* ( ^  (z<, n))*%/ (B (Xf, n ) )* .
i i
Now from this we can deduce that for q < ~ ,  77“('>'®+^ i)+'ï2 (# ) and letting
g \  0  gives th a t for all E  CTm,
^«(7g+Ji)+d2 (B) < 2=('y®+^i)+^=F®;t (B) < 2«('^®+'^:)+^=F®;t ( T m ) .
Hence,
7 «^(7 g+5 i )+ < 52 ^Xm) < 2 «('Y®+^ i)+'='M®'*, {Tm) -
The result follows since Tm (7 , a).
4(6) Once again for g =  0 the statement is well known. For ttï G N  let us set.
X G A j i  l°g(/i(B (x,r)))  ^ < ! 2l M ^ 0y f f i f o r O < r < l lg log ((/ (B (x ,r))) 7 g +  £ -  5g log7- m j
Now given 777 G N , #  Ç and 0  <  g < A let (B (xi,ri))^g]sj be a centred 5-packing of E.  Then we 
have,
log (M (g(a !i,r i))) ^  _  &L
log(v{B{xi,ri))) — ^  g ^
p{B{xi , r i ) )  < v{B{xi,ri)) '^~~^ =>
p{B{xi , r i ) ) ^  < f/ (B (x<, n))'^^"^^ =+
A*(B(x<,n))^z/(B(xi,n))* < z /(B (x^ ,n )) '"^+ *-'\
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Also, we have,
log (t/(B (a ;,r ))) ^  62 ^
lo g r  — 7 g + t —
1/ (B (xf, .
Putting these together we have that
p i B { x i , n ) y o ( B ( x u r i ) Ÿ  <
Hence,
E  M (B (xi, n ))"u  (B {Xi ,n))‘ < 2 - (« N + i- 'i .) -k )  E
i  i
<  2~(“('79+i—A)-<^2)'pa(7g+(—iîi) -^ 2  .
From this we can deduce that for g <  ^ ,  (B) < Thus letting
g \  0  gives th a t for all E  CTm,
 ^ <  2~(“f'>'®+*~A)-tf2)-p-“('T9+<-<^ i)-<^ 2 _
Finally, let {Ei) .^^  be a covering of Tm.. Then we have,
(r™) < r»;t fU  (Bm n Ei) j  < E  Pif. (B™ n E<) < E  (Bm n EO




and the result follows since A — (J^  Tm- ■
Theorem 7.12 allows us to consider the relationship between the dimension functions and B^^y
and the spectra f^^y and We start by giving an upper bound theorem.
T h e o re m  7.13 Let X  be a metric space, p ,u  E (X ) and 7 , a  > 0. Then the following hold:
.9.
P ro o f; Follows immediately from Theorem 7.12 and Lemma 7.9. ■
T h e o re m  7.14 Let X  be a metric space, 7, a  > 0 and p ,v  G (A). I f  A  C K  {y, a) is a Borel set 
such that (A) > 0, where g, £ G R  are such that yq + t > 0 .  Then,
dimn (A) > a  {yq +  £).
In  particular, if  b^^y is differentiable at q and we set 7 (g) =  —6], „ (g) then provided that 6* „ (7 (g)) > 0
and {K  (7 (g) ,a)) > 0 we have
U , p  (7(g), a) = a - 6* (7(g))-
Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 7.12 ■
T h eo rem  7.15 Let X  he a metric space, 7 , 0 : >  0 and p ,v  G (A). I f  A  Ç K  (7 , 0 :) is a Borel set 
such that (A) >  0, where q ,t G H  are such that yq + t > 0 .  Then,
dimp (A) >  a {yq + t) .
In particular, i fB^^y is differentiable at q and we set 7  (g) =  „ (g) then provided that (7 {q)) > 0
and {K  ( 7  (g ),« )) > 0 we have
Bn,y (7 (g ), a ) =  a  • (7 (g)) •
P ro o f: Follows immediately from Theorem 7.12 ■
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8 T h e R ela tive  M ultifractal Spectrum  o f G raph D irected  Self- 
C onform al M easures
In this chapter we give an example to illustrate the general theory which we have been developing for 
relative multifractal analysis. We investigate the relative multifractal structure of one graph-directed 
self-conformal measure with respect to another in the case where the two measures are based on the same 
iterated function scheme.
In this chapter we let G =  (V, E , (7k)ggjg , (pe)eg^) and G' =  (V, E , , (u®'e)ee£?) be two GCIFSs
with probabilities based on the same GCIFS and satisfying the SOSC. We adopt the notation given in 
the Chapter 6  for G. For G', we let i/u, J>u, K ,  P,, ^min, mmax and m^ - play the respective roles of 
P u , P u , p I, P q , Pmin, Pmmx and Pr- In addition we set =  logm^i-
Our investigation of the relative multifractal structure of the measures p u  with respect to Vy, is 
performed in three stages. First we calculate the spectra (7) and (7) and then the spectra
(7 , a ) and (7>«)- Finally, we introduce functions and 7mu,i^ u such that
dimn {Ky (7mu,*/« (?)>««/„ (?))) =  dim? {Ky (7/i.,:/« (g) , (g))) =  (g) (g7/x«,t'« (g) +  Cmu.i'k (q)) •
In addition we give a counter example to the natural conjecture that,
dimn (F« (7m«,i'u (g))) =  dimp (F« (7mu,«/« (g))) =  (g) (Q7pu,pu (q) +  Cmu.i'u (q)) ■
8.1 The m ultifractal spectra (7 ) and (7 )
In order to analyse the sets
logpu {B (x,r))F u  (7 ) =  < X e  supp Pu n  supp z/t %  logz/u (B (x ,r))
it is natural to consider the Gibbs state of the function g(f +  (%. Using a suitable generalisation of 
Lemma 6.7 we are able to introduce a differentiable function such that P  (q, (g)) =  0, where
P  (g, C) = P  +  Cx)- This leads us to consider the Gibbs state of the function g0 +  Cmu,»/u (g) X, which 
we denote by pq. By definition pq satisfies the following, there exists c 6  (0 ,0 0 ) such th a t for all r  e  E^*\
< Pq ([r]) <
This being the case we hope that the reader will see that the calculation of the z/-multifractal spectra 
is equivalent to the calculation of the multifractal spectra of a graph directed self-similar measure. In 
particular, it is equivalent to calculating the multifractal spectra of the invariant measures of the GCIFS 
H  — (y, # ,  , (Pe)eEB) ) where the maps are chosen to satisfy the following conditions; they
have contraction ratio me and map [0 , 1] into [0 , 1] such that for all e, /  G Ey, Sg ([0,1]) fl 5 /  ([0 , 1]) 
is either a singleton or empty. For in analysing this measures associated with H , one would introduce 
auxiliary measures pq satisfying,
Pq ([r]) =  for all r  G E^*\
where (  (g) is defined to be the number which makes the spectral radius of the matrix with elements 
equal to 1 , see [EM92].
The above considerations serve to  justify the following theorem. Let (g) =  (g) and set
a  = inf^ GR {7mu,«/u (g)} and â  = sup^ gR {7m„,«^ „ (g)}-
T h eo rem  8.1 I f  a < a  then for all u g V ,
1. dim^ Ku (7) =  Dim„ F „  (7) =  (7) for  7 G {a, a), where denotes the Legendre transform
Cf C/liu,I/u -
2 . Ky (7) =  0 /or 7 ^ [a,â].
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8.2 The multifractal spectra (7 , a) and (7 , 0;)
In this section we prove the main result of this example i.e. that for two pairs of graph directed self- 
conformal measures we have equality in Theorem 7.13.
T h e o re m  8.2 If a < a then for each 7 € (a,a) there exist g G R. such that 7/x„,i/„ (g) = 7 and we have 
that for all u e V,
P  fflu,Hu {itiuyHu (g) (g)) =  BfiuiVu {7hu,hu (g) (g)) =  (g) (7m«.^ 'u (g)))
2.  K y  (7, a) =  0 /o r 7 ^  [a,a].
P ro o f; (1) The upper bound follows from Theorem 7.13; the lower bound follows from Theorem 8.5 
below.
(2) Follows from Lemma 7.9. ■
Our final task in this section is to introduce the material needed to prove Theorem 8.5 used in the 
above proof. The above section indicates that the measure pq which satisfies
Pq ([r]) =  p ® f o r  all r  G
is im portant in this task. We note that we can choose c equal to one because we know by uniqueness 
that this Bernoulli measure must coincide with the Gibbs State. We also require p®, its projection under 
'Ky onto K y .  At this stage we note the following lemma which follows as a corollary to Lemma 6.11.
L em m a 8.3 For g G R  and u g V  we have f  | log dist (x, d J y )  |dp® (x) < 0 0 .
Set A (g) =  /  ipdpq, g (g) =  /  ]>dpq, K(g)  =  f  xdpg,  (g) =  V (q) /«  (g), (g) =  V (g) /  A (g) and
(g) =  k{q) /X  (g). W ith these definitions in place let us note that (g) =  (g) (g) and
th at the 7 „^,j/„ th a t we have defined here coincides with the that we defined in the last section
(this follows by a similar argument to that given in Chapter 6  for a). Now the Ergodic theorem gives us 
the following lemma.
L em m a 8.4 With A(g), g (g) and /c(g) defined as above:
1. limn .^oo TgnV" (w|n) =  A (g) for pq -a .a .u  G E^\
2. limn-5-oo A logP w |n  =  7 (g) fo r  pq -a .a .u  G E ^ ;
3. lim„_>oo ^  lo g m ,^ |„  =  k  (g) for pq-a.a.uj G
We now use this lemma to show that p® is a measure with local dimension almost surely equal to 
o^ uu (g) Q,,,yu (7ixu,hu (g)) supported on K y  (7^„,„„ (g) ,«i/„ (g)) := F «  n  F  (7m„,«/u (g ),« ^ . (g))- 
Recall th a t for w G V and r  G (0,1),
F«,r =  | r  G #(*) I exp (r)) < diam ^  ('S '|r|-i^  M k l -  1)) |  •
T h e o re m  8.5 Given u g V and g G R , for p®-a.o.x G Ky
1 .





lim (g) { ( i i f j t u i H u  (g) + C^n.t^u (g)) -r->0 log r
dimn K y {yy„,,vu (g) (g)) > «!/„ (g) { Q 7 ( j.u , h u (g) + Cm«,*/u (g)) •
P ro o f: (1) Given r  > 0 and w G choose kr (w) G N  such that uj\kr{uj) G ty,r- Then Jw|tr(w) Q 
B  (tt (w ), r ) . Therefore with kr =  (w),
logpu {B (tt (w) ,r))  ^  log Mm (J'wl&r) ^ _____________ logPw|&r______________
logr “  logr ~  {o)\kr -  1) +  log diam J  +  log m
_  logPw|kr j Skr-ifP (*^ |fer -  1) +  log diam J  + log %
kf
and hence, limsup,.^o (g) for pg-a.a.w G E ^ .  Now since p® =  p , o k ~^
l im  s u p ^ _ ,o  ^  (g )  f o r  p ® - a .a .x  G K y .
To get the opposite inequality we define the following functions: for u G V and m  G N , let 
du,m-. R  be given by, M  =  dist (tt^ (w), a ^ jm ) • Lemma 6.5 gives us th a t dy,rn{<^) >
%  ^exp (5m ^ (w|m)) di(w„,),o (a '"  (w)). For m =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  let us set G E ^  | di{w),m W) > O}. It
follows from Lemma 8.3 that Pq {E ^\T ,m ) ~  0 for m =  0 ,1 , Also if we set
E =  {w G I di(w),m (w) > 0, for m =  0 ,1 ,...}
then Pq ( # ^ \E )  =  0 since E =  HmSm* Now for 0 < r  < 1 and w G E we are able to  choose irir (w) G N  
such th a t du,mr(w)+i (w) < r  < Then by the definition of dy,m, B  {Ky (cu) ,r )  Ç Jw|mr(w) thus
with nir = rrir (w) we have
logMw (B (tt (w) ,r))  ^  log Mm {Jw\mj) 
logr ~  logr
C^>gPu)\mr ________________> Bmr+1^  {oj\mr +  1) +  logd((w„,^+i),o {a^-+'^ (w)) -  logai 
^  logPwlmr , Sm r+ li^  {oj\m r +  1) +  logd<(w«,.+i),0 {(7^"+^ {(v)) -  logUi 
n ir  rrir
Since for all u e V , h j  Lemma 8.3, logd^.o is integrable, the ergodic theorem gives us that.
Urn '° S *(".+.),« K "  W )  = 0 ,
k —i-oo k
Hence, lim inf,-,»  )■■■)) > (,)  for p,-a.a.u. e  E ” . Thus, lim inf,^»  >
(g) for p®-a.a.x G Ky.
(2) This follows by the same argument as that used in (1) with pu replaced by Uy and p replaced by
m.
(3) Follows since
log Mm (B (x ,r)) ^
log Uy (B (x, r) ) ’
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and (g) =  (g) (g).
(4) Follows by similar arguments to (1) if we use the following equality,
p , ( ( r l ) = p ? m + - “ '''>.
(5) Follows immediately from (2), (3) and (4). ■
8.3 A n Example
Having calculated the Hausdorff and packing dimensions of the sets F „  (7 /x„,«y„ (g ), CKy„ (g)) we would hope 
that we could use this calculation to calculate the Hausdorff and packing dimensions of Ky  (7 ;i„,i/„ (g)). 
A natural conjecture is that dimn [Ky (7 p;„,„„ (g))) =  dimp {Ky (7 ;*,,,^ ,, (g))) =  (g) (g 7 mu.m„ (g) +
Cmu.mu (g))* We now give an example to show th a t there exist pairs of invariant measures based on the 
same GCIFS such that this is not the case.
Binomial measures are examples of measures which can be defined using GCIFSs. Let p  be the 
binomial measure supported on [0,1] based on the probability vector {p, 1 -  p), where p € (O, | )  i.e. p 
is the unique probability on [0 , 1] satisfying p  = p  - p o  + ( 1 -  p )  p o  where T i  (x) =  x / 2  and 
T2 (x) =  x /2  +  | .  Set u = p. Then by definition we have that 7 p,„ (g) =  1 for all g. This implies that 
Cm.m (g) =  1 -  g. Thus (g) {qjf, ,y (g) +  Cu,h (g)) =  (g) {g +  l - q )  = ay  (g). Also, for all x € [0,1],
Urn =  1.r \o  V {B (x ,r))
Thus for all g we have that K  (g)) =  [0,1]. Hence dimn ( F  (7 y^ ,„ (g))) =  dimn ([0,1]) =  1.
Now, it is well known (see, for example, [CM92]) th a t (g) is a decreasing function of g such that 
limg_^oo « 1/ (g) =  \og(i72 )^ <  1- Thus there exists go such that for all g > go, « 1/ (g) < 1- Hence there exists 
a g such th a t (g) ^  1. This gives us a counter example to the conjecture that dimn {Ky {yy,,,Vy, (g))) =  
dimp {Ky (7 /i„,,/„ (g))) =  (g) (g7 /iu,M« (g) +  (g)) for all pairs of of invariant measures based on
the same GCIFS.
8.4 R elative M ultifractal Spectra
While the above example is a counter example to  our initial conjecture we feel th a t it is more than likely 
that the situation where we set p = u is a degenerate case. Our conjecture is as follows:
C onjecture 2
1. I f  Uy <  py then there exist g such that dimn {Ky (7 ^,,^, (g))) ^  (g) (g7 p«,M« (g) +  Cmu.^ u (g))
and there exist g such that dim? {Ky (g))) 7^  ai/„ (g) (g7ffu,y« (g) +  (g)).
2. I f  py±Uy then dimn {Ky (7 /x„,mu (g))) =  dimp {Ky (7 ^„,„„ (g))) =  (g) {qy^u.^u (?) +  (g))
for all q.
For g G R  set
E (g) =  e  supp p .  n suppi,.| lim =  7 ;..,.. (?), Um ^p (,)
and
F  (g) =  { x €  supp p . n supp lim =  7 ,..,.. (?). > a„„ (? )]
Then
Ku  (7m«,m„ (g)) =  F  (7m„,m„ (g ), (g)) |J  B (g) IJ (?) ■
So far what we have been able to prove is the following:
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T h eo rem  8 . 6  I f  the GCIFS that we are considering satisfies the strong separation condition, then for 
0 < 9 < 1,
dimn (B (9 )) < dimp {E (9 )) < a„„ (9 ) (9) + Chu,hu (?)) •
P ro o f: We start our proof by quoting the following lemma which can be proved by using standard 
arguments from the literature (see, for example, [0195]).
L em m a 8.7  Let the GCIFS that we are considering satisfy the strong separation condition and let Pu, Fy
and p® be defined as above. There exists a constant c such that for all x  G supp and r > 0,
c~^pl {B{x , r ) )  < /iy (B (x ,r ))‘*z/«(B(x,r))^^“>‘'“^^  ^ < cp® (B (x ,r ) ) .
Fix 9  G R , and for m ,n  G N  define e^ , C« r}m,n using the following equations.
 — := 1 +  Cm, -— - := 1 — Cn and (1  +  Cm) (1 — Cn) := 1 +  9 m,n-(9 ) -  1 /m  Tmu.mu (9 ) +  1 /**
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that
dimp [E (9)) > (9 ) (97mu,m„ (9) +  (9 )) := /  (?) •
For m  G N  set
Em — | x  € B  (9 ) < Py (B (x ,r)) for r  <
Then Em B  (9 ) and thus there exists an M  G N  such that for m > M , dimp (#m) >  /  (?)• Fix 
m >  M  and choose n G N  such that r]m,n > 0- For Z G N  set
f l  =  j x  G (B (a;,r))'Y «^.:'"(®)+l/« ^ ^  ^ }  j  .
Then since Fi Em we can choose an B G N  such th a t for all I > L, dimp (Fi) > f  (9 ). Fix I > L,  then 
using results in [JP95] we are able to find a compact set C  such that C Ç Fi and dimp (G) >  /  (9 ). Let 
9  >  0 be given and let U be an open 5-neighbourhood of G such that p® (U) < p® (G) + 9  <  p® {E (9)) + 9 .
Now choose e such that 0 < e < dist | g ,R ‘^ \G | .
The condition that dimp (G) > /  (9 ) implies that there exists a 5 such that 0  <  5 < e and a centred 
5-packing (B* := B  (x*,r^))^ of G such that
Thus,
i
1 <  ^   ^ (g)+C^u(g))
i
< 2 ^^ ®) ^ Z / „  Py (J5,)C;iu..»u(9){l+em)
i
i
< (Bt) < a X D p l  ( i j B i  J <  c 2« » ) p «  (U)
Letting 9  \  0 yields a contradiction since p® (B (9 )) =  0.
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